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UDK 521.15:517.911 

A STUDY OF THE OSCILLATION OF A SATELLITE IN THE PLANE  OF AN 

ELLIPTICAL ORBIT 

V.A.  Zlatoustov, D.Ye.   Okhotslmskly, V.A.   Sarychev, and 

A. P.   Torzhevskly 

Plane oscillations of a satellite on an elliptical orbit unoer the 
influence of gravitational moments are considered. Periodic solutions 
to the equation describing these oscillations are sought. The questions 
as to the number of periodic solutions and their stability are investi- 

gated as functions of the defining parameters - the eccentricity of the 
orbit and the inertia characteristics of the satellite. 

1. For communications, weather, geodetic and certain other types 

of artificial satellites, an important problem is to seek out methods 

for passive (without consumption of power and working fluid) orienta- 

tion to the earth over a long satellite lifetime. 

Passive orientation may be achieved, for example, by using the mo- 

ments acting upon a solid body in a central gravitational field.   It is 

well known that when a solid body moves on a circular orbit, the equil- 

ibrium positions corresponding to coincidence of the principal central 

axes of inertia of the body with the axes of the orbital coordinate 

system formed by the radius vector,  the transversal and the binormal to 

the orbit include stable equilibrium positions  [1,  2],  This circumstance 

has engendered a number of theoretical investigations and technical 

proposals concerned with the creation of a gravitational stabilization 

system for artificial satellites  [3-8].  One of the designs of a gravi- 

tational stabilization system has recently been successfully put into 
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practice [9,  10]. 

On a weakly elliptical orbit, the body's stable equilibrium posi- 

tion almost always enters Into stable oscillatory motion with small 

amplitude and short period« the latter equal to the period of revolu- 

tion on the orbit.* These oscillations may be regarded as errors of 

orientation. However, they can easily be calculated and taken Into ac- 

count. In this case. It Is expedient to select as the nominal unper- 

turbed motion of the satellite not the equilibrium position In the or- 

bital system of coordinates, as Is the case for a circular orbit, but a 

certain regular periodic motion about this position. 

This approach can also be used for elliptical orbits that differ 

sharply from the circular. The problem reduces to finding stable per- 

iodic oscillations of the satellite whose properties are acceptable 

from the standpoint of using these oscillations as nominal motions for 

the orientation system. 

The object of the present paper consists In making a step toward 

the solution of this Interesting problem In nonlinear mechanics. It 

will consider oscillations of a satellite In the plane of an elliptical 

orbit for arbitrary values of the eccentricity. Odd periodic solutions 

with a period equal to the satellite's period of revolution on Its or- 

bit are Investigated, and the stability region of these eolations is 

determined. We see that stable periodic solutions exist for any values 

of the eccentricity, and that there may be two types of stable solu- 

tions in a certain domain of eccentricities. Computer results were used 

extensively in accomplishing this work. 

A rumber of theoretical results pertaining In particular to proof 

of the existence of odd periodic solutions have been set forth in [11], 

which is published in the present issue. We note also that one of the 

cases of parametric resonance on a weakly elliptical orbit was examined 
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In [12], and that the stability region for 

period motions of a satellite with almost 

equal moments of inertia was obtained In 

[131. 

2. The oscillations of a satellite In 

the plane of an elliptical orbit are des- 

cribed by the following system of differen- 

tial equations: 

[d,(fl + v) /*•] -t-awoMl + eco»v)s8in0cos$ »0, 

Fig. 1. Satellite on 
elliptical orbit, a) 
Apogee; TT) perigee; v) 
true anomaly; ti)  angle 
between axis of satel- 
lite and local verti- 
cal. 

d\ / di = ci)o(l + e cos v)2 

(a = 3[(Ä-/l)/CJ,  (00= (nip)Urp). 
(1) 

Here, A, B and " are the principal 

central moments of inertia of the satellite, 

R is the radius of the earth, ^ is the ac- 

celeration of gravity at the surface of the earth, £ is the parameter 

cf the orbit, e is the eccentricity of the orbit, v is the true anomaly, 

t is time and 0 is the angle between one of the principal axes of the 

satellite's ellipsoid of inertia and the radius vector of the orbit 

(Fig. 1). Equations (l) have been derived on the assumption that the 

motion of the satellite's center of mass does not depend on its oscil- 

lations with respect to the center of mass. 

If we take the true anomaly v as the independent variable, then 

System (l) will be reduced to a single nonlinear differential equation 

of the second order, as derived in [2]s 

(l-fecosv)—p^ —2e8lnv -^ + a sin 6 cos 6 = 2« sin v.    (2) dv* av 

The parameters a and e satisfy the inequalities |a|^3, 0^e<l. 

To a periodic solution of System (l) with a period equal to the period 

of revolution of the satellite's center of mass on the orbit there cor- 

responds a periodic solution of Eq. (2) with a period 27r (the 27r-per- 
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iodlc solution). 

The following it known concerning frr-periodic solutions of Eq. (2). 

It has been shown [11], using the results of [14-16], that for all val- 

ues of the parameters a and e filling the region E(|a| ^ 3# 0 ^ e < I), 

there exists at least one odd 2Tr-periodic solution. The region E is di- 

vided by a branching curve (bifurcation curve) into two subregions E1 

and E~. The bifurcation curve proceeds out of the principal resonance 

point (a • 1, 9 m 0),  following the tangent to the a-axis. In region E.# 

there exist three periodic solutions ^Q, 0 , 6m$  of which OQ and 0. 

merge on the bifurcation curve and no longer exist as we move into re- 

gion E1. A single periodic solution exists in the region E*. 

Workable results on the behavior of the bifurcation curve and the 

number and type of the periodic solutions can be obtained only in the 

strip 0 <; e « 1 by the methods used in [11, 14-16]. The properties of 

periodic solutions to Eq. (2) have also been investigated in the region 

|a| « 1 [13]. 

On a circular orbit (e ■> 0), Eq. (2) becomes the equation of free 

oscillations of a mathematical pendulum: 

*2fi.+•#.(«•)-o. (3) 

This equation is integrated in elliptical functions. The 27r-peri- 

odic solutions to Eq.   (3) discussed above take the form 

*\« 

i>«>4 
«1-0, 
#4-11» Ia(*«iyiv)( 
«L--i ■«M*«yi*). 

~a<e<i 
♦.-0. 

These solutions are generating solutions for eccentricity values 

other than sero.  On a circular orbit, trivial solutions with positive a 

define the stable equilibrium position. 
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3. The results set forth above have been used In an Investigation 

of periodic solutions of Eq. (2) over the entire region E. Most atten- 

tion has been given the odd STT-periodic solutions. 

Finding odd 27r-perlodlc solutions of Eq.   (2) Is equivalent to solv- 

ing the boundary-value problem for this equation with the boundary con- 

ditions 

«(0) - *(*) - 0. 

By way of illustration. Pig. 2 presents a diagram of ü{IT)  as a 

function of i>(0) ■■ dV^vJ^^ for ^(0) -• 0. The curves have been plotted 

for a ■ 3 and eccentricity values e - 0, 0.446, 0.6 and 0.8. On the 

figure, we can trace the evolution of the number and magnitude of the 

roots that correspond to the periodic solutions sought as functions of 

the orbital eccentricity. Three periodic solutions exist for a « 3 and 

0 ^ e < 0.446. The point (a = 3, e - 0.446) lies on the bifurcation 

curve. For values of e > 0.446 there exists only one periodic solution. 

Thus solution of the boundary-value problem reduces to determine- 

tlon of all values of i>(0) for which the condition ^(TT)  « 0 is satis- 

fled. Results of solving the boundary-value problem are presented in 

Fig. 3»  in which the initial angular velocity i>(0) is plotted as a func- 

tion of the parameter e for a number of values of a. It is evident from 

the figure that for -3 < a < 1 there always exists one initial velocity 

value that realizes periodic solutions, while three may exist for 1 ^ 

^ a ^ 3. The broken line corresponds to the bifurcation curve. Positive 

values of i>(0) correspond to the periodic solutions i) and i>0, and neg- 

ative values to the solution i>_. On the figure, the initial data for 

the solution $   lie above the bifurcation curve. Positive values of 
• 
i>(0) below the bifurcation curve correspond to the solution i>0.  Invest- 

igation of the region of large eccentricities  (0.9 ^ e < 1) and nega- 

tive a has not been completed. 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of ^(TT) on 0(0), ^(0) -• 0, a 
-3. 

4. With the object of studying the stability of the periodic solu- 

tions Obtained, let us write an equation in variations for Eq. (2): 

(1 +#«M«).£^l***£+e»<ef)r - 0, (4) 

where £* is the periodic solution being tested for stability and x is 

a small deviation fro« this solution. 

The characteristic equation for the variation equation (4) may be 

written as followsi 

y - 14X -M - 0, where A - *k[*i**) + ii(2iOI.      (5) 

Here x, and x2 are solutions of the equation in variations, solu- 

tions that form a fundamental system and satisfy the initial conditions 

Uw-o, U(0)-i 
If |A| < 1, the roots of the characteristic equation are complex- 
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conjugate, and the periodic solution Is stable In first approximation. 

The equation |A| - 1 gives the boundary of the stability region of the 

periodic solution. If |A| > 1, the periodic solution Is unstable. 

Pig. 3. Initial velocity i>(0) 
corresponding to periodic solu- 
tions as a function of the par- 
ameters a and e. The dashed line 
represents the"blfurcation curve. 

Values of x1(27r) and x2(27r) were determined by numerical Integra- 

tion of Eq. (4) In variations. The results of Investigation of the 

roots of the characteristic equation (3) are presented In Fig. 4, where 

the boundaries of the stability region of the periodic solutions have 

been plotted In the a,  e-plane (light lines) with the bifurcation curve 

(heavy line), which emanates from the point (a - 1, e - 0). The region 

Eo of existence of three periodic solutions Is situated to the left of 

and above the bifurcation curve In Fig. 4. The region E,, which Is sit- 

uated to the right of and below the bifurcation curve, corresponds to a 

single periodic solution. 
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It has been aeoertained as a result of analysis that the solution 

i)+ is always unstable # while the solution *0 is stable in the region E3 

with the exception of a zone of parametric resonance that begins at 

point (a - 9/k9  e - 0). The stability region of the periodic solution 

im is »ore coaplex. For this solution, the point (a ■ 1/4, e - 0) is 

the initial point of the pa rmae trie-resonance region. The transition of 

the stability region fro« positive to negative values of a through the 

resonance point (a • 0, e - 0.682) is highly interesting. Here, in the 

stable case, the axis of the minor inertia moment oscillates about the 

radius vector for a > 0, *hile the axis of the major inertia moment 

does so for a < 0. 

Calculation of the boundaries of the stability region for the so- 

lution £_ as e -* 1 involves a great deal of difficulty, since Eq. (2) 

has a singularity at e ■ 1, v ■ (2k ♦ 1)* (k ■■ 0, + 1, + 2, ...). It 

appears that for a > 0, both boundary curves fuse together to approach 

the vertical tangent to the point (a ■ 0, e — 1), while for a < 0 they 

tend asymptotically toward the line e ■ 1. 

It follows from the results of [17« 18] that the necessary condi- 

tions for stability of periodic solutions of Eq. (2) as obtained on ex- 

amination in first approximation, are also sufficient for almost all 

values of the parameters a and e. 

5. Solutions of Eq. (2) in the regions 0 ^ e « 1 and |a| «1 

have also been investigated by asymptotic methods. Thus, for example, 

the boundaries of the parametric-resonance region of the periodic solu- 

tion *Q have been determined in a small neighborhood of the point (a m 

m 9/4, e - 0). It was found that the resonance effect under considera- 

tion is detected only in the third approximation. The parametric-reso- 

nance region boundaries are determined by the relationship 
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.9     i227 74853 
'4^200     * 51200     +•,• 

(6) 

Fig.  4.  Regions of existence of one and 
three periodic solutions and stability 
regions of the solutions 0Q and i)_.  l) 
Bifurcation curve;  2) regions of stabil- 
ity of solutions; 3) and. 

The paramagnetic resonance region of the solution i>_, which begins 

at the point (a « 1/4« e « 0), can now be determined In first approxi- 

mation.  The boundaries of this region take the form [12]: 

a-A±|# + ... (7) 

The behavior of the stability-region boundaries for the solution 

£_ have been Investigated in the strip |a| «1. The first five terms 
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of the asyvptotic expansion were determined and aade It possible to 

calculate not only the position of the point at which the stability-re- 

gion boundary of the solution *_ Intersects the axis o • 0, as was done 

In [13]» but also the slope snd curvature of the boundary In the neigh- 

borhood of this point. 

6. Apart frosi the periodic notions about the radius vector« great 

Interest attaches to periodic notions relative to a vector fixed In ab- 

solute space« for exaaple« about a vector parallel to the major axis of 

an elliptical orbit. If we denote by ^ the angle between the satel- 

lite's principal axis of Inertia and the direction to the perigee fron 

the center of attraction« we nay readily Obtain fron (2),  using the re- 

lation 

«i-#-l-% (8) 

an equation for ^s 

(l<f«Mv)^-lfita^+e*(Si-«)eM(fi-v>-a (9) 

It can be shown by the nsthods described above that there exists 

a single 2ir-periodlo solution for Bq. (9) in the entire region E of the 

parameters (o# e). The generating solution for It will be ^ m 0,  which 

obtains for o - 0 and corresponds to translatlonal motion In absolute 

space* 

To Investigate the stability of these solutions« we may employ Bq. 

(4) In variations« where it is necessary to set 

Hare ^,# Is the periodic (in absolute space) solution to be inves- 

tigated for stability. The characteristic equation takes the form (3) 
I 

and its coefficient A may be calculated by the method given above. 

In fig. 5» lines of constant A are repreaented in the a« e-plane. 

The stability region corresponds to that part of the plane in which 
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|A| < 1. The boundary of this region, which is identified in Fig.  3 by 

the heavy curve, consists of segments of the coordinate axes (A « 1), 

part of the upper boundary of the region E and a line A ■ - 1 emanating 

from the point  (a « 0, e « 1) and having a vertical tangent at this 

point. The part of the region E lying to the right of and above the 

curve A •= - i corresponds to unstable solutions. 

The results obtained signify that for elliptical orbits with arbi- 

trary eccentricity there exists a range of values of a for which stable 

periodic motion of the satellite in absolute space is possible.  If e < 

< 0.463« then stable oscillations of the satellite are possible for ar- 

bitrary values of the parameter a in the Interval 0 < a < 3. With e > 

> 0.463« the largest admissible value of a decreases and, in particular, 

dumbbell-shaped oscillations of the satellite become unstable. 

We can also examine periodic solutions in a form more general than 

(8), for example, 

♦.-^ + f^ (10) 
Here the m are arbitrary whole numbers.  The values of the parame- 

ter m determine the secular variation of the position of the satellite 

axis with respect to the radius vector over the orbital revolution per- 

iod. The value m * 0 corresponds to oscillations in the orbital coor- 

dinate system, and in « 2 to oscillations about the semlmajor axis of 

the orbit  (in absolute space).  The existence of solutions of Type   (10) 

was indicated in [11]. Their actual construction can be accomplished by 

solving the boundary-value problem with suitably selected boundary con- 

ditions. 

7. A revealing characteristic of a self-contained system with one 

degree of freedom is its phase-plane analysis. For a nonself-contained 

system, the stroboscopic pattern formed by points of the phase paths at 
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Fig. 3« Lines of A - const and 
stability region of periodic so- 
lution corresponding to oscilla- 
tions about the direction of the 
seminajor axis. 

discrete points in tine differing by a multiple of the system's period 

performs a similar function. The time shift over a period defines a 

transfonmtion of the points of the phase plane. A stationary point of 

auch a mapping corresponds to the periodic solution. A periodic solu- 

tion will be stable if the image of a sufficiently small neighborhood 

of the stationary point remains small for an arbitrary number of succes- 

sive mappings. 

Invariant sets that map into themselves on transformation after a 

period may exist en the phase plane. For a stable stationary point In 

the case in which the system does not have damping f Invariant sets may 
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Flg. 6. Stroboscoplc pattern of phase paths In the neighborhood of a 
periodic solution I>Q for a ■■ 3 and e - 0.2. 

form closed curves surrounding the stationary point. 

The aggregate of Invariant sets has a complex structure. A certain 

number of points on the phase plane correspond to subharmonlc oscilla- 

tions having a period that Is a multiple of the system's period. On 

mapping after a period, these points map Into one another. The number 

of points Is determined by the multiplicity of the subharmonlc. In the 

neighborhood of each of the points corresponding to stable subharmonlcs 
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there may be closed curves that, on transformation after a period, be- 

come curves surrounding another point of the same subharmonic. After a 

certain number of mappings, when the points of the subharmonic have re- 

turned to their initial positions, the initial curve is mapped into it- 

self. 

Plotting the stroboscopic pattern of the phase paths enables us to 

judge of the behavior of solutions neighborhing the periodic solution 

and to bound the region of initial data for which the deviation from 

the periodic solution remains limited. 

As an example. Fig. 6 shows the stroboscopic pattern of phase paths 

for a « 3, e « 0.2. The angle ^ and the angular velocity 0 at perigee 

are plotted against the axes. The stationary point 0 corresponds to the 

stable periodic solution OQ. Points numbered n ■ 0, 1, 2, ..., are ob- 

tained by transformation after n periods. The initial positions of the 

phase points are selected on the 0-axls. The figure represents Invar- 

iant sets in the neighborhood of a periodic solution. Note the closed 

curves surrounding the stationary point. Note further the stable sub- 

harmonlc with period 47r - points P1 and P2 mapping into one another af- 

ter a period 2tr. The points S1, Sp and Sg correspond to a stable sub- 

harmonic and points S1
I, Sg', and S?' to an unstable harmonic with per- 

iod 6ir. Note also the invariant curves surrounding the stable points 

Pi* P« an^ S^, Sg, S^. 
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PERIODIC SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATION OP PLANE OSCILLATIONS 

OP A SATELLITE ON AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT 

A. P. Torzhevskly 

The topic Is the existence and uniqueness of odd periodic solu- 

tions of period 27rk (k ■ 1, 2, ...) to the second-order nonlinear dif- 

ferential equation describing plane oscillations *?  a satellite on an 
elliptical orbit. The qualitative behavior of solutions with period 27r 

is considered as a function of parameter variation; a differential 

equation is written for a parameter-plane branching (bifurcation) curve, 

the initial segment of which is constructed in explicit form. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the forms of motion of a satellite about its center of mass 

consists in oscillations of the satellite in the plane of the orbit 

about the direction of the radius vector, oscillations described by the 

equation [l] 

(l-|-«coiv)S--2«8iiivx--|-a»in6 —4«iinv,   (O.l) 
thr tfV 

where 5 is twice the angle between one of the principal axes of the 

satellite's ellipsoid of inertia that lie in the plane of the orbit and 
B-A 

the radius vector of the orbit, v is the true anomaly, a — 3 ■ , A, B 

and C are the principal central moments of inertia, |a| £ 3 and e is 

the escentricity, with 0 ^ e < 1. 

On a circular orbit (e * 0) and in the case of a body with dynamic 

symmetry and the axis of symmetry perpendicular to the plane of the or- 

bit (a - 0), £q. (0.1) is integrated in quadratures. Hence for small e 
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or a we can find approximate expressions for the solution of this equa- 

tion« working from the Polncare small-parameter method or the averaging 

method of N.M. Krylov and N.N. Bogolyubov, as was done in References 

[2,  31* Since e fl 0, a fl 0 represents a nonlntegrable case, great in- 

terest attaches to problems of qualitative Investigation of this equa- 

tion. The present paper considers only odd periodic solutions of period 

2irk (k • 1, 2, •••), the existence of which can be explained physically 

by synmetry of the force field with respect to the line of apsides. 

These solutions satisfy the conditions 

6(0) - 6(II*) - 0. (0.2) 

We obtain the boundary-value problem (0.l)-(0.2), which will be 

investigated below. We note that the solutions being considered repre- 

sent a particular case of oscillatory motions about a straight line 

passing through the satellite's center of mass and rotating with arbi- 

trary angular velocity in absolute space (see footnote on page 33). 

1. EXISTBHCE AND UNIQUENESS OP PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 

1. Consider the boundary-value problem 

*-/(«.«) (1.1) 

«(0)->«(•)-0. (1.2) 

Let the function f(t, x) be continuous in the strip 

0<l<«» (%>0). Is«». 

Then the problem of (1.!)-(!.2) will be solvable if 

J/(i, «)*i>-^+*.        ^-S) 

c.<(s/«)t; (I-2*) 

and its solution will be unique when 

1/(1.*) -/(i.»i)|<*|*-«.l.      (1.5) 
ci <(«/•)«. 
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Here the c. are constants. 

We shall examine the solution of Problem (l.l)-(1.2) as an extre- 

mal of the functional 

/(*. i)-f [y/ + fm «•)*•]*• (1.6) 

It can be affirmed that there exists at least one extremal if we 

prove that the functional has a lower bound. Let us apply the integral 

inequality [4] 

Ji«A>(«/a)iJ««Ä, 

which is satisfied if x(t) has a derivative with an integrable square 

and vanishes at the end points. From (1.6) we obtain 

/(«. i) > ( -sK«/«)1 - cjÄ + «» > «I. 

if 

We reduce the boundary-value problem (1.1)-(1.2) to the integral 

equation 

ft 
*(l) + jÄ(lfT)/[T,*(t)J*-Of 

where 

Then Condition (1.3) proceeds from the Hammerstein uniqueness 

theorem [5-6]» 

Substituting variables as follows: 

l + tCMV 

we transform Problem (0.1)-(0.2) to the form 

*-/M). (1.8) 
«(0) .«(**)_ 0. (1.9) 
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with 

/ 

Pig. 1 

In analysis of (1.3)# we employ the inequality 

n^e-fitäaf/ri^M 

where p is an arbitrary constant. 

As a result we get 

*-(•/(!-Ml+ ¥. 
This signifies that with the condition 

•/(l-MXI/*« (»-I,«,...) f1*11' 
there exists at least one solution to Problem 

(1.8)-(1.9). This solution is unique if, ac- 

cording to (1.5h 

(•-♦• |e|)/(!-•)< !/*•  (*-l,se,...).(1.12) 

Inequality (1.11) is represented graph- 

ically in the form of a set of vertical set- 

ments with cutoff tops (Fig. 1). Inequality 

(1.12) is satisfied inside equilateral trian- 

gles whose bases lie on the a-axls, while 

their vertices lie on the e-axis (Pig. 2).# 

2. Por the sake of simplicity, we shall 

henceforth study the boundary-value problem 

that defines the 2ir-periodic solution 

1-/(1,«),   (1.13) 

«(0)-#(«)-o. d-i^) 

where f(t, x)  la written in the form (1.10). 

This problem has at least one solution for all admissible values 

of the paramatars £ and a (see (1.11), where k - l). 

Let us show that for sufficiently small a there exists a unique 

aolution to Problem (1.13)-(l.l4) with 0 ^ e < 1. 

- to - 

Pig. 2 

( 



Let us write the equation In deviations for Eq. (1.13): 

*+wo+ •»(«) J«-o. 
(1.15) 

i(0) - f (II) - o. 

Here t —«(t) ~*i'(*)t *fe»*i are solutions to Problem (1.13)-(1.14) cor- 

responding to the given values of e and a; 

x lies between x, and Xp. 

Let us reduce the boundary-value problem (1.13) to an Integral 

equation 

* m        '    i 
* - J j:(if %)»{x)uh - o J Ä(«t t)*(t)«k. 

< 

Introducing the nomenclature 

i>(itT)-ir(«ft)+Jr(it 1)^(1. t)«.    (i.i6) 

where r(«, t) Is the resolvent of the kernel A'(i, T)«(T), we find 

« 

s-a{D(ltT)*(T)rtr. 

Prom this, 

^•^ (1.17) 

Mm*mui\z\,  twmae,  and c Is a constant. 

For small a,  Inequality (1.17) Is possible only with N « 0. 

3. Let us study the behavior of solutions to Problem (1.13)-(l.l4) 

In the region of uniqueness of (1.12), I.e., for k ■ 1. 

Property 1. The solution, together with the Initial value of the 

derivative. Is negative. For e • 0, x(t) = 0. If e ^ 0, then x(t) ^ 0. 

Let us show that for « — O, #^0, «(<) <0 on the Interval (0, w). Brom 

(1.10) and (1.13) we find 
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-Denoting by x , x+ solutions that satisfy the inequalities 

f _ < z(t) < f+ 

and the boundary conditions (1.14), we obtain 

j+ - IN+ - ~aiD t, i -: + J'f-~ .V sin t, 
. 1P == e I ( i - e) < •Is. 

Conr:>equently, 

f _ <O. 

Let us suppose that the affirrna t1,on is false. Then we can find e 

and a such that at a certain point leE (0, K) 

z(le) - 0, i(le) - 0, I (le) < 0, 

while it follows from (1.13) that 

i(te) = 4e aiD 1e > 0. 

Property 2. With fixed ~~ the solution, together with the initi&l 

value of the derivative, decreases ith increasing a as long as 

0 > z(') > -.a(t + 1coet). 

Let x1 (t) be the solution corresponding to~ and a and let x2 (t) 

be the solution corresponding to~~ a+ E (where E is small). 

Denoting 

.1(1) == za(l) - Zt(l), 

we find from (1.13) 

i + p(l)s ==- esiD{ 1 ;·:~, )+.R, ( 1.18) 

( Zt(l) ' 
ICOII + acoe t + tJCOIII 

p(t)- ·1 + tJCOSI ' 

R-uos +a ... ( 
Zs(l) ) .I I 

t + ecos t t + e cos I -~ 

Since the solution is continuously dependent on the parameters 1, 

R-al. 

The further reasoning proceeds in the same way as in the proof of 

Property 1. 
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2. BIFURCATION CURVE 

1. If e = 0, then we can write the general solution to Eq. (1.1 3 ). 

It is found that withe= 0, a< 1, the boundary-value problem (1. 13 )

(1.14) has a unique solution x(t) _ 0. In the case of e = 0 , a > l , 

there exist the three solutions 

z(t)- 0, 
z -- z -

sin -- = k sn }a. t, sin - = - k an l'a. t, 
2 2 

"2 = r(O)_ < t, 
4a. 

which we shall denote respectively by n0 , IT+, and n_. These s olut i ons 

are the generating solutions in the cont inuation with r espect t o the 

parameters ~and a. At the point {e = 0, a = 1), all t hr ee so l ut ions 

fuse (bifurcation point). The bifurcation points lie on analyti cal bi

furcation ~urves in the parameter plane [7]. The solutions t o Problem 

(1.13)-(1.14) that correspond to points of this curve will be known as 

multiple or branching solutions. Let us reduce the boundary-value prob -

lem (1.13)-(1.14) t o the integral equation 

z-rK(t,'J)[ .re08'J z+a.sin(
1

+ z )]t~r+ualnt '..;,0,( 2.1) 
J t+eeou eoos'J 
0 

where K(t, T) is a triangular ke r nel {see (1 .9)), and apply the r esult s 

of Schmidt on bifurcating solutions [8]. 

Let x2 (t) be a s olution corresponding to e + o, a + E, and let 

x1 (t) be a solution corresponding to~~ a whe r e o and E are small. 

Introducing the notation 

1(t) == za(t) - z.(t), 

we obtain from (2.1) 

- -w .. + w ... + W001+ w ... + ~w .. + ~.w ... == o, ( 2 . 2 ) ·-· ·-· 
' where w •• .,(a&) are integroexponential f orms of mth degree in !' nth de -

gree in o and P1h degree in E, writte n as 
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• 
w--·-~ •<'·">'<~>•· • 

• • w.- (f(I)St(l)+ •• ,,.- 6 s K(t, ~ f(~)St(~~·· 
• • • w.- -a ~ ·K(t, ~)lin ( .. +sa(~) } fit, 

1 • • ecoet 

• • w,.- t(1)16- 6! K(t. t)f(t)Jtk, 
• 

• cP •(· + ~~) 
W .. 

-
_ _!_ r 1 + eCOI~ ( I )l 

il ~ ~ _.K(t, ~> t + ecoe.t ~~~. 

"II' sin{• + za(~) ') 
W 

-
- ...!_ ( t + ~COl~ ( J ). * il J · ~ _.K(t, ~) t + ecoe~ ~~~ • 

• 
ecoet + Gcoe ( 1 +z:~, ) 

p(t)- ---~-+-,-coe-1;_ __ 

CIOII 
t(t)- t+~coet 

If the equation in variations 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

possesses a solution not identically equal to zero, then bifurcation 

occurs at point (e, a). Denoting the solution of Eq. (2.4) by ~(t) and 

by 

(2.5) 

the kernel for which Eq. (2.4) has only the trivial solution, we find 

from (2.2) 

' . 
·~ !~<'· ,,,._ -,.(c)a.- w.-w•- w •• -

• . -
- ~w .. - .~w~ . .... ~ 

• 
~-s '1(~)-. • • 

( 2 . 6) 

If r(a,~) is the resolvent of the kernel E(t, T), then 

- -
•- '(t)A+P•+P•+Pue+ ~P .. + ~P*, .... (2.7) 
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where 

a 

Ni).--ii(o-Jr(i.t)i|(tHff 

We shall seek a solution Eq. (2.7) in the form of an absolutely 

and uniformly converging series 

n+n+p>t 

(2.8) 

on the condition that 

«<*i.    |e|<*fc   mazUI-r^A,.    |X|<l,t (2.9) 
t > 

where k^« k2, h1, 1. are sufficiently small. 

Here  IC(A«)   is an integroexponential form of nth degree in 6 and 

pth degree in e. 

Substituting (2.8) into  (2.6), we obtain the bifurcation equation 

[8] 

S W + S X- S   5 t|(0 v* («i)A - 0. 
iR.t mot    n+p>t t 

■ I 
L^- j[v-;(de)i|(0*     (m-U...). (2.10) 

where L, ■• 1 always. 

Schmidt proved the theorem. 

If h^  is the first, nonzero coefficient, then the solution x;,(t) 

branches m times at point (e, a). 

At point (e « 0, a - 1), x. (t) = 0. It can be shown by simple cal 

culations that 

Hence the solution x, » 0 actually does branch three times at 

point (e - 0, a « 1). 
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Let us find the analytic form of the bifurcation curve in a small 

neighborhood of the point (e • 0, a — 1). Let 

Ji-Sut-». 

Let us define I2 i ii ln (2*9) so that 

«(-iiiBl^lXfeV. (2.11) 
IM-fc 

where trie constant Cg does not depend on lg. 

Further, we introduce k. <£ k^ k^ ^ kg in such a way that 

A<c* + **i. (2.12) 

wher? the constants c^ and c^ are not functions of 12 if 11 is used for 

their definition. 

Denoting 

*-Ht* (2.13) 

where ou and Og are regular fractions, we find from (2.11)-(2.13) 

•i+ei 
—     1    • 

Whence, according to the Rushe [Roucher] theorem, in the region 

• <*. !•«*•. f<*i. IM<«i      (2.14) 

the bifurcation equation 

5. + A-0 

has three roots, which may coincide. Applying (2.13)» we get from (2.14) 

jlj*   *   fU+Mi   or   \k\~iWT*>. 
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Since 

then the equation of the bifurcation curve can be rewritten with an ac- 

curacy to yV ? «•)• ln the form 

X» - 2«»eX ^ 4«J« « 0. (2.15) 

Let us write the discriminant of this equation: 

It follows from [9] that only a single real solution of Eq. (2.2) 

with the same multiplicity corresponds to each root \  of multiplicity r 

of the bifurcation equation. 

Thus, there exist. In the region E, on Fig. 3, three different so- 

lutions to Problem (1.13)-(l.l4) (D < 0), two of which merge on the bi- 

furcation curve (D ■» 0) 

««- «Ma -1)». (2.16) 

and only one solution In the region E^-E- (D > 0). Prom (2.6) with an 

accuracy to fffTfty  we find the solution to Problem (1.13)-(1.14) 

where X Is determined from Eq. (2.15). In particular, the solution at 

the bifurcation curve Is written In the form 

,t-2|^sln<-V4«{2?»in2« + Vi»[(a-l)f5-2»Jita3l.(2.17) 

The relationships 

Indicate negativity of one of the roots and posltlvlty of the two oth- 

ers when 6^0. For 6-0, the roots of Eq. (2.15) will be 

Xt ■■ nVSe > 0,  Xa * 0,  X, = -«^5« < 0, 

and for 6^0, none of the roots vanishes. Remembering that n and n 
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Fig. 3* A) Blfurcatloii 
curve. 

bifurcate [7]»  we obtain finally.[sic] 

For e — 0, only one bifurcation curve 

begins from the point (e • 0, a « 1), and it 

is selected in the form (2.16) in a small 

neighborhood of this point; the positive dou- 

ble solution (2*17) corresponding to this 

curve is formed by Vision of the solutions 

continued from HQ and n+. 

2. Let us establish a number of properties of solutions to Problem 

(1.13M1.14). 

Property 1. A solution to Problem (1.13)-(l.l4) negative at (0, TT) 

cannot become a solution that assumes a positive value on this interval 

with variation of e and a. If we posit the contrary, then we find for 

certain values of e# a a point fc6(0,a)at which 

«(M-0, «(ipXO. 

while the right-hand member of Eq.   (1.13) is positive at (0, TT). 

Property 2.  If the solution to Problem (1.13)-(1.14) is positive 

at the point  fcefO. *),   then it is positive in a neighborhood of it of 

length 1 ^ ir/fi, where >-y(#+|a|)/(!-«). 

Conversely, let there be an interval  (t,, t2) of length 1 < n/ß* 

such that in it «(f) > «, <«i) - s(<k) - 0.' 

Performing the substitution of variables 

-'Or 
we obtain the boundary-value problem 

^-/,(«.#),    s(0)-«(ii)-0, 

where/l^.)./(Ä|l(f)) 

As follows from Article 1, this problem is uniquely solvable and 

its solution is negative on (0, TT) if 
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{•^m-]<'. 
which results In a contradiction. 

3. We note that the solution to Problem (0.1)-(0.2) does not at- 

tain the value TT, since otherwise we should obtain at some point 

>K)<ot ft(v»)-a, e(*)-«. 

and from (0.1) we find 

(1+ #eo«^)6(v») —4«ita* > 0. 

Physically, passage through the point TT signifies entry Into the 

rotational regime. 

Up to the bifurcation curve under consideration, each of the solu- 

tions that fuse on it remains single. Otherwise we should have a bifur- 

cation curve intersecting the initial curve at a point (e ^ 0, o ^ 1), 

so that more than two solutions would merge at this point. Solutions of 

the problem (1.13)-(l.l^) obtained by continuing IIQ, n , n_ with vary- 

ing e, a will be denoted respectively by x0, x , x_. Since with a > 1, 

e small, x»>(),«+>0, «-<0, we draw the following conclusions from Pro- 

perties 1 and 2 of this Article: 

1) x_ < 0 everywhere it exists, 

2) x+ > 0 as long as |a| ^ 4-5e, 

3) merging of XQ and x occurs over the entire bifurcation curve. 

The bifurcation curve cannot terminate at the boundaries (0 <£ e < 

< 1, a ■ 0) and (e « 0, 0 ^ a ^ 3) (see Articles 1 and 2). 

4. With fixed e and increasing a, x_ diminishes together with the 

initial derivative as long as 0>*-> —«jl H-ecos«), and x increases when 

|o|<"4-5«. 

The existence of a branching solution at point (e, a)  is equiva- 

lent to the solution of the variation equation (2.4) 
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ii + ^Ol-O, (2.18) 

where p(t) It given by Formula (2.3)« with the boundary conditions 

T)(0) -• 0« f|(0) - 1, poasesfing on [0, ir] more than one zero [3]. 

This Beans that the Oreen'a function T(t, T) of the operator 
di 

will be nonnegative on [0, w] if there ia no bifurcation. 

Prosi (1.16) we find 

a 

from which the proposition to be proven follows directly. 

3. Let us slaplify the expression for the coefficient L2,  which 

differs frost aero only on the bifurcation curve and can be used to con- 

struct it. 

Since 

•V-MO. W.-AJi)(l.f)r<t)-.(T|^_)*, 

where D(t, T) is written in the form (1.16), then we obtain from (2.10) 

U--J. jj D(i;«)«,(i)ria(y^ßL^(t)**. 

Using the equation adjoint to (2.4), we find from (2.7) 

Henoe 

1(0-W(0.   Ti-^jp- 

It followa from (1.16) and (2.5) that 

Biß,»)- [ «(«. IWIWI. t)* - *(*>«)+ *(«)*<*). 

Ä(f)-fii(|)l>(|.f)4. 
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By virtue of the solvability of the equation for D(t, T), we have 

jljraf)-|.ii(0^(t)iii(o*-o. 

From this 

Finally, we obtain 

On the bifurcation curve Lp > 0, since In a small neighborhood of 

the point (e a= 0, os= 1), *i(0 >0, n = sin oo, and L2 does not change sign on 

the bifurcation curve. 

6.  Let us find the differential equation of the bifurcation curve. 

We rewrite Eq.   (2.2), applying the continuous dependence of the 

solution on the parameters 

For solvability of this equation It Is necessary to require that 

the right-hand member be orthogonal to ii(t). 

From this It follows that 

-,_ . . {2-20) 

J A« L l-Mcosl    V!-J-«ooil/J ,w 

Using (2.20), we can construct any bifurcation curve as long as 

some point on this curve has been found. 

3. FINDING SOLUTION CONTINUED FROM x E 0 FOR e « 0 

Let us seek a solution to Problem (0.1)-(0.2), Introducing the no- 

tation 6 « y, v ■ t. In the form of the formal series 
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• 
J(l)=- ~··(t)el, ( 3. 1) 

·-· 
whose coefficients are found as particular solutions to a recurrent 

system of linear differential equations in the form 

j, + Clft = 4 sin I, 
i• + CIJ• = 2 sin 'i•-• -cos tj,H + a/•(lt. ... , r•-•> (3.2) 

(k .... 2, 3, ... ). 

Here fk(y1 , •••• Yk_1 ) is a homogeneous f orm of kth degree in 

yl, ..• , yk-1. 

The solution to System (3.2) will take the form of functions 

• • ,__, == ~ ._t!..,(a)sin(2n- t)t, yu. = ~ ~)(a)sin 2nt, (3. 3) 

·-· ~~~ 

which is proven by the complete-induction method. Let us write the 
(n) (n) first few coefficients a 2k-l and a 2k, which are easy to calculate: 

4 6 a (a,<•>)' .. (1) __ _ 

·-t . "'<•> = a.J.') = -----, 
(a- t)(a-4)' a--:1. 8 

., .. _t_ (w•,-..!. (4t(t))• ): . 
a-8 U 

46ct) ,_ a~ 
4 
(: (a.J.'l +a,<'})+~ (a1(tl)twa.'',]; 

... f/14 - t [ t5 •P'- Cl (4t(l))l -'',1· 
4-16 2 8 

It follows from the form of (3.3) that (3.1) is the Fourier series 

of the function y(t). Hence it converges absolutely and uniformly in 

the uniqueness region (1.12), where k = 1, and as far as the bifurca

tion curve with a > 1. 

An advantage of obtaining the solution in the form of a serie~ in 

the parameter ! instead of a Fourier series consists in the fact that 

if the coefficients yk{t) are determined with sufficient ease from l in

ear differential equation~, then the coefficients of the Fourier se'.ries 

will be found from an infinite systetil of nonlinear algebraic equations 

with an infinite number of unknowns. 
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The existence conditions (1. 11 ) and uniqueness cond i tions 
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(1.12) that «re have found for the solutions are easily ex- 
tended to solutions of Eq.  (1.13), which represent a super- 
position of uniform rotation and oscillations of the form 
x(t) « bt •(• y(t)# where b is a real number and y(t) is an 
odd periodic function of period 27rk (k - 1, 2, ...}. 
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UDK 517.912.2:521.3 

APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF TRAJECTORY FOR ENTRY INTO 

ATMOSPHERE 

V.A. Yaroshevskjy 

II 

Use of an approximate equation for the motion of a space vehicle 
in the atmosphere [1] enables us to examine the influence of lift and 
initial velocity on the characteristics of atmosphere-entry trajector
ies. 

III. ATMOSPHERE ENTRY TRAJECTORIES OF VEHICLES USING LIFT. 

9. The Case of Small Lift-to-drag Ratio 

where 

Let us rewrite Eq. (3.17) from [1] in the form 

V~q~ yRg 
z= In-= In--, v v 

l , 
0=--~~ 

jRA· 

11 = yRA v 1 + ( :: r 11e- 2z, 

l(if a d 
L-= r - ~ -~. 

A 11 •••• 

t= 1 ~ ezdz. 
jg'A , 

•••• 

(9.1) 

'x = '(1if.c,!cx is a quantity proportional to the lift-to-drag ratio {for 

the earth '(R'J.. ~ 30). Let the value of K be of the order of a few units 

and let the angle of entry into the atmosphere be close to zero: 

y'(O) - 0, ,(o) = 0.. The solution is constructed in the form of a series ~n 

powers of x1/ 2 : 
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+ yi{** i.*iti*+W&)*+' ' (9.2) 
With |K| < 3 (for the earth 0.1 < oJox < 0.1), the tema of the 

series that we hive written out represent with sufficient aocursoy the 

solution In the Interval of velocities In which the g-force and heat 

flows reach their «exlamn values. 

f   '• P 9 "ir* 

Fig. 1. A) Formula. 

If the Initial Inclination angle of the trajectory is not too 

til (y'CO) ■ c1 > 1)# the solution is constructed in the form of a 
series In gs 

f-*»» + ei^+ «»»•-»• e»«* + ...f       (9'3) 
where 

UM radlua of eonvtrgcnoc of thla »tritt it not large, and the 
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iü K 

Flg. 3- A) Formula 

maximum values of the g-forces and heat flows can be determined by Its 

use only for very small K. 

The results of calculations by Eq. (9.1) are presented In Figs. 

1-3. As we see, the maximum overload values diminish substantially even 

for very small positive values of c /c . 
y   * 

10. Qllde Paths 

If the vehicle has a high llft-to-drag ratio and the angle of en- 

try Into the atmosphere Is small, then we have the so-called quaslsta- 

tlonary glide trajectory [2-6]. 
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On this trajectory, the term y" in (9.1) Is relatively small In 

magnitude. 

Then 

f «Üa-d^-D/I (10.1) 

(the subscript "pi" stands for 'blanirovaniyeü [gliding]). 

It is shown with little difficulty that the assumption that the 

term y" is «Mil is compromised for small V, where the solution can be 

represented approximately in the form 

** 1(^-0/«Mi"/*). (10.2) 
The function f (s) is a solution to the equation 

«rw + ft^rw + 4^(i) - -i +1 //(«)      (io. 3) 
for the initial conditions 

/(0) - i,    m - 0. 

As we see, this function is close to 1 only for •Jt/A:»*<o,l (Fig. 

4), i.e., (for the earth), for V(c_/o_) > 0.3. 
y * 

For small « /(i) « I - 4i«, and for large « /(«) • 1 /i - 1 /«•. 

Representing the solution in this form enables us to judge devia- 

tions of the true trajectory from the quasistationary glide trajectory 

and decreases in the magnitude of the maximum g-force as compared with 

the value 

««.l^-yi+T^T*)«, (10.4) 

calculated for the trajectory (10.1). 

Formula (10.2) enables us to analyze tra- 

jectories with K 2 6 (cv/cv > 0.2).  With K > 30, 
y   * 

T^T we may regard Formula (9.2) as valid. Thus, 

Fig.  4 Formulas (9.2),   (10.1) and (10.2) enable us to 

cover the entire interval of lift-to-drag ratio values (Fig.  1) for 

small angles of entry into the atmosphere. 

The expressions for the distance and time of flight along the 
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glide trajectory take the form [3] 

L-**k '-(y/w (10.5) 

Small deviations from the quaslstationary glide trajectory [7] 

^ * y - y , are given by the equation 

Air + ~^A,,-0. (10.7) 

whose approximate solution can be determined using the asymptotic meth- 

od  [8] 

Ay ^ —===8in 5 u{x)dxt 
M*)    ; 

where 

K 
a»(x)' 

if-i 

From this It follows firstly that 

^L^,/«««-I) 4_^o     as   x-*oo, 

I.e., ^H-► 0 as V-* 0, and, secondly, that the number of complete os- 

cillations n on the trajectory of descent from orbit Is about 1/4K (n 

« 7*5C
V/

Cx for the earth)*  since 

\«>(x)dx     if arc cos«-* 
1 

n (10.8) 
2fl 2A 4 

11.   Segment  of First Descent 

A distinctive property of the trajectory with large positive  val- 

ues  of the llft-to-drag ratio consists  In the fact that a  tendency 

arises for the vehicle to ricochet from dense layers of the atmosphere. 

With ä:*>.1, Ä>l/ci"   it Is sufficient for calculating the  segment of 

first descent into the atmosphere to restrict ourselves In  (9-3)  to the 
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fß 

V 

-t 
Pig. 5 

terns 

l-eix-KJ/l (11.1) 

wMch 10 consistent with the formula given In [5]. Here the g-force 

roaxlBum Is attained, for all practical purposes, at the Instant at 

which R-i- Is reached. If K or c.  Is small, then the altitude diminish- 

es nonotonlcally. 

With ev/e. >03.'(6uM|>r   (for the earth), bounces always occur.  In 

this case, the series (9.3) converges rapidly on the segment of first 

descent Into the atmosphere and four terms of this series give a good 

approximation of the solution. Let us denote the Instant corresponding 

to HBln(9 — 0) by t . To determine the velocity 7 , we use the relation 

9.0: 

y'»el + 2<*r + 3<!*> + 4e<s'-0. (11.2) 

From this we obtain In approximation 

^    - ^ (11.3) 

From these values of x , we determine y m y(x ) and 7 - e"3^ 

(Figs. 3 and 6). The maximum g-force values on the segment of first 

descent can also be determined In a similar fashion: 
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where 

c«"' ^j *"•-* —..• • 
»-e 

, The maximum total-g-force values are (Pig. 3) 

UM, - W(*n)t*nlT+Vtrt.)%. (11.5) 

In calculating the distance and time of flight In the case in 

which c, > 1, It Is sufficient to select the Initial value x  . = 
■L nach 

- ynach/cl ^see ^t  Artlcle 6)' 
Let us again use the series expansions of the functions 

where 

i'-VrH£(T+'-"'+'.'V        (n-6) 

1        1 m~i 

'»(-0 

To ZJ 3.0 

Fig. 6 

On Integrating, we find that for x » x nach 

.V4(/.ta 
/^ . /3^ 

-f/i*-f^- + -I- ..). (11.7) 
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Similarly, we can obtain a formula for the time of flight on the 

~ment first descent: 

t { e•• far:' {; ' ,_"""7:= f,la--+f·•+-+-+··· t 

jf). ,..... 2 3 
( 11. 8) 

.: re 

One of the most commonly encountered systems for controlling the 

nosphere-entry trajectory is the following [9-11]: after the vehicle 

; reached its m1n1mum altitude for the first 1rruners1on into the at-

jphere, the 11ft coefficient is changed 1Q such a way as to produce 

1zontal flight: 

e.-·~(.!_ __ t ). 
pS VI· v.,a ( 11. 9) 

As the velocity d1m1n1shes on the horizontal segment, the value 

cy increases until it has became equal to the available cy max at 

, point in time tp. On reaching the speed v~· == t /jt + Kp. the vehicle 

11n comes down on a trajectory closely similar to the gliding trajec

"Y (10.2); with large c1 and K,-

v - t ~ J't + iJa e1• ' 

·~ ., it doee not depend on K. 

The distance and time of flight on the horizontal trajectory are 

Lculated by the formulas 

L== y R- ·~-z. 
A I• 

~ov1ded that ex is independent of cy). 

t ,a,- ... 
1=---=---

jf). ,_ 

Let us construct the maximum g-force va ues as 

(11.10) 

function of the 

cry angle and 11ft-to-drag ratio for trajectories with a horizontal 
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flight segment. 

On the segment of first descent into the atmosphere, the ~-force 

rises for x < x , but diminishes with x > x and continues to diminish 
n n 

on the horizontal segment with xn < xm < x < xp; thereafter, on the 

last segment, the g-force either diminishes or increases to reach a 

maximum corresponding to the trajectory of the quasistationary glide . 

From this we may conclude that in a certain interval of ~mall en

try angles (0 < lenachl < 3° for the earth), the maximum g-force will 

undergo almost no change, while with large entry angles it s identical 

to the valuee of n:x 'xn) for the segment of initial descent into the at

mosphere (Fig. 3). 

The ef fect of reducing the maximum g-force by the tlse of positive 

lift becomes ~ess perceptible at large entry angles. 

12. Trajectory With Rebounds 

If the 11ft is not controlled and the parameters c1 and K are. not 

very small, then, ha ving come down to an altitude H 1 (y ), the vehicle m n m 
will rebound, begin the next stage in its descent, and so forth. A tra-

jectory of this type is known as a rebound trajectory [3, 9, 12-15]. 

Osc i l l a t ions about the tra jectory of the quasistationary glide take 

plane in the (H, V) plane. 

If 

I P - .Pun I< 1. 
Pnn 

we can use the equati on in variati ons, (10.7). 

To calculate s uch trajectories in nonlinear formulati on , we us e 

the asympt otic method or the ave raging method [16, 17]. 

Let us examine Eq. (9.1): 

. ea--t 
~Zy" = - K ( z) + . 

II 

assuming tha t the t erms e2x - 1 and K(x) vary only slightly over the 
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course of a single oscillation period, for which purpose we formally 

plaoe ths eoafflclent c2 before the term y",  with E the smallness par- 

ameter. 

We present the solution for £ in the form 

y « *<*.,) + •y.d.f) + OW, (12.1) 

where 

•«•40 

i.e., f is the "fast-shifting" phase and y0 and y1 are functions peri- 

odic with respect to 9 with a period 2IT. 

Then it is not difficult to show that the function y0(x, 9) satis- 

fies a reference equation with the value of x "frozen" [1?]: 

Vor a given amplitude y0(x, 9), the quantity CD(X) is determined 

from the condition that the period of the oscillations with respect to 

9 be equal to 2n. 

He shall restrict ourselves to first-approximation determination 

of the envelopes y^jf*) *nd Vj^^W»  which correspond to the maximum 

and minimum densities reached in the ricocheting process. I.e., the 

amplitude values of y0(x, 9) from the periodicity condition or the 

function y^fx* f) 

where dy/dx is determined on solution of the "frozen" equation (12.1): 

^-lf4i*fbM-(«,--l)la*».-^f + (^-b !)«■«. (12.4) 

The value of ymln  is connected with y   by the relationship 

^(fb«-*^)-^-!)^-^.     (12.5) 
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It follows from (12.3) and (12.4) that 

ifÜZilÜ *(a) —eon»!, 
K 

(12.6) 

where 

¥tut       tym 
2->l 

Is the ratio of the amplitude density to the density on the glide tra 

Jectory, 

*(•)-/Vii-f+kl*, 

and u ^ and u are connected by the relationship 

For u * 1, 

a — OHM + ta ■■ 0« —^^ ii 

and for u » 1 

*(u) « VmS     «mm m ur*. 

Solving (12.6) for u, we obtain 

(12.7) 

—^»-(^(^r) »<->}•       <"•«) 

Pig. 7 
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Taking t as the initial point in time, we have 
D 

For a constant lift-to-drag ratio, we can draw the following con- 

clußlona: 

1. With V>lv«^l/(i»~l)t   i.e.,   9mmmmm^  and VMi^r-«( which 

takes us to the system examined in [3]* 

?., As velocity decreases, the rebound trajectory tends to approach 

the quasistationary glide trajectory u-* 1; here, the amplitude y - y ^ 

increasea in proportion to Vf — i, and the amplitude (y - yDl)/^Dl dim- 

inishes in proportion to^ —1)-*. 

The period of the oscillations with respect to x is determined by 

the formula 

where 

r-2)-a575"—I—r{m)' (12.9) 

f(M) —1    as II^I, T{u)Miain as »>i. 

Since f(u) > 1, we can satisfy ourselves that the number n of 

complete oscillations on a rebound trajectory does not exceed -n K (for 

the earth, 7*3 c /c  ).  The functions h(u) and T(u) are shown in Fig.  7. y A 

A comparison of the results from calculating the envelope of the re- 

bound trajectory by Formula (12.8) with the results obtained directly 

from Eq. (9*1) is given in Fig. 8. 

In calculating the distance and time of flight on the rebound tra- 

jectory, we can get 
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(12.11) 

t-W 

9- 

-Qfii 

9    9 

f9ßn$m(m 
A 

Fig.  8.  A) Formula 

For the case in which the drag coefficient is variable, we have 

'■« 

LmR\ 
ew{y)dy 6BW VBB^ 

•MV)v(^-i)    r Fi, (12.12) 

We note that the maximum g-forces on the horizontal-flight trajec' 
tories do not exceed the maximum g-forces on rebound trajectories. 
Further, trajectories with a horizontal segment are found to be more 
favorable in view of the shorter time and distance of the flight. 

The decrease in distance and time on a trajectory with a horizon- 
tal segment can be evaluated applying (11.10),  (11.11),  (12.10) and 
(12.11) and taking into account that with x < x , these trajectories 
do not differ: 

i    i 
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IV. ATMOSPHERE-ENTRY TRAJECTORIES WITH VELOCITIES GREATER THAN THE CIR- 
CULAR VELOCITY 

13» Calculation of First Phase of Atmoaphere-ImnerBlcn Segment 

If the speed of entry into the atmosphere exceeds the circular 

velocity, then the initial conditions are more conveniently assigned 

in terms of the initial velocity FÄ—FWyAr and the value of a ficti- 

tious perigee parameter yp ~ (eJSf WiXfJTpp,  wheru p is the density of 

the atmosphere at the point of a fictitious perigee of the flight tra- 

jectory calculated without considering the influence of the atmosphere 

[18]. 

nie altitude H of the fictitious perigee is determined from the 

relationship 

—sr"*2(f«»-i)- f13-1' 

The initial conditions for the atmosphere entry trajectory are the 

values of H-, V-, and 6„ at the "boundary of the atmosphere. " 

Applying (13*1)« we can obtain initial conditions for (9.1): 

xnach "" in V ynach > 0 ls a sma11 Quantity, 

^-VK !-£>£.. (13.2) 
9mn 

If 7- ^ 1,  then y • -♦ » as y -» 0. Hence it is now possible to con- 

struct the solution directly in the form of a power series In x - x  .. 

However, certain relationships can be obtained for determination of the 

most important parameters. 

Such an approach to solution of the problem is used in [13, 14, 

19« 20]. Thus, we shall assume that the velocity 7 corresponding to 

the minimum perigee altitude of immersion into the atmosphere is not 

too greatly different from 7«. We obtain from (9*1) 

fl—M+i^*^.-*^* („.3, 
«••<i      Vat« *■•« •■•' 
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Taking the initial conditions, we can rewrite this last relation- 

ship in the form 

f~-*+j*w,-l)hi.*J£=Ä#   (13.4) 

or, with x - xm,  when y'(x_) m 0, 

(1 -*i,)*Jbm f gfa-ej *"" ,^»    (13-5) 
- Iff *      \   f     1^ 

Since the last term in (13«^) and (13.5) is of the order of x - 

- xnach, it can be calculated in approximation, with an accuracy to 

0[(x - xnacn) *  on the assumption that 

/•ya(i-««-.«)in!t+2it(jfW-jf). 6 

Integrating by parts, we obtain 

ya(i - •««.«)inl?+ai:(y. - F) 

i-i-d y2 i m—M 

•   K la-+ ii(l—i) l/toi+nU-»)   . 

where 

*   T=Vf? 
or 

where 

la—- n- T prv:—/i(n). 

h-i-A 
/i(»l)' i^ 

Vin^+nd-») 
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The  viluo  of V_ « e"xm  Is determined by means  of  the  approximate 

formula 

or 

y2A(^-y) + 2(l-»«'...)in^ 

mm 

laf.-lBF.-Ml) W-h) 
where 

yi.^ + n(l-t) dB-8) 

For r\ 2 ®» the  functlona f1(n) and fpC^) can be approximated with 

high accuracy by semlemplrlcal formulas similar to [20] 

/•Ol)- 

y^Wi^f* 2VT^, 

•     /t{n) 

l«(l-üi2)f 

Vn-f 
The maximum g-force  Is reached at a  value x„ < x   .  To determine 0 n        m 

this value,  let us  write the solution for ^ In the neighborhood of x 

m 

—    ■        ^n • •• • -r.-{.+i--^} 
-2x We find from the maAlmum condition of the function ye   that 

«.-»,-Vf+,»-,. »i-r    (13.9) 
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To justify the use of the approximate f ormulas (13.7), (13. 8) and 

(13.9), let us consider two extreme cases: K = C and Kym >> 1. In t he 

former case, utilization of these formulas is equt valent to t aking i nto 

account the fol l owing terms in the expansions 

""' = ,,(t + Gt1/p + ... ), '"' = V~r(t + ~t1/p + ... ), 
limn= n(z,.) [t + 'Vl1/p1 + · .. ]. 

As we see, accounting for the diffe~ence xm xn (the coeffi ci ent 

'Y2 ) results in a COl''rection o.f the second order o~ smallness in the de 

termination of nmax' although this correction n~y still be found s i gni

ficant, particularly f~ vm close to unity; hence it should be taken 

into account in making practical calculations. In the latter case , with 

Kym >> 1, taking the second terms in the right members of Relationships 

(13.7) and (13.8) into account together with the difference between xm 

and xn in deternn.ning the maximum g-force is equivalen t t o all m'lance 

f or errors with relative magnitudes of the orders of ii KyK11,.:iv ... l K and 

.11,.1 K . , respect i vely. Consequently, as K increases, all of these cor

rections diminish and the correction in the determination of vm is the 

most si~1ificant among them. 

14. Segment of Climbout From Atmosphere 

We shall use the term "atmosphere climbout segment" to denote the 

climbing segment that follows after the point x = ~· Approximate for

mulas for this segment have been derived for two cases: 1) the vehi cle ' s 

speed of climbout from the atmosphere, VEx, is markedly in exces s of 

the c ircular velocity; 2) this speed is equal to the circular' velocity. 

There is practically no difference between tretechnique for cal cu

lating the climbout segment and that presented above, except that the 
!· 

sign before the second term in Eq. (13.7) changes: 

m "~ + ii•· t< > 
'"' - "' ( t - t!V .. 1) tt. V .. • 

1 
"' ' 
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Flg.   9 

where y      Is the new value of the  fl  tltlous-perlgee parameter after 
pl 

cllmbout from the atmosphere: 

i«rfc-br.- 9m 
/.(1|.). 

(1^.2) 

Formulas (1^.1) and (14.2) are valid for the condition that the 

value of V-^ Is not too close to 1. 

In the latter case, the technique employed is that of constructing 

the solution In the form of a series in powers of x for x < 0, begin- 

ning at the point x - 0, y - 0, at which, by definition, the trajectory 
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of climb out from the atmosphere te·rrninates. 

Values of the derivative at the moment of climbou t , c1 = v'(O) = 

,= - YRi.. OEx < 0 and values of K are assigned. The resul t ing serie s is i der,

tical to Series (9.3), except that we are considering value s of x < 0 

and c1 < 0. The minimal immersion altitude and other paramete rs a r e de 

termined in the same way as in Subsection 10. The results of the ca lcu

lation are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. With K ~ 0 and small K < O, 

they give adequate accuracy if nmax < 20. By "gluing" the value s given 

for (xm, ym) to the values of (xm, ym) determined using F~lationsh1ps 

(13.7) and (13.8), we can find trajectorie s corpesponding to the vehi

cle 1s cliJ]Jbout from U1~ atmosphere a t transcircular speed (injectlon of 

the vehicle into a stationary orbit around the planet). Wtth high nega

tive K, the trajectories corre sponding to the altitude-gaining and 

c limbout segment are close to the trajectories of quasistationary gl i d -

ing (Subsection 11): 

ek-t 
,,_ K • 

15 . Determination of Atmosphere Entry Corridor for Vehicles with Lift 

The width of an entry corridor is defined as the difference be t ween 

the altitudes of the fictitious perigee of a trajectory corresponding t o 

the "limit o:' capture" (escape from the atmosphere at transc1rcular 

speed} with the condition that negative lift is used and that of the 

trajectory on which the maximum g-force coincides with the maximum per 

mi s sible value , with the condition that pos itive 11ft is used [18 ]: 

The value of Yp 
max 

1 P,... 1 "••aa 
AB,-B, -B, = - ln--==-ln-- . 

.... 111111 ).. p ).. " 
(15.1) 

I' '··· •... ~' 
is determined by the value assigned to the maximum 

permissible g-force nmax with Relationships (13.7), (13.8) and (13.9). 

In the genera l case, with cy/cx = 0 or with very small values of the 
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llft-tü-drag ratio K <  3,  the maximum g-force  of  the  order of 1.0 that 

Is attainable  In the  first  Immersion Into the atmosphere may be exceed- 

ed  on  the  subsequent  segment  of the motion   (with  subclrcular velocity), 

so that the value of y must be determined taking the absolute g- 
pmax 

force  maximum Into account.   With K > 3*  however,   the absolute  g-forco 

maximum In motion along the lower boundary  of the atmosphere  Is  reached 

on the  very first  Immersion  Into the atmosphere or,  on the  other hand, 

subsequent g-force maxima ein be made smaller than the first by con- 

trolling the  lift, with the  result that Formulas   (13.7),   (13.8) am 

(13.9)  are  fourd to be adequate  to deflnt   the  lower boundary  of the 

corridor. 

With even greater K > 7.3 and moderately large yf_(n       ),  we  may 
m    ma x 

consider that 

*■« - y/fc ri + M c)« r.v-.. 

where the exponent In the last formula Is small. 

We can derive the following formula on this basis: 

Vr yTTxyi-MVcW 

where 

4(|M-,gH(l+»)*,.t+V*»)if (15.2) 

"m . (15.3) 

»Ml 

^/rT^iyAxyi-f-^/c)1 (15.4) 

The upper boundary  of the  corridor or the value  of y Is deter- 
pmln 

mined  fron the condition that the vehicle be captured by the atmosphere. 

In this case,  when the available negative llft-to-drag ratio Is not too 

small   (|K|  > 7.5)* y_ Is determined comparatively simply:   It  can be 
pmln 

shown that with this value 7m Is close to the value 7«, and that the 
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v •••. z 
v. -··· v. ~ 2,0 

"••• I•·JI~(IU) IIIII i •·J~a(IUI I··IIII(U.I) 
e1/c8 

Jill IIIII 
R \> 

5 37 ,2 41 12 ,3 12,7 2,8 4,5 
10 84 .3 77,C 26,6 25,8 12 ,J 14 0,25 
20 190 156 53,5 49,3 27 ,8 27,4 
5 84 85 29 ,7 3il,5 16 ,5 17 ,4 

10 163 163,1 54,5 54,6 31 31,9 1,0 
20 aa7,5 324,4 102,3 100,2 56,8 57,2 
5 

1100 
104,5 34,9 37,8 19,4 22 

' 10 185,1j 192,6 62 65 ,5 35 ,6 36,7 4,0 
20 369 379 114,8 11 7,3 65.1 67,9 

A) 6HP, km; B) formula. 

negative lift with x = xm should compensate the difference between t he 

centrifugal force and the force of gravitation. From this it foll ows 

that at the limit of capture ~ = - 1 or 

1-t/V..a 
NPIIIID- IKie (15.5) 

Applying (15.2) and (15.5), we can derive an approximate f ormula 

for the width of the entry corridor: 

MJ.,,..!{I'+ln~&+t+i2a t+l' v}, 
A • jt + 1/ftfll' ( 15.6) 

where ~ and v are determined by Formul as (15.3) and (15. 4). A compar i-

son of the results from calculation by Formula (15.6) with the "exact " 

results of [18] is given in the table. For very large c,/cs>2 v-u, 

and then 

. ...... 
· ~'-v~-t· 

(15. 7) 

When ~ drops to values smaller than 1, the entry corridor vani sh -

es very quickly, since with ~ < 1, satisfaction of the condition tha t 
I 

the difference between the centrifugal and gravitational force in m~ve -
~;~~ 

ment along the capture boundary be compensated resul ts in the appear-

ance of a g-force that exceeds the maximum permissible value. 
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V.   THE INVERSE PROBLEM:  DETERMINATION  OP THE COEFFICIENTS  c    AND c 
FROM A QIVKN TRAJECTORY y 

16.   Deteniilnation  of c 

The problem of determining c    from a given trajectory  In the  (H, 

V)-plane with the   condition that c    be  Independent of c     Is solved ac 
A jr 

follows. 

From the equations 

dt m 

9 
where 

we  find 

*•—       W'*) mV{g/V+dV/dH) ' 

and 

«.e(Ä.v.^). 

Combining Eq.   (l6.<) with the equation 

we obtain 

dco»9 l V    \ 

SpV 
i 

If we limit ourselves to a simplified equation of motion on the 

main segment [1], we get 
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where 

~\  ^.(F)''     r"    2m    r"^p, 

and the assigned  relationship H(V)  has been transformed  Into a  re]'i- 

tionshlp y(x). 

If th*    trajectory  Is   given  In the  form p « p(V,  t)  or y ■■ y(x,   t), 

we  first solve  the  equation   [l] 

£-4= --- (16.4) 
dx   ^xi/(x.')r(x) 

from wh.ch we find t(x) and y[x, t(x)], after which the problem Is the 

same as the preceding one. 

17. Determination of c„ 

Let us determine the relationship c (V) from a given trajectory 

p(V) for the condition that c be Independent of c . Using the assump- 
y x 

tlons listed in [1], we write the simplified equations of motion. In- 

troducing the independent variable s(ds - Vdt): 

a» an 

At the   same  time. 

X        Pt 

from which,  applying   (17.1),  we get 

g-k'-vw-fci- (17-2) 

«—!-.n•,"', 

*B 5»     d 
d* ~     4m«X dV 

[^c.(K)K]c.(K)Fp(F). (17.3) 

Equating the  right-hand members  of  (17.2)  and   (17.3),  we find that 
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The problem of determining c   (V)  for c    ■■ 0 and an assigned  rela- x y 
tlonshlp n   (V)  Is solved In a  similar manner.  For example,  for the  case 

n    - const, we obtain 

e (V\-m      ^mi>«f M '   sv\>{a{V)] • 

where H(V) Is determined from the equation 

M Vm* i 1 
and 
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UDK 629.197.7 

CALCULATINO SPACE-VEHICLE TRANSFER TRAJECTORIES 

BETWEEN COPLANAR CIRCULAR ORBITS  IN  A NEWTONIAN GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 

V.A.   II'In 

The sphere-of-Influence method  le  used   in an examination of the 
problem of determining space-vehicle  trajectories of transfer between 
^oplanar circular orbits  In a Newtonian gravitational  field.   Simple re- 
lationships are derived between the eccentricities and  focal  parameters 
of single- and double-Impulse transfer trajectories that  satisfy the 
condition of constancy  of the transfer characteristic  velocity  or of 
the angle between the  Initial and  final  radius  vectors.   Examples are 
^Iven In which the results  obtained are used to solve a number of prob- 

lems  of  Interorbltal  transfer and rendezvous  of clrcumterrestrial  space- 
:raft and problems  of Interplanetary  transfers. 

In problems  of  Interorbltal transfer,   the time of motion and angu- 

lar displacements  of the space vehicle are examln?d as the basic  condi- 

tions defining the trajectories of the space  craft.   In contrast to the 

classical problems  of celestial mechanics,  however,  the energy  consider- 

ations  of transfer,   which are usually  specified  In the  form of the char- 

icterlstlc velocity,   emerge as one of the determining factors  In prob- 

lems  of astrodynamlcs. 

To  calculate the  characteristics  of a plane orbital transfer.   It 

Is necessary to detonnlne  two elements  of the orbit,   for example,   the 

"ocal parameter £ and the eccentricity e.   In most studies that  have 

jeen devoted to Interorbltal  transfers,   the technique for calculating 

mch transfers  Is  based  on the Ealer-Lambert  equation  [1-3].  whose use 

eads to considerable complication of the energy relationships. 
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The present paper proposes a technique for calculating Interorbl- 

tal transfers by spacecraft without using the Euler-Lambert equation - 

a method based on direct consideration of the restrictions Imposed on 

the characteristic velocity and the angular range of the flight. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

Let us consider the transfer of a vehicle through space from an ISZ 

[Artificial Earth Satellite] orbit to an ISP [Artificial Planet Satel- 

lite] orbit on the following assumptions. 

1. The planets' orbits are circular and coplanar, and the transfer 

trajectory lies In the plane of the planets' orbits. 

2. The motion :f the vehicle Is examined successively In the sphere 

of Influence of the earth, on the heliocentric segment and In the sphere 

of Influence of the planet. 

3. In examining the heliocentric segment of the transfer, the Ini- 

tial and final points of the transfer arc are considered to coincide 

with the centers of the corresponding planets. 

4. For acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle at the earth 

and the planet, respectively, thrust impulses are Imparted to the appar- 

atus at certain points on the satellite orbits. 

5. The characteristic velocity 

Avw-Jl«!*. 

where a Is the acceleration of the vehicle by gravity. Is adopted as the 

transfer energy characteristic. 

It Is noted that If we exclude the Influence of the gravitational 

fields of the earth and the planet, then the scheme under consideration 

will correspond to transfer between circular jrblts In a Newtonian grav- 

itational field. 
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TRANSFERS  WITH CONSTANT  CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY 

Let us  consider transfer from the orbit of an artificial planet 

satellite to a planetocentrlc hyperbola or back with Impulse accelera- 

tion of the space vehicle,  assuming chat the vector v r of the vehicle's s I 

planetocentrlc velocity  Is assigned at 

the planet's sphere  of Influence   (Pig. 

1).   As  we know,   the minimum velocity  In- 

crement  Is achieved by Imparting the 

thrust   Impulse at  the perlcenter of the 

orbit  In the direction of the vehicle's 

velocity  Impulse. 

As a result,   the expression for 

the  velocity Increment at  the orbit per- 

lcenter of an artificial  earth satellite 

may be presented  In the  fonn 

F1S-   !•   l) Vb !   2) 
vOsf;  3) earth's sphere 
of Influence. 

At* (i) 

where 

1+ ("*./*«) 1 t ,-'"••• 

) 
(2) 

In Formulas   (l)  and  (2),   K^ = fM^,   M^ Is the mass  of the earth,   f 

Is  the gravitational  constant,   R    Is the mean radius  of the earth,  V. 
i/o 

Is  the  Ist  cosmic   [circular]  velocity,   7# =  (K^/R^) /cr,  Hp  ,  HA    are 

altitudes of perigee and apogee  of the  ISZ orbit, 

V        Is the velocity  of the ISZ on a  circular orbit with altitude H    , s r. " s r 
♦ 

v       Is  the perigee  velocity of the  ISZ,   r-    Is the radius  of the e^rth'i 
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sphere of Influence and v f    Is the geocentric  velocity of the vehicle 

at the boundary of the earth's sphere of influence.  For a circular ar- 

tificial satellite orbit v^    = VaM . P#        8r# 

Let  us now express  the quantity v  -  In terms  of the parameters £, 

e of the space vehicle's heliocentric trajectory segment.   From the  vec- 

tor equality   (Fig.   1)  v - « v - V   . , we obtain 

Hf - V^ + y»~ 2V^#i;cot6. (3) 

where V    .   Is the velocity of the planet's motion along a  hellocentrl 

circular orbit  of radius  Roph and ö Is  the  angle  of Inclination of the 

vector v to the local transversal  (direction along the vector V    .). 

Expressing the energy  Integrals and the moment of Inertia  In termc 

of 2 and £ and substituting the  resulting expressions  In  (3),   we get 

iV - Vopt*{3 - 2Vp/Äop« + Ke1 - 1) /pjÄo^») 

Finally,  we shall have the  following expression for determlrig  the 

values  of v  ~ at the  Initial and  final points: 
si r 

vcS*=  (f/n){3-2y?/n-»-n[(e«-l)./p'J).     (4) 

In Formula (4), p' = p/Rort) Is the dlmenslonless focal parameter, 

v'f = Vgr/VopK i8 the dlmenslonless velocity at the sphere of Influ- 

ence, and n = R ./R ^.  Is the ratio of the radii of the Initial and orb    orb 

final orbits. 

We nor,e  that to determine  v'f    on the  initial  orbit.   I.e.,   v'f   , 

It  Is  sufficient to set n « 1   In   (4). 

Let us now consider a two-impulse flight  from an ISZ orbit to an 

ISP orbit,   for example,  an earth-to-Mars transfer. 

The  characteristic  velocity  of this transfer Is 

AF* « AP,-♦-AIM. (5) 

where Av    Is  determined by Expression  (1) and the  Impulse velocity  Incre- 
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ment at the perlcenter of the Mars-aatelllte orblfc, Av,, Is given by 

the analogous relationship 

Ä»i - Vi^Tv^TvUPUK^) —,4. (6) 

Substituting (l) and (6) In (5) and Introducing the nomenclature 

i,-K+^-n*fr*)]/|W (7) 

we recast Equality  (5)  In the forro 

from which,  using  (4),  we may obtain 

^ = 1 + a,p' + a.,, p"'«-f (HP'1. (8) 

where 

Relationship  (8)  Is an equation of Isoenergetlc curves - lines  of 

constant characteristic velocity of two-impulse transfers between the 

spheres of Influence of two arbitrary planets the ratio of whose orbi- 

tal radii Is n.   In the plane of the parameters   (p1,  e)  for the heliocen- 

tric segment of the transfer. 

If It  Is assumed that the orbits of the artificial satellites are 

at  Infinitely great distances  from the centers of the planets,   for exam- 

ple.   If for the earth and Mars 

then AFW-« 1^ + i;f#rf    and In Ponnulas   (9)-(10) we must  set 

il-AVM/K,p,#.       * -CO. «-1. (11) 

Relationships analogous to  (8)  can also be obtained for single-Im- 

pulse transfers between orbits.  Thus,   In the case of a thrust  Impulse 
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/ '' 

Flg. 2. 1) km/sec. 

at the IS2 orbit (AV01 = Av0, AVj £ 0) the equation of the lines AV01 = 

= const takes the form 

*»=! ^a.y+ 2p',\ (12) 

where 

a,'= ^ - 5« - 3. .4'= (Aro + r^/Vop^. (13) 

and In the  case of a thrust  Impulse at an artificial Mars satellite or 

bit   (AV01 = Av1,  Av0 = 0) 

1 + fl.V + a:. pn'; (14) 

where 

We note that a transfer between  circular orbits  In the field of 

attraction of a given planet lr analogous  to transfer between ISP orbit; 

Infinitely remote from the  centers  of attraction. 

In Investigating the  resulting equations,  we shall  limit  ourselves 

to the  case of transfer to a superior planet   (n > 1)» and examine a 

two-Impulse earth-to-Mars  transfer.  The region of admissible parameterc 

for earth-to-Mars transfers on the plane   (p',   e)  Is bounded   [4]  by the 
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line 

•-f'-t. (16) 

which corresponds to conic sections tangent at the perlcenter to the 

orbit of the earth, and by the line 

• -1-0»'/»). (17) 

which corresponds to ellipses tangent to the orbit of Mars at the apo- 

center. 

^./ff 1 

Pig. 3« 1) km/sec. cp = sr = average. 

Figure 2 showj the results of calculating e » e^') curves with 

AVQ, - const from Eq. (8) for the two extreme cases of orbit height 

B^-Hcj-O  (Pig. 2a), 

"'. - ^ - H'<, " **i (Fig. 2b) 

for the condition 

r^^ - oo r*d 

It follows from the above data tha* the nature of the curves AV01 = 

- const is practically Independent of the heights of the ISZ and ISP or- 

bits In the region of £', e values under consideration. An analysis In- 
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dlcates that the cegments of the curves drawn with the daohed line   In 

Fig. 2 have no physical significance. 

The curves (8) Intersect the boundary lines (16) and (17) at point:, 

f^r which the values of p' c are determined from the following equa- 

tions ; 

for the boundary e = p1 - 3 

(«i - !)/>' ■»■ *,.p"* H- «, + 2 — 0, (18) 

for the boundary e = 1 - (p'/n) 

(a, -(1 /«»)Jp' + fl%p
/v' + a, -K2//I) = 0. (19) 

Analysis of the roots of Eqs. (18) and (19) Indicates that of the 

two real roots for each equation it Is necessary to take the positive- 

root closest to the point of Intersection of Lines (18) and (19), which 

corresponds to a Hohmann transfer [4J. Let us denote the squares of 

these roots by p* v (AV) and p'.  (AV), respectively. Diagrams of valuec 
...-■.'. IT. 1 il 

of P'  x  (AV) and PIJ14n   (AV) are given In Fig.   3 for an earth-to-Mars 

transfer. 

Similar results are also obtained for single-impulse transfers by 

use of Relationships   (12) and  (1^). 

TRANSFERS WITH  CONSTANT ANGULAR RANGE 

Transfer between twe circular orbits may be accomplished via  one 

of the  four conlc-sectlon arcs shown in 

Flg.   U.   Following Reference   [4],   let us 

designate transfers  via the arcs 01,   0*01, 

011» and 0*011* as transfer routes A,  B, 

C and D respectively.   The  last two routes 

C and D occur only for elliptical trans- 

fers. 
Fig.   4 

The change  In the true anomaly In a 

transfer from point  0 to point  1 by route A Is   (Fig.   4) 
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where 0 ^ T^,  TJ. ^ l80o are the true anooalleB at points 0 and 1: 

fW-iicooi [(!/•) (^-1)). (     . 
il.-«reco..[(l/#)(0»'/il)-l)l. I*" 

For routes B,  C and D, &r\0l 1B defined by the relatlonahlpa 

An,,^ — AW^ ■♦• 2(ii - in) — 2« - (n» + n»). 
AIIM» - 2* - AW^- 

Considering route A,  we have 

cot AI|M = co* r\i co* ry + ün i\t *i* i\* 

from which, applying (20), we obtain 

j-bt + bip' + b*'*, (21) 

where 

lH~ 2li\ -CM***) /•in*AnH], 
*l--2[l+.(l/i.)J((l-eoeAn«)/rin«Ai|i,J.        (22) 
6, - [1 + (!/««) _ (2/i0 eo. At*) /«to» An«. 

We arrive at the same results for routes B, C and D. 

The relationship obtained Is an equation of isogons - lines of 

equal transfer angles AT^ ■ const between circular orbits. 

As in our investigation of the lines AVQ, - const, we shall re- 

strict ourselves to the case n > 1 and examine an earth-to-Mars trans- 

fer. The results of calculation of the curves e - e(pI) for ATU, ■ const 

are presented for this case in Pig. 5 (each curve ATU, ■ const also cor- 

responds to values 360° - ^IQI). 

It is evident from the graph that in the general case, a curve 

Aru, ■ const is tangent to the boundaries of the region of admissible 

transfer trajectory parameters. 

The curve ATUI " const touches the line (16) at cos ATU, < 1/n; 

the value of p' at the point of tangency p' y(An) is detennined by the 

relationship 
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p'«.i(Af|) — 0 - c<» Af|«) / ((1 /») - CM 4ti„|. (23) 

AB COB A^Q, "•' 1/n PT!iax(^) "♦ • and for coa b^Q-i  > 1/n the curve 

Arj01 ■ const has no points In common with the Line (16). As for the 

Line (17)» the curve ATU, ■ const Is tangent to It for all values of 

cos ATU,, at the points 

Fig. 5 

With Aii0, = 180° (Hohmann semlelllpse), the curve A^Q-, 

generates Into a vertical straight line 

Then 
pita (A»») — Pi»* (A»)) — Piom 
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A diagram of thf» curvea PJ^,,^^)» Pmin^^) ^or  earth-to-Mars 

transfer is presented In Pig, 6 (the curve corresponds to values 

0 ^ An01 ^ 180° and 360° - An01). 

We note that the singularities that appear In Eqs. (21) and (22) 

at An » 0, l80, 360° stem from consideration of radial transfers whose 

geometrical locus Is the semlaxls p1 - 0, e > 1. This case Is not of 

practical Interest and will not be examined here. 

Let us establish correspondence between the various transfer arcs 

and points on the curves A^Q, = const. 

*%,"*• 

iifi'Mf 

§rttui*dft,tJM' ^ 

Pig. 6. 1) Degrees. Pig. 7 

The change In the true anomaly for the various transfer arcs Is 

enclosed within the following limits (Pig. 7): 
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Flg. 8 

Hange of Variation of A^ fcr Various Routes 

^^   viarroM 

■•PIUPTT   V,. 

«p'O'mln 'A*' F'min (AMXpXp'aat <A«| ''■ai (A«t<r'«-<s 

rcl •>! «< 1                       •>! 

A            1         - 
1 

— O^-IW — — 

B 180-*-360* — — •rrrtnl/ii -^ 180* 

C 0-e 180» — — 

D — — 180+36O* — — — 

Note; The Table has been complied for values of cos A^ < 1/n. For 
cos An > 1/n, P' V(ATJ) IS replaced by », and the segment of the curve 
pmax fan) £ p' r« Is lacking. 
1) Segment of curve; 2) route. 

B:   «re cos (1 / ») < ATJOI > 360*.     

C:   0 < ATJOI < 360° - 2 «re coi /l / ». 
D:   180° < AT*, < W. 

2 
Since the coefficients b.   depend on sin ATI0,  and cos AHQ-I   the 

curves e - eCp'; ATI01 » const) for values 0 ^ AT)01 < T: and TT < ATJQJ - 

27T - An01 ^ 27T do not differ from one another.   It  Is obvious that  one 
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to one correspondence will then be retained for transfers A and L  be- 

tween ATJ01 and cos A^Q, and, consequently, between points of the curve 

e = e^'; A^u, ■ const) and ATJ01. For one to one correspondence to be 

maintained between points of the curve e = e^1; ATI01 = const) and ATU, 

for transfers B and C, the corresponding curves must have two branches 

each: one for values C £ Av.1 < n and another for values TT ^ ATU., £ 2-n. 

The results of a study of the correspondence between the values of ATU, 

and the various segments of the curves e = efa', ATU, = const) are given 

In Fig. 8 and In the Table. 

We note tnat the results obtained under this heading are In fact 

Independent of examination of transfers between circular orbits and are 

valid when only the angle between two radius vectors of a material 

point moving In a Newtonian field Is given. 

APPLICATION OF ISOENERQETIC CURVES AND ISuGONS IN THE DYNAMICS OF SPACE 
FLIOHT 

1. Let us examine a single-Impulse transfer with assigned energy 

AV01 = const and a semlmajor axis a. 

An annular transfer between the orbits of the earth and the planet 

with a period that ?8 a multiple of the earth's orbital period, with 

the result that the space vehicle re-~ncjualera the earth, may serve as 

an example of such transfer. Using (12), we obtain for the constant of 

the tnt;rgy Integral 

Since, for an ellipse, 

Wt. obtain finally 

P-^l-'+r)'- 
with    ae neceesary  condition 
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2. Let us consider a two-Impulse earth-to-planet tra -jfer along 

arc B with an assigned position of the perlcenter. 

Such a problem arises In consideration of "quick" earth-planet- 

earth transfers [5J. 

Using the relationships 

iy —//(l-j-e).   r,' = rpIHoV69 

and (8), we obtain the following equation for detennlnatlon of p': 

3. Let us consider the problem of determining the minimal velocity 

Ir.pulse required to rendezvous an ISZ moving In a circular orbit of ra- 

dius Jt. with an ISZ also moving on a circular orbit, but of radius R, , 

with a specified angular distance. 

Fig. 9 showr the typical shape of the A^Q-, = const and AVQ, = ?onst 

:urves (for a single-Impulse transfer with n « 1). It Is not difficult 

to perceive that with ^T]0, = const the minimum of AV01 for A^QI < l30
l 

Is reached on arc A, and for A^Q, > l80 on arc D, whose parameters co- 

incide with those of arc A, at the moment of tangency between the curvcc 

^01 * const and AVQ, = const. 

The solution of the problem reduces to Investigation of the foll( w- 

Ing equation of fourth degree In p' '2. 

*V - ^ + (fe, - fl,')/»'-♦-fro - 1 = 0.    (23) 

which Is  obtained from  (12) and  (21).   It  follows from the shipe of the 

curves AT]01  =  const and AVQ-,   =  const that  Eq.   (25)  has no more than  two 

real  roots  In the region of the parameters   (p',   e)   under consideration. 

The solution sought  corresponds to the point at  which these  roots be- 

come a single multiple root. 
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4. A most Interesting problem In which application of Relationships 

8) and (12) Is found to be highly effective Is that of earth-to-planet- 

o-earth transfers. This problem has been considered In a number of 

apers, among which we cite [1, 2 and 5]. 

The general scheme of a four-Impulse transfer of a spacecraft to a 

lanet of the solar system with return to the earth Is shown In Fig. 

0. 

The total angle of rotation of the vehicle's radius vector about 

ne sun Is 

Anoi + ArjM -f- wiA/t. 

aere uk   is the mean motion of the destination planet and At^  Is the 

oarklng time"  on the  LSP orbit.   During this time,  the earth revolves 

nrough an angle 

•i,r« = w.(«#.-l-<»-l-Aii). 

aere ouu Is the mean motion of the earth and T^.  Is the time of the  space 

Spedition. 

The  condition for the vehicle's  return to the earth at point 3  Is 

ritten In the fonn 

Af)M -H Arj» -h'wiAti = <i*(tM -I- fci -H Al») ± 2nk      (with k =  0.1,...;, 

"•om which the parking time  Is 

Al, - ^ ZJ** + kT^       (*-0. ±1....). (26) 

iere 

AV)B — At»« + An«»,     it -■ <« -H •■, 

i Tg«« = 27T/|UV - OX. I IS the synodic period of the planet. 

It follows from (26) that 

r«*i,-HA<,-^~ — f»re- (*-o.±i....).  (27) 
•H —«H 

For subsequent  treatment.   It will be  convenient tD represent  Rela- 

onshlps   (26) and  (2?)  In the form 
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Fig. 9 

~z = Alot(Pot', eot) + Atu(P2J', eu) + kT.,.. 
Tz = Tot(Ptt', ett) + Tu(pu', ea.) + kT.-, 

Fig. 10 

(28) 

(29) 

where At01, At23 and T01 , T23 are respectively the same as the firs t 

terms in the right members of Equalities (26) and (27) with th~ sub

script Z changed to 01 or 23 and p' = p/Rorb . 
• 

Let us f ormulate the problem of opttmum earth-to-planet transfe r s 

as follows: 

With a given resultant characteristic velocity· of the vehicle 

AVz = AVtt(Pot', e01) + AVu(pu', eu) - oout- AVs• (30) 

and provided that the ~~ace vehicle remains on the ISP orbit for a speci-

fied time 

~z- Ate.{ll.t', e11) +&.(,.',e.) + kT.-- coast- 61~:•, (31) 

find a combination of flight-out and flight-ba ck routes and paramet ers 

for the corresponding conic sections (p01 ,, e01 ) and (p23 ,, e23 ) such 

that the duration of the space transfer will be minimal: 

Tz = T01(Ptt' · e01) + Tu(pu', eu) + kTe. .. min. (32) 

The solution of this problem on an EVM [Electronic Computer] r e-
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duces to solution of systems of transcendental equations of the form 

AMp.,',««) = A/«,* 
(33) 

A/u(/>u,. ru) = Mt'   - M* 

with a subsequent search for the minimum of the function 

MAV«'^!.^) = /•„(AIV.A*.,') + 
+ MAW - AV,,*. A/«*     to*') + ^fcm 

for the  condition AV^ =  const,  Atz# •-= const with AV01#,  At01#  varied. 

We changed the problem Into a  form such that  It  Is completely un- 

necessary to solve systems of transcendental equations of the type  of 

(33). 

We note the*" by virtue of the property of Isoperlmetry, the initial 

problem Is equivalent to the problem described by the equation syst'-Tt 

Al'i = AV»,-H Aru^min, 

A/j = A/oi + A/u -I- kTcm, --= A/r*. (3^) 

Tz = Tot + fj, -f kTrm, = fx". 

Examining the last two relationships of (3^) on the basis of (26) 

and (27) as a system of linear equations in Arj- and t^,, we can always 

(the system detemlnant A = 1/(^Q - tu.) ^ 0) set ^^  and tJ# in corres- 

pondence with the assigned At^ and Ty# by the formulas 

ATJX* = voTz' - w.A/i* - 2nk,     tt' = Tx' - Ar»*. 

Thus, the system fomeu by the last two equalities in (34) is equiv- 

alent to the system of equalities 

ATJX = Aijoi + Ail« = const = ATJX*. 

/i = r,„  t fr,   - const = tz', 

and the Isoperlmetric problem (3M Is equivalent to the problem 
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AVa • AV .. + AV• • milt, 

A'la -. A'ltl + A'lll - A'll, 
•a-e..+'--•a•. 

(35) 

But, on the basis of the 1sopertmetr,y property, the latter is equiv

alent to the problem defined by the following system of relationships: 

AVa- AV .. + AV•- AV .. , 

· At~a - A'lfl + A'lll - At~l, 
••- e..+~t~••m, 

(36) 

where the sense of the extreme of tL can be established on the basis of 

analysis of the properties of actual earth-planet-earth transfer famil

ies. 

• • 

,. 
Fig. 11. a) Roytes A and D; b) r9ut~s B and C. 1) Solution of Eq. (38) 
for A and fi; 2} solution of Eq. ~38} forB with 6~ > 180°; 3} solution 
of Eq. (38) for B with 6~ < 180°. · 

Determination of transfers that satisfy the first two conditions 

in (36) reduces to determining t he roots of the equation system 

AVtt(Pot', tot) = Av .. ·, 
A'111 (p..', e .. ) = A11et •, 

AV•(Pia'· eu) = Av.·- AVot•, 
A'l•()aa', eu) = A'lz•- A'lot·· 

(37) 

However, on the basis of Relationships 3) and (21), the roots ~f 
•:-' 

the equation system (37) are found among the roots of an equation of 
lj 

fourth degree 1n p' 2 : 

(Cit- ~)Pot12 + lbt,Pn/, + (a, - b,)p' + 1 - bo = 0. (38) 
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Using one of the regular methods, for example, the Perrara method, 

for solution of Eq. (38), we can use (38) to obtain Ijnmedlately p' and, 

consequently,  e that satisfy the first two conditions of (36). 

The roots of Eq.   (38)  that have physical  significance are  Identi- 

fied with  the aid of the following criteria,  which were derived on the 

basis of an examination of the properties of lines ^v
01 = const,  Aru,   = 

» const on the plane of the parameters  (PQTI »  eoi)   (F1ß*   H)«* 

Routes  A and D (Fig.   11a) 

mm {pLm(W),     pL*{Ar])} Kp'^m* {p«..(AK).     /^„(ATJ)) (39) 

Route B  (Pig.   lib) 

a)      trccos * <Ar|»i^l8ü0 ^0) 
fi 

P«. (AfO^p'^Pnu. (An 

6)      180° ^ Ai^ < 360° 

P«i.(AV') <p'<P.ui(An) 

Route  C 

For 0 £ AT]n,   < I8O0 the   constraint  on j)'   Is  identical to   (41),   and 
1/ 

for 180° <£ An01 ^ 360° - 2 arc  cos (1/n) 2 it  coincides with  (40). 

It  follows  from th«   forro of the  curves  in Pig.   11  that  for routes 

B and C with AVQ,   = const,  ATI0,  = const no more  than one transfer is de- 

fined,  and no more than two for A and D. 

Solving Eqs.   (37)  for assigned AV^,  Lr]^,   we represent t~  in the 

fonn of a  function of AVQ1#,   Aiv^*: 

ts(/Ut\ Ano,*) = MAW. AW) -I- /»(AVx* - AKw*. Am*     An«') 

Prom here on,  detennination of the optimum transfer reduces to us- 

ing known methods to find points  on the  (AV01,   AT)01)  plane at which ty 
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reaches the apprQpriate extreme. 

s. or particular interest is the problem or earth-planet-earth 

transfers using deceleration 1n the earth's and planet's atmosphere's, 

since the amount ot energy required for earth-planet-earth space epedi

tiona can be reduced substantially 1n this case. 

One ot the ditfel·~:-.ces between this problem and that considered 

above is the necessity ot accounting tor g-torce and heat-flow limita

tions as the vehicle sinks into the atmosphere. This ltmitation can be 

realized, tor example, by specifying velocities tor the vehicle at the 

sphere's of influence of the earth and the planet. 

Let us examine as an example a three-impulse earth-planet-earth 

tranate~ with decelera ion in the atmoophere of the earth. It is obvious 

that the statement of this problem can be reduced to the problem des

cribed by Relationships (30)-(32) with the additional equality 

' _:. .a~t ·' 
v' •• = 3-2 "'P' + , - II~ •• p 

(42) 

which corresponds to assignment of the velocity at the earth's sphere 

of influence as it is approached at point 3 (Fig. 10). 

Obviously, the present problem can be reduced to Problem (36) with 

application of Equality (42). 

Considering a single-tmpulse planet-earth transfer and applying 

Relationships (14), (15) and (42), we obtain the following expression 

for the focal parameter of the orbit: 

A .. -£'1- v~: + 3[1-(t/11)] 

g;,- 2[ t- (t/11"-)) 
(43) 

calculating p23 , fram (43) and e23 from (14), we can find all char

acteristics of the planet-earth transfer, including A~23 and t 23• Calcu

lation ot the characteristics of a two-~pulse earth-planet transfer 
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follows the technique set forth above for values of AV01, ^oi 
de^ned 

by the equalities 

ÄF„ — AV»' - AK,, Ail,, - Ani* - Afj», 

where AVp(Pp^,,  e«^)  is the Impulse at the planet for the planet-earth 

transfer. 

Thus,   for an assigned value of vafoi«>  we express all characteris- 

tics of the transfer and,   in particular,   ty as a function of AV?.   There- 

after,   determination of the optimum transfer reduces to using numerical 

methods on an UVM  [Electronic  Computer]  to find the extreme of t^ with 

respect to AVp. 

6.   As a last example,   let us examine  the problem of passing arcs 

of a  conic section between two points on the  orbits  of the earth and 

the destination planet,   as determined by the date    of departure from the 

ISZ orbit,  tQ,  and the date of arrival t,   in the neighborhood  of the 

destination planet. 

Assigning the quantities tQ and t..  detennines the radius  vectors 

rQ and r,  and,  consequently,  all characteristics of the transfer,   inclu- 

ding the angle AT]01. 

Turning now to the motion of the space vehicle in the transfer 

plane,   we can treat  it as a transfer along an arc of specified type be- 

tween  circular orbits with radii rv and r,   and write 

where 

t* = htin«, p*' e«) = ti      to, 

n«(« — = const,     p M = — • 

Applying Eq. (21) and excluding e01 from (45), we reduce the prob- 

lem of detennlning the oonio-section parameters to solution of a single 

transcendental equation in p.-, , : 

/„ ««.-«•-lM(nWtpw
/). (46) 
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The above procedure substantially stmplifies solution of a number 

of interorbital space-transfer problems. The example considered also in

dicates that Eq. (21) can be used effectively in problems of dete~ining 

the orbit of a body from two positions, which was investigated in [3]. 
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65 

78 

[Footnotes] 

*We not e that analysis of the relationships obtained for t he 
case n < 1 is not necessary in practice, since, instead o 
transfer to an inferior orbit we can always consider the re
turn transfer to a superior orbit. 

*The criteria presented here are valid for n > 1, i.e., for 
transfers to superior planets of the solar system. In consid
ering transfers to inferior planets, it is expedient to consi
der the "return" transfers from the inferior planet to the 
earth 1n order to retain the technique as set forth without> 
any changes. 
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Manu- 
script 
Page [List of Transliterated Symbols] 

No. 

6l MGS  " ISZ ■ Iskusstvennyy sputnik Zemll = artificial earth 

satellite 

61 MCn  " ISP = Islcusstvennyy sputnik planety = artlflrlal planet 

satellite 

61 xap ■ khar = kharakterlstlcheskly » characteristic 

62 op6  ■ orb ■ orblta = orbit 

62 c$  = sf = sfera = sphere 

32 cp  =» sr = srednly = average 

69 xoy  ■ khom = khcxnanskly = Hohmann's,  of Hohmann 

^ CMH  " sin ■ slnodlcheskly = synodic 

80 3BM  * EVM = elektronnaya vychlslltel'naya mashlna = electron- 

ic  computer 
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UDK 629 .19'7. 7 

CONCERNING A PRIORI ERROR ESTIMATES IN DETERMINING PARAMETERS 

BY THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 

M.L. L:i.Jov 

The problem of minimizing the error in the determination of a g i ven 
trajectory para~eter (by selecting a certain battery of measurements 
from a given aggr,~gate) is considered with the assumption of the mos t 
unfavorable relationship between the measurement error correlation coef
ficients. 

The maximum probability method, or the method of least squares i s 

used t o determine fl i ght tra jector y paramet er s f r om a given set of 

measurements [1]. 

The method of l east squares i s used in cases in which the er r ors 

of the pa rameters to be measur ed a r e a ctua l l y corre l a t ed, but t he cor-

r e lation coef f i c ients ar e unknown. In t he latt e r case, t he act ua l error 

of determinat i on of any given tra j ect or y par ameter will a l s o depend on 

the a ctual corre l ation bet ween the errors of mea sur ement . 

To estimat e t he error of par ameter determination by the method of 

l east squares , it is helpful, al ong with the case of independen~ measur e

ment erro s , t o cons i der another (extreme f or this problem) case , i n 

which the error s of measurement ar e bounded only i n abs olut e magni tude , 

and any arbitrary corre l ation among t hem i s possible . On t hese ~ssump-

tions, the present paper will consider the problem of mi ni n.iz ing error s 

in the determinat i on of a given t r aje ct or y paramet er (by sel ecting a 

certain battery of mea surements from a g i ven aggr egate ) , ass uming t hat 

the l ea s t favorable r e lations hi p pr e vails among the corre lation coef fi-
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clents of the meapurement errors. 

In the method of least squares, the vector a « (a,, ..., a ) Is 

determined by minimization of the function 

Imtt 

where D^ = D^Ca) Is a function of the vector a, D^ - Is the measured 

value of the quantity D^ and a1# Is the a priori maximum error of the 

1th measurement. 

Let us use a* to denote the t; .e value of a. Then 

Dtm" W*  + 0'.   /)'<"' = D'(a,) "*" •riW«A« + ••.  (2) 

wh< re o^ le the absolute value of the measurement error and Aa Is the 

error In the determination of the  vector a. 

From  (1) and   (2),   In linear approximation, 

(p< —--..      6<-=gr«d—#is  an m-dimensional  vector). 

Let us denote  the  1th measurement by b.   and the error of the  1th 

measurement by p^.   Errors  61 of detennlnatlon of the parameter 1 are 

related to errors  In the  detennlnatlon of the  vector a;   In  linear ap- 

proximation 

(U = cAa,     r = ifrad./. (4) 

Let us denote by 5B the given set  of measurements b.,  which contain, 

together with the  vector b.   the  vector-(b.:   3.),  the set  of all possi- 

ble  ^orb .nations  cf y neasurements 6.(«58 

r - tmV^u.... 

The problem considered Is that of determining 

ß  P« 
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on the assumption that'* 

1^1 ^1 (6) 

From the minimum condition of I with respect to a we obtain fror. 

(3) 

Aa= (B'B) W'v, (7) 

where ß=  (    )     Is a square n x m matrix and   p= (    »   Is a  vector.   Tht- 

following statement  Is  evident   from  (4),   (6)  and   (7): 

The maximum    f 6_1  with respect to p.   [1 =  1,   . . . ,  n)  Is  reached  at 

the  vertices  of an n-dlmenslonal  cube with   |p.|   =  1. 

a)   Let  us   consider the  case   In which the number of measurementL:  r. 

Is equal  tr   the dimension  of the  space M.   Let b,,   b^,   ...,  h    be ele- 

ments  of ft  that  satisfy the  conditions: 

1) linear  Independence; 

2) the  vector _o can be decomposed Into  vectors  b.  with positive 

coordinates b1  with positive  coordinates X. : 

c ** Xtbt + .  . + kmbm,    ■K1>0     (I = 1. 2.   . .. W)     (8) 

In this case, we obtain from (7) and (8) 

m 

m»xöl=y\t.       p1 = l    (i = 1.2 m). (9) 

In case a),   the problem of finding 

mm niaxd/ 

13 a solved problem of  linear programming   [2].   The  simplex method    'an 

bo used  to minimize max  ö_l   In ft .   According  to   [2]   (for a specif 1-   !'  rr. 

Pi 

of the  functional   (9))»   the following theorem applies. 

Theorem  1.   For the measurements b,,   ...,   b    to  realize 

min max 0/ (10) 
b*   (H ' 
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It   ID necessary and  sufficient  that  for any b,tÄ   the  condition 

(11) 
•-I 
Z*u\ <*- 

be  satisfied;  here,   the x.. art   the coordinates  of the analysis of vec- 

tor b*  Into vecto;*s  of the basis  b,,   ...,  b. j im 

l>, * xubt + ..   + xmibm. ^22) 

b) Below we present the proof of the following theorem for the 

general case of n > m measurements. 

Theorem 2. For n ^ m, 

nun max t\l ^ mm max 6/. 
Pi     Pi Pm    Pi (13) 

Proof. Let b,, ..., t be measurements for which 

mm max U,       |p, | ^ 1   (»=1,2,...,'»). 

s realized. 

Let us consider an arbitrary set  of measurements 

6,' K1     (fc/e»)      (i-=1.2 n). (14) 

Let p,..., p (Ip*! < 1) be the errors for whl :h max 6^ Is realized 

n the measurements (14). Then we have for arbitrary A1 with IA^I < 1 

«/(P..  .P.. ft.' ^')>Ä/(Ä, A,. 6/ 6,').   (13) 

Let 

6/ «. XH6, -f Xi.fc|+ ... + Xmxkm  (»—1,2, ...,«). (l6) 

Let  us consider 

r«2 (^'-VA*)1. (17) 

We  take 

A,- 2^      «-1.2...») (18) 
i-« 

•.ccordlng to Theorem  1,    (A^I   < 1. 

Substituting Aj^   and b^  from  (16)  and   (18)  Into  (17).  we obtain 
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The minimum of I with respect to Aa equal to zero (elnce I > 0) 

is determined by the system of equations 

! - M« — 0 « - 1, 2. .., m) 

By   (9)  and  the definition  of b., 

6/(Ai.     ., An, hi',     .. bj) = min max W < 6/ (p!,     ., pm,  6/, ..., 6,/) » 

= min niAx A/. 
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UK  521.312 

APPLICATION OP V.V.   RUMYANTSEV'S THEOREM OF STABILITY WITH RESPECT TO 

SOME OF THE VARIABLES   IN  PROBLDIS  OF CELESTIAL MECHANICS 

V.G.   Demln 

Using V.V. Rumyantsev's theorem on stability with respect tc some 

of the variables, the stablll-y of the semlmajor axes of the orbits of 

celestial bodies Is demonstrated In those problems of celestial mechan- 

ics In which small perturbing functions are conservative In nature. 

To describe the motion of a celestial body, which Is assumed to be 

a material point, in the presence of conservative perturbing forces, we 

shall utilize Poincare's first system of canonical elements 

/ - 1f{m* + m)a,   p, = tfim, + mja{i - fl - «•). 

PJ = Ififnc + "»Ml - e«) (1 - caH). ^ 

X = nt -♦- e,       o, = -n,       (^ = — Qt 

where f is the gravitational  constant,  rru and m are the masses of the 

mutually attracting bodies,  a  is  the  semimajor axis  of an osculating 

elliptical  orbit,   e  is  Its eccentricity, _1  is  its   inclination,  n  is  the 

mean motion,   fl is the  longitude  of the node,   -n is  the  longitude of the 

perlcenter and  c  is  the mean  longitude  of the epoch. 

The differential equations  of perturbed motion written in these 

variables will  take the fJim 

di " «T'    <« "* ««1 *    *    *••' 

A     _«S       AH      _«      i*--^. (2) 

dt"     dL'      dt   ~     **'      * t*' 

with the characteristic function S detemined by the equality 
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5» -ftw*2+w)>    +llB(L,(n,pi,k,m,*t,*) (3) 

The  second summand  In  Relationship   (3)   represents  the  perturbM 1 

function,   In which u denotes  the small parameter.   Equations   (2)  admit 

of the generalized energy  Integral 

S = const ^4) 

With  M- ■ OJ   Eqs.   (2)  define an  unperturbed  elliptical   orbit. 

Integration of differential equations  of the  form   (2),  which  1. 

accomplished  In celestial mechanics by  one  of the methods  of success 1 

approximation,   Is usually  complicated by the  small denominators,   whl 

give  rise  t^  secular tenns.   The question arises  as  to whether the  st 

lar terms  are  due to the  physical nature  of the problem or whether th' 

are  in some  cases a  consequence of inadequacies  of the methods  empl   ,- 

Of particular interest  from the  standpoint  of cosmogony  is  the natur- 

of the  time  variation of the  semimajor axis a.   If a remains bounded 

throughout  the entire  time  of motion,   it  can be affirmed that  the mo 

tlon is Lagrange stable.   It   is  known,   however,   that mixed tenns appeal 

among terms  of second  order with respect  to the   perturbing masses   li. 

perturbations  of the semimajor axes  of planetary  orbits,  while  the 

third-order terms  contain purely secular terms.   Hence we  cannot  drav. 

any  conclusions regarding the boundedness  of the planetary motions   fr 

analytical motion theory.   Considerable progress  has been made by V.I 

Arnold,   who succeeded  in proving the metric analogue to the  celebrat- - 

Laplace theorem - an analogue  consisting in the  statement  that  plane- 

tary orbits will be stable  for most   (in the  sense of the measure)   In! 

tlal  conditions.   Let us  show that for celestial-mechanics pr- blems  In 

which a generalized energy  integral exists  the question of Lagrange 

stability of the orbits  can be solved simply by  use  of V.V.   Rumyantsfv 

theorem of stability with  respect t    some  of the  variables   (l). 
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To  Investigate  the  stability  of an  unperturbed Keplerlan motion 

L — /». pi = p,«"". pi = pi*, k =« X«. »i =» «i**». wt = ü»J* ^ ) 

let  us  supplement System   (2)  with the  equation 

duldt^Q (6) 

and assume, furthernior^, that R Is a b unded function analytl^jl with 

respect to L and p. In a certain neighborhood of unperturbed values of 

the Polncare elements. 

Let us Introduce the following nomenclature for the perturbations 

of the  variables: 

*, -■ I - £^». x, = p, xi «» pi - pi<* x* = pi    pt"*, /j \ 

x» «s X — X*. x« = »i     wi'*', x» = wj -  Hn{m 

Then we can Indicate the first two Integrals for the differential 

equations of perturbed motlun, which we shall net write out In the new 

variables : 
Hm+m)*  r ^  \ 1.1+^. 

Vi~ 2 I (L.-hxi)«      Lt\      tn' (8) 
Vt = zt 

Let  us show that  the motion will be Lyapunov stable with respoct 

to the quantity L,   using V.V.   Rumyantsev's  theorem for the proof.   For 

Mils purpose,  we  construct  the I^yapuncv function  In the  f-nn  of a bun- 

dle  of Integrals: 

V=Vt> + AVt, (9) 

where A Is an arbitrary  constant.   Expanding the  right-hand member of 

Pormila   (9)  In series  in powers of the perturbations x,  and Xp,  we ob- 

tain 

The condition that the function V be sign-determinate with respect 

to the quantities x, and Xp when the latter ar rather small is written 

in the  fonn 
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(11) 

from which it is evident that when A > 0, the function V satisfies Con

dition (11). Since by virtue of the differential equations of perturbed 

motion, the derivative of V is identically equal to zero, the motion 

will be stable with respect to L. It follows from For.mulas (1) that the 

motion will also be stable with respect to the semimajor axis of t he 

orbit. 

As can easily be shown, the result obtained has bearing on the 

problem of motion of a satellite of a slightly flattened spherical plan

et, on the three-dimensional circular three-body problem (in the case 

of motion in the vicinity of one of the attracting masses), on the prob

lem of satellite motion in the gravitational field of a slowly rotating 

solid body whose central P-llipsoid of inertia is close to spherical, 

and so forth. 

If the perturbing function S satisfies the condition 

(12) 

which, in the problem of satellite motion, signifies the existence of 

axial symmetry in the perturbing force field, then Eq. (2) admit s of 

yet anothar first integral in addition to (4): 

L - Pt - PI = const. ( 13 ) 

The integral (13) corresponds t o the area integral. In t his case 
~ 

it can be proven by r•easoning analogous to that siven abo\re that the 

motion of the celestial body in the presence of constantly operating 

perturbations that satisfy Condition (12) is stable with respect t o t re 

Delone canonical elements L and H. One consequence of this result i s 

tha~ for p2 = 0 (i = 0), the trajectory is included within a circular 

annulus whose boundaries are only slightly deformed by small perturba-
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Ions  of the  form  (12). 
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UDK 521.312:517.912.2 

ON THE STABILITY OF SATELLITE ORBITS 

WITH CONSTANTLY OPERATING PERrURBATIONS 

V. G. Demin 

The Kolmogorov-Arnold method is used to prove stability of planet
satellite orbits and the conditionally periodic nature of the motion on 
the assumption that the satellite's motion is perturbed by constantly 
operative small forces of a conservative nature. 

1. New methods for qualitative analysis of Hamiltonian systems [ 1] 

are opening new possibilities for the investigation of a number of prob

lems of classical and celestial mechanics. Here, the nature and complex

ity of the investigation of the dynamic problem will depend essentially 

on the properties of the characteristic function H0 that defines the un

perturbed motion. The analysis becomes particularly complicated in those 

cases 1n which degeneration occurs, when 

(1) 

In the choice of the two-body problem as the unperturbed problem, 

which is traditional for celestial mechanics, Relationship (1) is iden

tically satisfied, with the intrinsic degeneracy combining with limit 

degeneracy. 

If, however, we do not wish to bow to rooted tradition, we can, in 

many cases, break the Hamiltonian of the perturbed problem down into 

two parts in such a way as to eliminate both intrinsic and limit degen

eracy. The classical problem of two fixed centers [2, 3], the generalik 
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zed problem of two fixed centers [4, 5] and one of its limit variants 

[6) may be adopted as the undisturbed problem for this purpose in vari

ous probl~s ot celestial mechanics. Below we set forth the limit ve~ 

s1on of the problem or two stationary centers, as considered in [6) for 

the requirements of qualitative satellite motion analysis. 

2. Let us study the motion of a satel.ite, assumed to be a material 

point, 1n a coordinate system with fixed axis directions, taking the 

planet's axis or rotation as the third axis, while the basic plane is 

parallel to the equatorial plane ot the planet. We shall place the coor

dinate or1g1n at one of the umbilical points of inertia that the planet 

would have it we disregarded its equitorial flattening. 

In tbe system of coordinates selected, the gravitational potential 

ot the planet is expressed by the fo~ula 
/fa '/raj . . . 

V- -r-+ ,.-+ R(r, •· a.). (2) 

Here t is the gravitational constant, ~ is the mass of the planet, 

6 is the vertical coordinate of the umbilical point of inertia r, .<1> and 

~ are the spherical coordinates of the satellite 1n the selected refer

ence syst8B and R is the perturbat ion function. we note that the· nature 

of the perturbing forces is nonessential for the investigations to fol

low, so that the function Rmay incorporate both the disturbing effect 

ot the planet's t1gure and other disturbing factors. Let us assume that 

the perturbations are quite small. we also point out that the first two 

te~ of fOrmula (2) take full account of perturbations due to the 

second spherical ha~onic 1n the expansion of the planet's potential. 

Selectlng, aa the generalized coordinates, the quantities 

It - r, 11 - •· 91 - .m 1 (3) 

we shall have the following expression [7] for the total integral of the 

18alltan-Jacob1 equation 1ft the unperturbed problem under consideration, 
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a ccording to the Stockel principle : 

W = - a,t + l'2aa arc sin q3 + ;2 ~ l'a1q1
2 + Jmq1 + o1 dq, + 

. 9t 

+ }'2 ~ J(t&a + '/m6 sin qa)cos2 qz- a, _dqt. , 
coaqa 

(4) 

where a 1 , a 2 and aj ~re arbitrary constants of i ntegr ation . 

In qualitative analysis of solutions , it i s mor e conveni ent t o use 

~he Hamiltonian unperturbed-motion system with a special selection of 

the canonical variables: 

dq, = 0, 
dt 

die iJBe -=--. dt aq, (5) 

where H0 (111' ... , 11n) i s the Hamiltonian of the perturbed pr·ob l em. Ac

tion-angle variables f orm s uch a system of Ganonical variables. 

The unperturbed problem under c onsiderat i on here r epresents a par-

ticular case of a dynamic system accordi1g to Stekkel'. Consequent l y , 

the satellite's motion will be conditionally-periodic, and the a ct i on 

angle variables will be expressed in t erms of elementary per,ods wi j' 

which, by virtue of {4), are determined by the r8lationships [7]: 

-.=0. 

(!)at = 0, ..,. = 0, 

In Formulas (6), a1 and b1 are r oots of t he equatiol 

(7) 

between which the varible q1 is included in the motion process; a2 , b2 
are analogous roots of the equation 

Pa(eoe 91) ~ _tA1111' 91(fm3 sin 91 + ae) - ae = 0. (8) 
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The  canonical  variables  £.   art   connected with the elementary peri- 

ods by the foramlas 

where  3-   denote  canonical   constants  idJoint  to a..   We shall not write 

out  the ex. licit expressions for the canonical  variables  T\      since they 

are not  needed  for the reasoning to follow.   We note  only that  the gener- 

ating function of the  contact transfomatlon Is written as  follows. 

S-=jM. (10) 

where ou   should be regarded as a  function of the new variables  T)      T] 

and  T) 

The canonical equations of the perturbed motion In these  variables 

take the form 

dt      <h\t'       dt 9ii 

where the new characteristic fun:tlon K Is determined by the equality 

ä-ä-J-^-ä-»-0,(11,. nt.f»,). (12) 

In the new variables,   the equaclons of unperturbed motion will be 

In Eqs.   (13).  we  have  used the nomenclature 

n JUha ... 
*, -t — (1^) 

11 »un-- «M« 

3.   Our further discussion will be based  on the theorem of AN.   Kol- 

nogorov  [l],  which can be  formulated as  follows. 

Let  the Hamlltonlan function  (12)  be analytic  in a certain region 

}:  i6C, |Iint(<p     and  let the nondegeneracy condition 
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I .... .. , . 
.. ... .... , ·' .,. 0, 

be satisfied, while IRI < M. Then with sufficiently small M, points of 

the region G, with the exception of the set of measure small with M, 

will move conditionally periodically along tori approxtmating tori ~ = 

= const. 

To apply this theorem, as can be seen easily enough, it is suffi

cient to show that 

.. , ... , . .,.o_ ..... . : (15) 

Calculation of the Jacobian (15) can be simplified considerably i f , 

instead of the canonical variables ~i' we use the elements a, E and i 

that we introduced in Reference [6]: 

Then 

/m ImP 
.. -.,... 2a' •.-2' 

/m 
-~r~+26a,,..,.., . 

._, ... 1-= D(•a..., .. ) D(a,p;i) 
"a1 D(a, p, i) D(111, 'lit 'II) 

(16) 

(17) 

Since the transformation performed is nonsingular, we shall have 

instead of (15) 

D( ... ., Ctta, Ctta) + O 
D(a, p, i) · 

(18) 

Using Formulas (6) and ( 1 ~ ), we can obtain 

A A 
... - -. {l)tJ ,== --=--

" . . 1/mp 
(19) 

t { t t . 
-- 0 11

1
, k + 0 11", /c • j2/m6(At- As) t- A, ( ) t +A, ( ) } ' 

where n2 = fm/a3, i:(k) is a complete elliptical integral of the 1st kind, 

0(11', lc), 0(11", lc) are complete e llipt leal integrals of the 3rd kind, 

~-A. 
,._ At' At- · 

(20) 
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and the  quantities  X,,   Xp arid X    ar-t    r otc  vV  K[.   (6),   which 1c   trans- 

fonned to 

ZAX1 -»- pk* - 2Ak     (p «in < - 2« cos* 0 sin < - 0. (21) 

It Is evident from (14) and (19) that ax. does not depend on p and 

1,   so that 

D{;p.i)        <*   D(p,i) (22) 

Expanding av> and to.  In Taylor series  In powers  of the quantity 

6/p,  which is  of the  order of 3«10       for nea^ artificial earth satel- 

lites and diminishes  with  Increasing; parameter JD,  we  shall have 

«, —nTl-»-*^ 1-^siii»l)j + higher-order tenns       (23) 

».= —»1(1—    sinH + hlgh<-r-order tenns y       P 

Then,  as Is  easily seen,  the  Jacoblan 

-_       -  --» —    . + higher-order tennp (24) 
D{;p,i) p»       da 

will be nonzero with  1 ^ 90    and  for sufficiently small  values  of the 

quantities  6.   Ana  this means  that  the motion of the planet's  satellite 

Is  conditionally periodic motion and proceeds along tori approximating 

the unperturbed tori 

Hi = const, 

where the quantities  r    coincide  for  6 = 0 with th«.   Polncare  canonical 

elements. 

In the event  that the perturbing  fun.tlon  R !'.s net a  function of 

the  longitude X,   we  can obtain a  strongf-r result: the motion of the 

satellite will be  conditionally periodic and Lagrange  stable  for arbi- 

trary Initial  conditions.   For the proof,   It   is  first  necessary to Ignore 

the  cyclical  coordinate X and then repeat reasoning analogous t    that 

given above. 

The author aclcnowl'ages  his  Indebtedness  to the  staffs  of the 
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Celestial Mechanics and Gravlmetry Department of the Moscow State Uni- 

versity and the Theoretical Mechanics Faculty of the Patrice Lumuinba 

University of Friendship between Peoples for the discussion of this 

paper. 

Hecelved 

20 March 1964 
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CBRTAIB PRCELBMS AMD PU'l'URE PROSPECTS F~ INVESTIGATIONS 

OF COSMIC RAYS 

M.L. Orlgorov, I.D. Rapoport, I.A. Savenko and 

G.A. Skur1d1n 

This is a consideration of the basic problems involved in the op-
ation ot an ionization calorimeter - an instrument used to measure 

he energy ot co .. ic-rat particles and the relationship between the ba
le parameters ot the ionization calorimeter and the conditions of its 
tllization. 

In addition, there is a consideration of the possibilities of em
loying an ionization calorimeter to study a number of the characteris
ica of react1ona between atomic nuclei and cosmic-ray particles exhib
ting energies of 1011-1013 ev [electron-volts], for the study of the 
amposition ot high-energy primary cosmic-ray particles (1011-1014 ev), 
·or the study ot the electron component of primary cosmic rays , and for 
he study of high-energy ~-radiation. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past 30 years, cosmic rays have been subjected t o in

Jensive research. The interest in these rays is based primarily on two 

'actors. 

First ot all, primary cosmic radiation represents a flow of atomic 

uclei (with Hand He nuclei predominating), exhibiting tremendous en

~rgiea up to 1019 ev, and accordingly this represents the only means of 

3tudylng nuclear interactions at high and superhigh energies. 

In the second place, since cosmic rays are the output of certain 

lCcelerating •chanisms "operating" in the f',.1. laxies, they carry infor-
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mation with respect to the characteristics or these mechanisms. In 

their motion tram the source, the particles or cosmic rays are subject 

to the action or magnetic fields and they undergo nuclear reactions 

with atoms from the interstellar medium, generating secondary radiation 

<~~sons whose decay yields an electron-positron component and high

energy ~-quanta). Therefore the study or the primary cosmic rays - the 

study or their energy spectrum, their chemical composition, or the fea

tures or propae3tion through the Galaxy, and or the electron-photon 

component - yields information on the processes or cosmic-ray accelera

tion, on the electromagnetic properties or the interstellar medium, on 

the distribution or cosmic rays within the Ga.laxy, i.e., it provides 

important information about one or the components or the Galaxy, play

ing an active role in the evolution or the latter. 

The particularly fruitful period of about 8 years (1945-1953) or 

intensive investigations into nuclear reactions involving cosmic-ray 

particles reached its conclusion with a number or fundamental discover-

ies. It was established that new particles - primarily ~-mesons - are 

generated in reactions between atomic nuclei and primary cosmic .parti

cles exhibiting energies or 109-1010 ev. A whole Pleiades of new 

("strange") particles was uncovered. The basic energy characteristics 

or the nuclear reactions at moderate energies were clarified. As a re-

sult or these discoveries there came into being a new branch of phy

sics - the physics or elementary particles. 

The last ten years or investigations in the area or cosmic rays 

have been concentrated primarily on the solution or the following prob

lems: the study of the characteristics of cosmic-particle reactions 

with atomic nuclei at energies of 1011-1013 ev; the study or processes 

involved in interaction at super high energies; the study of the energy 

spectrum or primary cosmic ~ays; the study of certain astrophysical 
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problems   Involving cosmic   rays,   i.e.,   the motion of cosmic-ray parti- 

cles  of various energies within the Galaxy and the solar system;   the 

study of the electron component of primary cosmic rays, and the  search 

for 7-rayB. 

In our opinion the extremely modest  results produced  by  Investiga- 

tion?  in connection with cosmic radiation during the past  ten years, at 

l'?a8t so far as this  concerns  the  study  of the mechanism of  Interac- 

tions between atomic nuclei ana high-energy particles, are  associated 

with the  fact that thi    Investigaters,  on  observing the  Interaction of 

high-anergy particles  and determining the parameters which could be 

measured,   in none  of the available methods  ever knew with  sufficient 

accuracy the energy of the primary particle  responsible  for  the  ob- 

served interaction.  As a  result,  in the  overwhelming majority  of cases 

the experimental data were never unequivocally Interpreted. 

In order radically to change the  situation In the  investigation of 

high- and superhigh-energy cosmic rays and  significantly  to raise  tne 

effectiveness of their  utilization in the  study of nuclear  reactions  In 
11       15 the  energy  region of  10    -10 ^ ev.  It appears  to us  that  two  conditions 

must be satisfied: 

1. Experiments to study primary cosmic rays of high and particu- 

larly of superhigh energy (10 -10 -31 ev) must be conducted beyond the 

limits  of the atmosphere. 

2. A method must  be employed to make  possible the  determination  of 

the  energy  of the  primary  cosmic-ray particles  with the  required accu- 
11       IS racy  over the entire  range under study   (10    -10      ev). 

The  first condition may be satisfied by conducting experiments 

aboard artificial satellites of the earth. 

The second condition may be satisfied ^y using new principles of 

measuring particle energies,  i.e.,  principles which could be applied 
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over the entire range of energies to 10  and even 10  ev. 

The existing classical method of measuring the energy of a charged 

particle on the basis of the distortion of its trajectory in a powerful 

magnetic field enables us, in conjunction with a Wilson chamber, to 

determine energy in the region below 10  ev. The use of spark chambers, 

providing considerably greater accuracy in the measurement of particle- 

trajectory curvature, apparently makes It possible to expand the region 

of measureable energies to 10  ev, while the utilization of tremendous 

magnets weighing hundreds and thousands of tons or the use of solenoids 

with superconductive windings will permit raising the limit of measure- 

12 
able energies to 10  ev. Thus, these methods are completely useless 

for the solution of problems involving the measurement of particle ener- 

1S 
gles of 10 -* ev. 

Apparently,  the  only available means at the present  time  for the 

solution of this problem involves   the  utilization  of the new method 

proposed by N.L.   Qrlgorov,  in 195^;  this  is the method  of the loniza- 

tlon calorimeter.   This method was   first employed  in  1937  in the Cosmic- 

Ray Laboratory  of the MQU  [Moscow  State  University]  by N.L.  Grigorov, 

I.D.   Rapoport,  and V.S.   Murzin   [l]  ana has now become  the  basic   (at 

least  in the  USSR)  method used  in  cosmic-ray  research at mountain penks. 

As  will become  evident from the   following,  this method  is  quite  flexi- 

ble,   i.e.,   it  permits with equal  accuracy the measurement  of energies 

of  charged and neutral  particles,   and also makes  it  possible to combine 

this measuring  instrument with the most  varied  of  particle-observation 

facilities:   the  Wilson chamber,   the  spark chamber,   and even with nuclear 

photoemulsions.   A particular advantage  of this method  in connection 

with cosmic   rays  is  the possibility  of constructing extremely   "fast" 

Installations. 

There are  as yet no special   descriptions  of such  instruments   in 
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the  literature.   We believe  It  expedient  to fill  this  gap and  to dlccucs 

the basic principles  Involved In the  construction of  lonlzatlon calor- 

imeters, as well as  to describe  their structural  features   In  connection 

with their operating conditions.   Section  I of this article  Is devoted 

to that undertaking. 

I.   THE IONIZATION CALORIMETER 

1.   Operating Principle 

Extensive  use  Is made  In nuclear physics of a method  of measuring 

the energy of a discrete heavy particle  on the basis  of the total  lo- 

nlzatlon developed by that particle  In an  lonlzatlon chamber  on decel- 

eration.  This method  Is based on the  fact  that a heavy particle, moving 

through matter,  loses all  of its energy to lonlzatlon.   It  Is evident 

that a  prerequisite   for the applicability  of the method  Is the  fulfill- 

ment  of the requirement that   she mean  free path of the  particle  In the 

lonlzatlon chamber be smaller than the  dimensions  of the  chamber.  With 

the  entry of luminescent  techniques,  the  sphere  of applicability for 

this method has expanded. 

Since the density of the sclntlllator Is greater than the density 

of the gas by a factor of approximately 10 , It has become possible on 

the  basis  of the  total  energy liberated  In  the material   to measure the 

energy  of particles  exhibiting a  totdl  mean  free  path expressed  In tens 
-2 8 of g'cra    ,  I.e.,  exhibiting energies  of the  order of 10    ev  for heavy 

7 
particles and of the  order of 10    ev  for electrons. 

Can the applicability  of this method be extended tc   Include par- 
11       15 tides exhibiting energies  of 10    -10 ' ev? To provide  an answer to 

this question we must  consider,  even  If  only  briefly,   the mechanism by 

which such high-energy particles  lose  their e ergy 

From the very  outset,  let us exclude  the n-mesons  from our consid- 

eration,  since  these  particles  react  somewhat  too weakly with matter, 
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losing energy primarily only as a result of lonlzatlon. The high-energy 

^-meson therefore exhibits such large mean f^ee paths In dense material 

that It Is virtually Impossible to achieve Its total deceleration in a 

layer of matter that Is not overly thick. Electrons and 7-quanta, given 

a sufficiently thick layer of matter, expend all of their energy on the 

lonlzatlon of the atoms contained In the matter. 

In connection with the high-energy nuclear-active particles,  we 

know from a study of cosmic  rays  that a stream N(p)  of such particles 

Is strongly absorbed In the atmosphere,  diminishing with depth  In ac- 

cordance with the law 

where £ is  the atmospheric pressure at  the point  of observation,  L    is 
_2 the absorption mean free path equal to - 120 g'cm    .  Strong absorption 

of nuclear-active particles  In the atmosphere  Indicates  Inl ^nslve  loss 

of energy by these particles  In their motions  through matter.   On which 

processes  Is the energy  of a  primary nuclear-active particle evDended9 

We know that the cross  section of Interaction for high-energy par- 

ticles  with atomic nuclei  Is  close  to the geometric  cross  section of 

the nucleus.  As a result  of the  Interaction,  a  fraction of the  energy 

of a  primary particle Is  expended  on the formation  of new particles 

(primarily n-mesons), and a  small  fraction of the energy  Is spent  on 

the splitting of the nucleus with which the particle  collided,   the  re- 

maining energy  staying with the primary particle which,  on subsequent 

interaction, again will  lose a  fraction of Its energy  In analogous pro- 

cesses,  etc.   The generated charged Tr-inesons and  similar particles with 

a llfespan  of T0 > 10'      sec will  Interact  In dense matter with nuclei, 

much like a  primary particle,  generating secondary particles and  fis- 

sioning nuclei. 

Since among the generated n-mesons there are generated TT -mesons 
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with a llfespan of T0 - 10   soo, which decay Into two 7-qaant'j vir- 

tually at the point of their formation, the enerc^y of the primary nu- 

clear-active particle Is ultimately transformed Into the energy of 

electromagnetic radiation (-y-quanta) and Into the energy of strongly 

Ionizing particles - the products of nuclear fission. 

The energy of th« 7-quanta in matter Is totally expended on the 

lonlzatlon of the atoms of the material. Just as was the case with the 

energy of the strongly Ionizing particles. 

If we take a block of dense material that Is 1000 g-cm thick and 

of sufficient lateral dimensions to prevent the passage of the second- 

ary particles beyond the limits of the block through the side surfaces, 

a high-energy particle falling on such a block would be absorbed by it. 

In this case virtually all of the energy will be expended on the lonlza- 

tlon and excitation of the atoms of the material and will, in the final 

analysis, be converted into heat. 

If we were to measure the quantity of heat liberated in the block 

at the instant at which a nuclear-active particle impinged upon it, it 

would be possible to obtain an exact value of the energy E0 of the in- 

cident particle. This method of measuring energy cannot be utilized for 

a great many reasons. However, it is possible to use the me^ ^urement of 

an intermediate quantity for the determination of E0, this quantity be- 

ing proportional to the final thermal effect, i.e., the total number of 

ion pairs I appearing in the block as a result of the incidence onto 

the block ci1 a particle exhibiting an energy EQ. 

It la cl ar that EQ - XI, where X is the mean magnitude of the en- 

ergy expended on the formation of a single ion pair In the material of 

the block. 

Because of the similarity in the measurement of energy E0 in a 

discrete particle on the basis of the total lonlzatlon effects and the 
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calorlmetrlc measurements,  the  Instrument used to accomplish this meth- 

od of determining ii0 Is known as an lonlzatlon calorimeter [l]. 

If we know the lonlzatlon distribution I(x) for the depth x In the 

absorbent of the lonlzatlon calorimeter we can determine the total lon- 

lzatlon effect or the magnitude of I. 

Indeed,  if at the depth x  (calculated from the upper base of the 

lonlzatlon calorimeter)  I(x)  dx Ion pairs are formed In a  layer dx 

thick at the  Instant at which a nuclear-active particle  Impinges  on the 

lonlzatlon  calorimeter,  the quantity I may be defined from the  obvious 

equality 

and,   consequently, 

«i-A J /(x)äxT*X $I(x)d*. (1) 
• • 

For the correct determination of E0 the thickness xn must be taken 

so that all secondary particles are decelerated In the lonlzatlon calor- 

imeter. I.e., we must have I(x0) ~ 0. 

Equation (1) superficially coincides with Eq. (2) 

   • 

t 

which has been extensively used for a long time both In the study of 

cosmic radiation and In the doslmetry of penetrating radiation to m* is- 

ure the flow of energy contained In a large number of particles. How- 

ever, Expressions (1) and (2) are basically different from one another, 

and this controls the experimental facilities available for the measure- 

ment of I(x) In the first and second cases. 

If we want to measure the energy LC a  discrete particle, we must 

measure the lonlzatlon I(x) at all points of the absorbent at the Uen- 
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tical instant of time corresponding to the incidence of the discrete 

particle onto the absorbent. In other words, the instantaneous distrib

ution of ionization over the entire volume of the absorbent must be 

measured. Consequently, pulse ionization detectors should be used as 

the measurement instruments (the permissible measurement durations of 

the instantaneous distribution of ionization I(x) will be consider~d 

below). 

When measuring a flow of energy carried by a large number of par

ticles statistically distributed in time, the time-average of the quan

tity I(x) at each point of the absorbent must be measured. A prolonged 

measurement of I(x) is required for this purpose (the duration of the 

measurement will be defined by the assumed accuracy which will be a 

function only of the statistical fluctuations in the stream of parti

cles at the point x), i.e., in principle, the ionization detector must 

be of the integral type. If the stream of particles is steady, the meas-

urements at the various points of the absorbent may be conducted at 

various times. 

2. Parameters of the Ionization Calorimeter 

In considering the ionization-calorimeter parameters which govern . 
its operation, we will proceed under the assumption that this instru-

ment is used for work with cosmic-ray particles. 

The basic parameters of treionization calorimeter are defined: 

a) by physical processes as a result of which the energy of the 

primary particle, in the final analysis, is expended on ionization 

within the .. terial making up the absorbent; 

b) by the technical facilities of ionization measurement within 

the absorbent; 

c) by the possible factors leading to "nondetection" of a fraction 

ot the ener17 or by random coincidences; 
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d) by the features inherent in the cosmic-ray particles or high 

energy. 

Let us consider the effect of the above-enumerated factors on the 

parameters or an ionization calorimeter. Let us begin with point (d). 

In the design or the ionization calorimeter our main concern ob

viously involves, on the one hand, provision or the most complete 

transition of the energy or the primary particle to the energy or the 

electron-photon components and other ionization components within the 

confines 0 1 the ionization calorimeter and, on the other hand, to make 

certain that it is the energy liberated by only a single nuclear-active 

particle that is measured, eliminating or separating all other sources 

or energy liberation in the ionization calorimeter. 

There are a number of features in work at sea level and on moun

tain peaks which must be taken into consideration 1n the design of the 

instrument. 

One of these features involves the fact that nuclear-active high

energy particles frequently form groups in the atmosphere, i.e., sever

al particles impinge simultaneously on the installation [2). The great

er the area or the installation, the greater the probability of the si

multaneous incidence of two, three, and more nuclear-active partic le s. 

It is obvious that i n the case of simultaneous incidence of several 

particles on the installation, the energy which is liberated in the 

ionization calorimeter will be equal to the sum of the energies of all 

particles impinging on the installation. 

Evidently, to ensure reliable measurement of the energy of an in

dividual nuclear-active particle, the design of the ionization calori 

meter must make it possible to distinguish the incidence onto the cal

orimeter of a discrete nuclear-active particle, a group of nuclear-ac·

tive particles, or the incidence or an extensive atmospheric shower, 
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etc.   Thl8  condition may be  satloffed  if the  lonlzatlon  calorimeter  1c 

designed to consist    of  a  lai'ge number of lonlzatlon do tec tors distrib- 

uted appropriately   (see below). 

Let us now consider the process of the transition of energy from a 

nuclear-active particle to the electrons of an electron-photon cascad' . 

In this case we will, for the time being, neglect the energy losses due 

to nuclear  fission. 

Let a  nuclear-active particle  experience an  Interaction at  some 

point 0,   In the absorbent  of the  lonlzatlon calorimeter   (Fig.   l).   Con- 

sequently,  at  this  point a  fraction  of the energy   (E^o^i   was transferred 

to the rr -mesons,    'hlle the  remaining part.  I.e.,  EQ —   (E^oK   was  re- 

tailed by the nuclear-active  particles:  the nucleons,   the 7r--mesons, 

etc.   In view of the  extremely small   llfespan of the  TT  -mesons.   In prac- 

tical terms  It may be held that  at  the point 0,   there  appeared -y-quanta 

distributed  over some  spectrum dN,(E   )/dE    with a  total  energy 

AN 
(£•«•)»—( ft-^y'"''»• Each  of the   v-quanta   r.  tne material   of  the  calorlme- 

ter produces  its  own cascade  shower  of electrons.  The  entire aggrega- 

tion of "y-quanta produced  In the  first  interaction yields  the  total 

shower of I,(x). 

Since for each "elementary" shower (produced by Individual 7-quan- 

ta)  the  [following]  equality   Is  valid 

£t = X J H*)dx, 

for the entire aggregation of -y-quanta the following equality Is satis- 

fied 

• •• 

(£>- S^T-XJ 2«(*)AP«AJ/,(«M«. (3) 
• • 

However,   In addition to the  TT -mesons,  secondary nuclear-active 

particles exhibiting a  total energy EQ -  (E^oK   will move  from point 0, 
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In the direction of motion of the primary particle. One of the secon- 

dary particles may be subjected to Interaction at some point 0^, as a 

result of which the energy (F 0)0 w111 be transferred to the TT -mesons, 

^he ^-quanta of these TT  -mesons will yield a certain total cascade 

shower of I2(x) for which Relationship (3) Is valid 

For any kth Interaction accompanying the transfer of energy 

0 (E 0)1, to the TT -mesons,  the  following equation will  obviously be  sat- '-rr^'k 
Isfled 

1 
\ * • 

^i 
1 * 

^c\ *rr 
1^ • 
'% 

Fig.   1.   Diagram clarifying transfer  of energv E0 from primary partlclr 
to the  electron-photon  component.   0,,   Op,   0.)   Points  of   Interaction   f  ;■ 
nuclear-active particles  In  lonlzation calorimeter.  The  dashed  lines 
show  the   "y-quanta  produced by  the decay  of the  generated  7T0-inesoris,   in; 
the  solid  arrows  show  the  secondary nuclear-active particles. 

Fig.   2.   Diagram showing development  of partial  electromagnetic  cascades 
In an  lonlzation calorimeter.   The depth x  of the  caKrlmeter has  been 
plotted along the axis  of abscissas,  and~the  lonlzation  produced  by  the 
partial   shjwer at  the  depth  x   Is plotted along  the axis   uf  ordlnates; 
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x,, x2,  x^) are  the depths  of points 0,,  02,  0^   (see Fig.   1). 

With each interaction of secondary nuclear-active particles, a 

fraction of the energy will,  first of all, go over Into electromacnetlc 

radlatior   'through the formation of n -mesons) and,  secondly, degrada- 

tion of the energy of discrete particles will  occur (as a result  of the 

generation of several nuclear-active particles with each Interaction 

and the irreversible  losses  of energy to the formation of the IT -mes- 

ons).  Figure 2 shows this process  schematically,  the depths of the 

points 0,,  Op,   ...,  of nuclear-active particle  Interactions being plot- 

ted along the axis of abscissas,  the magnitude  of the   lonlzatlon result- 

ing from the  cascade electrons due  to the primary,  secondary,  etc..   In- 

teractions being plotted along the axis of ordlnates. 

If the process  of TT -meson production were  the  only process by 

which the nuclear-active particles  lost energy,  the entire energy  of 

the primary particle would eventually convert to the energy of the gen- 

erated 7T -mesons.   In this case. 

Since 

/(«)-2/»(«). 

mm 

^ - X J l'{s)4*. 

In  order to evaluate the  thickness x0 of the absorbent used  In the 

lonlzatlon calorimeter.  In which the greatest fraction  of the primary- 

particle energy converts to the energy of the TT -mesons, we should  un- 

dertake a more detailed examination of the manner  In which,  on the 

average,  this process runs its course. 

Let us assume that all of the nucxear-active particles, regardless 
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of their nature, exhibit an average mean free path L for Interaction 

within the material making up the absorbent.   Let us further assume that 

all of the nuclear-active particles, regardless of their nature,  in 

each  Interaction on the average lose the  Identical  fraction 1c of their 

energy to the formation of tie TT-mesons  (for the time being,  let us 

neglect  losses  In energy due  to nuclear fission). 

Let the spectrum of the nuclear-active particles  In the shower 

formed by the primary particle exhibiting energy EQ have the  form 

dE[dN{E, x) /dE]   at a depth x calculated from the upper face  of the lo- 

nlzatlon calorimeter.   In the dx layer all  of these particles will  trans- 
0 fer energy to the TT  -mesons, equal  to 

^«#      L \ 3 9E 

Here 

where E„Q _ (x) Is the total energy of all nuclear-active particles at 
ya. a • 

the depth x. 

Since the dissipation  of the energy  of the nuclear-active parti- 

cles  occurs only as a  result of the transfer of energy to the  TT  -mesons 

(within the  framework  of  the adopted assumptions), dE* ~ —dEm •{*) 

Consequently, 

^...(*)-- 3*r.(')y. £. .W-ilttp'-^-    ,(4) 

Em a(0)»fit   for x —0. 

thus, 

£.tU)-£.«ip(--^-). (5) 

In a layer of finite thickness x, the energy transferred to the 

TT -mesons will be equal to 
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*„>*)-*•-**. («)-*[l-«*(--ä£-)] *1\1 (6) 

In  order for 90^ of the  primary-particle energy,  on the average, 

to be transferred to the n -mesons throughout the entire  ionlzatlon 

calorimeter with a thickness  x0,  the quantity  x0 must satisfy  the  con- 

dition 

_ |-.ip(-_j.o.9. 

I.e., 

x*~1Llk (7) 

In the case of Interactions with heavy nuclei k z 1 [3l« Therefore, 

the minimum quantity of material exhibiting large Z In the Ionlzatlon 

calorimeter must be equal to x~.  ~ 7L. 

In materials exhibiting small Z the Inelasticity of the nucleon 

Interactions Is small. For these k - 0.3-0.6 [4, 5). Although there are 

no direct experimental data In the literature on the coefficient of In- 

elasticity for the TT—mesons of high energy, on the basis of certain 

Indirect data we can assume that for these k a 1. This means that with 

the interaction of a Tr-jneson with a nucleus, on the average 1/3 of the 

energy of the rr^-meson Impinging against the nucleus Is transferred to 

the 7T -mesons. 

If we neglect the energy losses due to nuclear floslon, the aver- 

age energy transfer to the w -mesons In the x layer of light material 

by a nucleon having an energy EQ will be equal to 

Here £„, a   (x) Is the total energy of all nuclear-active particles ya. a. 

at the depth x cf fhe Ionlzatlon calorimeter. Since In the given case 

the coefficients of Inelasticity for the primary particle (the nucleon) 

and for the secondary particles (the Tr^-mesons) v^.ry, Eq. (4)-(7) In 
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the given case will not be valid.   A fraction of the energy of all  of 

the nuclear-active particles will be carried by the 7r--ineBonß  {E^ix)) 

and another fraction of the energy will be carried by the  secondary nu- 

cleons  (E  (x)).   I.e., 

£, .(x) -£.(*) + Eu{x). 

If we assume that no energy Is transferred from the T\—mesons to 

the nucleon component of the nuclear cascade, the change In the total 

energy of the nucleon component will be desci'bed by the equality 

dE,(x) = ~ M'i*) £ 

Since a   "primary" nucleon with an energy of E0 Impinges on the 

boundary of the  calorimeter,  the energy E    will be  equal  to 

£11(x)=£.eip( --j-). (8) 

The  total energy  of all  Ti^-mesons at the  depth x will  change  In 

accordance with two processes: 

First  of all,  with the  Interaction In the dx layer a  fraction of 

the energy  of the  7r--mesons will be  transferred to the newly genera- 

ted 7T -mesons, 

1 dx 
dE.' =- ^ Sm{x) -j- ; 

secondly,  as  a  result  of the   Interaction  of the  nucleon com- 

ponent  of the  shower  In the dx  layer,  a  fraction of  Its  energy will  be 

transferred to the  7?—mesons, 

2 dx 
dEm*~ 3 **■<*) 77 

Thus, the total change In the energy flow of all of the 7T--ir.csüns 

In the dx layer will be equal to 

«,,„•*.(,) £+>..*(-x)-      (9) 
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The solution of this equation with k f^ 1/3 Is given by 

while with k - 1/3 , by 

(11) 

If k - 1/3 , 

and  In order f or Ä«. • (x) / £. — 0,1,   we must have **mJ3L~3jS,   I.e., 

^äIO.SL. (12) 

However,   If k - 0.5, x^^ - 9L. (13) 

Until now we have neglected energy  losses due to nuclear  fission. 

However, with each Interaction of a nuclear-active particle and the nu- 

cleus  some fraction of  Its energy  Is expended on the  splitting of a 

target nucleus.   As a result of the  fission,  charged heavy particles 

(protona, a-partlcles) and neutrons are  formed.  These charged particles 

expend their kinetic energy In the calorimeter on lonlzatlon whereas  the 

neutrons.  If they are  sufficiently fast,  produce new nuclear  fission. 

A certain fraction of the energy evades being recorded during the pro- 

cess   of nuclear fission:  a)  the energy binding the nucleons   In  the  nu- 

cleus;  b) the energy of the low-energy neutrons  leading to nuclear re- 

actions with subsequent d-decay,   in which the energy Is  liberated af- 

ter a  considerable  lapse   of time  following the Incidence  of the primary 

particle onto the calorimeter,  this particle producing the  entire nu- 

clear shower.  Therefore,   it may be assumed  that virtually all  of the 

energy expended on nuclear fission will be  liberated for  ionlzation  in 

the  calorimeter. 

The fact of the occurrence of a great number of instances  of nu- 

clear fission In the  calorimeter alone does not affect the accuracy of 
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determining the average magnitude  of the primary-particle energy.   How- 

ever,  In an  Individual measurement the nuclear  fission may significant- 

ly affect  the determination  of particle energy. 

The  problem of recording strongly  Ionizing particles will  be  con- 

sidered  In greater detail  below. 

Up to the  present time  we have considered the  physical  processes 

which may  lead  to a  reduction  In energy   (the  energy binding the  pro- 

ducts  of nuclear fission,   low-energy neutrons).   An  opposite  process, 

however.   Is possible.   I.e.,  an elevation of the primary-particle  energy; 

this elevation   Is possible   because  of the  finite  duration of th^ meas- 

urement  of  the  lonlzatlon  I(x).   To evaluate  this effect  let  us  hold 

that  the  detectors being employed do not have a   "threshold"  of regis- 

tration.   I.e.,   they can measure  as  small a  value  of  lonlzatlon as  we 

please. 

If the time required for the measurement of lonlzatlon Is equal tc 

T, the energy liberated during this period of time by all of the c smlr 

particles  In the  lonlzatlon calorimeter Is equal  to 

&£ = Bn M SJ, 

where  E.    -,     Is  the  flow  of energy  of penetrating cosmlc-radlatlon par- 

tides passing through 1  cm    per second.   On mountain tops R — yir1 

-2 -1 ev'cm     "Sec 

If the  energy of a  discrete  particle  Impinging  on the calorimeter 

Is equal  to E0,   In order not   to reduce the magnitude  of the measured 

energy EQ as a  result  of a  finite  period of measurement time,  the  fol- 

lowing condition must be satisfied 

A£/£,<1 V
1
^) 

The  dimensions of the  lonlzatlon calorimeter  (its area  S) are  un- 

iquely defined by the energies  of  those particles with which the   Inves- 

tigator proposes  to work.   Thus,   for example.   In  order to obtain accep- 
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table statlatlcs involving partielaa exhibiting energies of 1011 ev, 

the area of the ioniiation oaloriaeter aet up at an altitude of about 

3000 m above aea level must be -10   cm. Hence T « (1/5) aeo. 

If wo aaaune an average elevation of particle energy by 100, 

It follows frosi theae evaluations that the ionizatlon detectors 

used in an ioniaation calorimeter must be rather fast-acting (pro- 

portional counters, pulae ioniaation chambers, luminescent detectors). 

SuaMriaing all of the above, we can formulate the basic techni- 

cal requirements which must be aatiafied by an ioniaation calorimeter 

for the measurement of the energy of a discrete nuclear-active cosmic- 

radiation particle in the following manner. 

1. Vith minimum extent of the ioniaation calorimeter (along the 

line of motion for the primary particle) the maximum transformation of 

primary-particle energy into it -mesons must be ensured in the absorbent, 

2. The poaition of the ioniaation detectors must ensure separation 

of the phyaically various instances of the given energy liberation in 

the ioniaation calorimeter (a discrete particle, a group of particles, 

and an atmospheric ahower). 

3* UM ioniaation deteotora must be sufficiently fast-acting,  in- ■ 

troduce no dietortion into the energy and angular distribution of the 

aecondary particles in the abaorbent of the calorimeter, and they must 

make it poaaible to achieve more complete recording of the ioniaation 

produced by the atrongly Ionizing particles. 

3« Selection of the Abaorbent Waterial 

Earlier we eatlmated the thickness XQ for abaorbents of materials 

exhibit lag varioua atomic numbers; the thickness,  on the average, en- 

aurea the tranafer of 900 of the primary-particle energy to the Yr0-me- 

aona. For aubatancea with large Z we obtainedt x0 « 7L. For substances 
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with small Z, x0 - (9-10.3) L. Ae we can see, the thlckneaa XQ,  ex- 

pressed In mean free paths of interaction« is a weak function of Z. 

However, certain physical properties of the substances with various Z 

(and we have reference here primarily to density) compel preference for 

the heavy elements. 

As a matter of fact, if the density of the substance is denoted 

by p, the extent of the ionization calorimeter in height will equal: 

h « XQ/P (If we neglect the dimensions of the ionization detectors). 

For purposes of evaluating XQ, having assumed the values of the 

mean free paths of Interaction known for particles with energies of 

-10  ev, we obtain: 

for carbon x0 « 810-950 g-cm"
2, hc « (8lO-950)/1.6 - 510-590 cm; 

for iron x0 - 900 g'cm"
2, h_e « 900/7.8 * 115 cmi 

for lead x0 - 1400 g-cm"
2, hpb - 1400/11.3 - 125 cm. 

The ionization calorimeter must exhibit a certain "speed/1 this 

requirement being imposed by the rather frequent observation of cosmic 

particles of specific energy. 

The "speed" of the ionization calorimeter is based on its geome- 

tric dimensions. If S, and Sp denote the areas of the upper and lower 

bases of the calorimeter, and if h denotes the distance between these 

bases, the "speed" of the ionization calorimeter will approximately 

equal S^Sp/h . We can see from this expression that with a change in h 

S-, and Sp must be altered in proportion to h in order to retain the 

constant "speed." Consequently, the use of substances with small Z as 

absorbents in the ionization calorimeter will cause the dimensions of 

such a calorimeter to be larger by a factor of approximately 4 than the 

dimensions of a calorimeter employing an absorbent of heavy material. 

When working with an ionization calorimeter at high altitudes, 

where its weight P is of decisive significance, it is also most exped- 
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lent to use subatances of great density. 

Indeed# the Ionisation calorimeter should exhibit a definite speed 

P based on the conditions of the physical experiment. With S1 ■■ Sg* the 

speed 

If p denotes the density of the calorimeter substance# h • XQ/P« 

Consequently, 

l.e.# finally 

P-yfuF/p. 

Prom this expression we can see that with a given speed r the 

weight of the Ionisation calorimeter Is approximately Inversely propor- 

tional to the density of the substance of which the calorimeter Is made. 

As will become evident fron the following, the selection of the 

substance for the absorbent of the Ionisation calorimeter Is governed 

In significant measure by the conditions of the development of electron- 

photon cascades and the methods by which these are recorded. For this 

reason let us again return to the problem of selecting the absorbent 

material after having considered the possible methods of recording the 

total Ionisation. 

4. Methods of Recording Ionisation 

Ve can proceed along two basically diverse paths to measure the 

total Ionisation produced In a dense absorbent. 

1. We can attempt the measurement of Ionisation at all points of 

the absorbent. 

Such measurements nay be carried out by using a sclnt 11 later as 

the absorbent, and a large number of photonultlpllers [FEU] as the de- 

tector, naklng It possible to measure the total quantity of light 11b- 
i 
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crated at all points of the sclntlllator at the Instant at which a nu- 

clear-active particle impinges on It.   (In this method,  of all available 

procedures, the best recording results would be produced by the energy 

lost  on nuclear fission).  There  Is the possibility of a version (pro- 

posed by A.Ye.   Chudakov)  In which Cerenkov radiation is used In the 

place of the luminescence due to the charged particles   (In this case 

the strongly Ionizing particles are not recorded). 

The majority of available sclntlllators and transparent substances 

exhibits low density for the utilization of the Cerenkov radiation, 
„■a 

*1 g»cm    , and for this reason the total gathering of light must be ac- 

complished with a volume of several tens of cubic meters.  Technically, 

this  Is quite difficult.  What Is even more Important  Is the fact that 

the  Integral gathering of light, although yielding a quantity propor- 

tional to EQ, will not permit satisfying the Important Condition 2 

(see Section 2).   It therefore seems to us that this method shows little 

promise in connection with the measurement of the energy of a discrete 

cosmic-ray particle in the lower part of the atmosphere. 

2.  It Is possible to measure the distribution of ionization (or a 

quantity proportional to it) through the depth of the absorbent;  the 

individual detectors  in this case are positioned at fixed depths of the 

absorbent  (Fig.   3)» 

Let us consider this possibility in greater detail. 

Let the entire absorbent XQ thick be divided into n layers, each 

exhibiting a thickness of x1 - x2 • ... - Xg/n. Ionization detectors 

will be positioned beneath each layer. If these detectors do not intro- 

duce any changes into the energy and angular distribution of the shower 

particles, the ionization measured by the detectors situated at a depth 

x is uniquely associatsd with the ionization produced in the absorbent 

of the calorimeter at oae depth x by all of the shower particles, i.e., 
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'»<•)-£. £2/Äw. 

Flg.  3. OUgrui »hon- 
ing positions of Ioni- 
sation dettctors In lo- 
Isatlon cslorlaeter.  1# 
2, 3»  • ••# n) The niuSber 
of rows of Ionisation 
detectors; x1# Xg,  •••« 
x ) layers of absorbent; 
XQ) overall thickness 
of absorbent In Ionisa- 
tion calorimeter. 

Fig.  4. An example of 
the distribution of Ion- 
isation I(x) through the 
depth of the Ionisation 
ca lor luster, by Instan- 
taneous B^asuraasnt of 
this Ionisation at a fin- 
ite nuaber of cross sec- 
tions Xn f  JCA#   • • • I  Xw 
..., ««of fee lonlsttlon 
calorlleter. 

Ik where l^t  l8 the ^on^^tlon measured by 

the 1th detector situated beneath the kth 

layer of the absorbent; Ik(s) Is the Ion- 

isation In the calorimeter substance at the 

depth x; X la the mean energy expended on 

the formation of a single Ion pair; ß Is 

the average loss of energy due to lonlza- 

tlon In 1 g*cm  of material. 

Thus, the measurement of Ionisation 

by means of a finite number of detectors 

makes It possible to construct an l(x) 

curve yielding the Instantaneous distribu- 

tion of Ionisation over the entire thick- 

ness of the Ionisation calorimeter at the 

Instant of Incidence by a high-energy par- 

ticle (Fig. 4). On the basis of the famili- 

ar Relationship (1), the energy of the lii- 

cldent particle Is subsequently determined. 

It Is obvious that the thinner each of 

the absorbent layers (the greater the num- 

ber of layers), the more reliable the iden- 

tification of the average I(x) curve with 

the true distribution of Ionisation over 

all points of the absorbent. However, an 

Increase In n le^da to an Increase In the number of Ionisation detec- 

tors. For this reason n may not be increaaed without limit and must be 

sat in accordance with the potentials of existing engineering tech- 
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nlques.  The minimum number of rows can be derived from the following 

consideration. 

The main part of the primary-particle energy  in the ionizatlon 

calorimeter is expended on the  ionizatlon by electrons  of the cascade 

showers produced by y-quanta from the disintegration of the n -mesonc. 

The halfwidth  of the cascade curve for a wide range  of y-quanta ener- 

gies is of the order of (1.4-1.0) t.,Ä   . where t „„ is the thickness  of max max 
the substance  layer In which the electron-photon shower develops  to 

the maximum number of particles.  Therefore,  In order to avoid great 

errors in the derivation of the mean lonlzatlon-distribution curve 

through the depth of the ionizatlon calorimeter,  the thicknesses   it the 

individual  layers  should not exceed the halfwidth  of the cascade curve, 

i.e., they should be of tte order of t ,. ' max 
Consequently, 

H tic 

where E is some assumed energy of the -y-quanta (appearing as a result 

of the decay of the TT -mesons), which should be measured by the lonlzöi- 

tion calorimeter with sufficient accuracy; E Is the critical energy 

for the absorbent substance. 

Hence the number of layers 

>t (15) l.ai InEr/Er 

If the absorbent is made of a light substance,  the average loss  of 

energy by the nucleon amounts to   (0.3-0.6) EQ and with each interaction 

10-20^ of the nucleon energy is transferred to the TT -mesons.  The aver- 

age multiplicity of produced 7r--inesons at nucleon energies of 10    - 

1012 ev is equal to 5-10 (with E0 m 2-1011 cv, n    ■ 7 [6]), and for 

this reason the average number of y-quanta formed  in each such interac- 
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tlon must also be assumed to be equal to 5-10. Consequently, the aver- 

age energy of the y-quanta will be of the order of l-3£ of EQ. 

However, If the absorbent Is made of a heavy substance (with large 

Z),  the ?nergy losses by the nucleon will be greater, but there exists 

the pOöSlMllty that the average multiplicity of generated 7r-mesons 

will alto be greater. A quantity of the order of (0.01-0.03) E0 should 

therefore be ttken as the energy of the y-quanta. (No particular re- 

finement of this quantity Is required, since It appears In the logar- 

ithm). 

For the sake of determlnacy let us assume 

.12 

TABLE 1 

w—""1 MMMat£ 
3 

40 
It.» 
9.S 

n 
ii.4 
«.4 

0 

10 " ev. In this case. E m  0.01 E0 a: 1 EQ 

B m 10  ev. The magnitude of the critical 

energy £„, just as the shower unit, is ex- 

pressed In g*cm  and Is a significant func- 

in tfev^f*carbon^?0' tlo,1 of the *tomU number Z of the substance. 

The values of E, and the shower unit are pre- c 

1) Substance; g) show- 
er unit, «»cm" 
in Mev; 4) cari 
Iron; 6) lead. 

sented in Table 1 [?]• 

To determine the number of rows n of detectors, let us assume the 

earlier-derived vaues of XQ. In this case we will have for carbon, 

iron, and lead, respectively, n^ « 4 rows, iw - 11 rows, and rip. «= 37 

rows. 

In order to be able to distinguish the process by which a given 

liberation of energy in the lonlzatlon calorimeter came about, each rcw 

in which the Ionisation measurement Is being carried out must contain a 

number of Ionisation detectors. The geometric shape of the detectors 

and their positions in the rows must be selected so that on the basis 

of the Ionisation-distribution pattern in the detectors it becomes pos- 

sible to reproduce the pattern of particle motion (or the motion of a 

group of particles) by means of the Ionisation calorimeter. 
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The greateat volume  of Infoiinatlon can be obtained If the detec- 

tors are prepared In the form of parallelepipeds of minimum thickness# 

square  in shape, tightly filling the entire area of the calorimeter 

cross section  (Fig.  5).   In this caoe the position and the direction of 

motion for the nuclear-active particle through the calorimeter Is de- 

termined In the simplest and most uniquely ieflned fashion  (In Pig.   3 

cross-hatching is employed to denote the detectors through which the 

particles passed and In which the ionlzatlon was recorded).  Let us take 

a look at how In the case of such detectors their number will be a 

functj.on of the sequential number of the calorimeter substance. 

Fig.   5.  An example of the possible distribution of Ionlzatlon   (1) de- 
tectors  In an ionlzatlon calorimeter.  The cross-hatched squares show 
the detectors through which passed the shower particles produced by nu- 
clear-active particles. 

Let us assume that o denotes the area of each of the detectors, 

and that the cross-sectional area of the calorimeter Is denoted by S 

(let us assume that the upper and lower bases of the calorimeter are 

identical). In this case, in each row we will have S/a m m detectors, 

while the entire calorimeter will have nvn detectors. Earlier we saw 

that In order to retain a constant "speed" for the calorimeters made of 

substances of various density, the cross-sectional area S of the calor- 
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Fig. 6. An example of 

imeter must be proportional to its height, 

i.e., S- h. Since rn- S, calorimeters with 

various substances but of identical "speed" 

have m•n - h•n. Hence 

{m·n)c _ , lac·nc = (4 + 5) .~ ~ 1,5- 1,8, 
(m·n)r. /ap,·llpe 11 

(IR•II)ft _/a .. •nn- 125 , 37 a:: 3,7. 
(IR•II)Pt iaPe•llpe 115 t1 

Consequently, for the system of ion

ization detectors under consideration the 

use of light substances as absorbents 

yields no advant~ges in h~ number of de-

teeters. The minimum number of d~tectors 

corresponds to substances exhibiting great 

density and average ~tomic weights (sub

stances such as iron and copper) . 

Although the utilization of i onization 

the possible distribu
tion ot ionization (1) 
detectors, making it 
possible to reconstruct 
spatial pattern of pas
sage tor a nuclear-ac
tive particle through an 
ionization calorimeter. 
The cross-natched strips 
show the detectors 
through which passed the 
shower particles producdd 
by nuclear-active parti
cles. detectors similar to those shown i n Fig. 5 

is quite attractive, at the contemporary 

level of engineering this is, apparently, difficult to achieve. As a 

matter of tact, it we accept as permissible the spatial "resolution" of 

the detectors at 10 em, the area of such a detector will be 10·10 = 100 

2 em • 

ItS • 1m2, aecording to the above-cited calculations 1100 ioni

zation detectors would be required for an ionization calorimeter made 

ot iron, While 1600 detectors would be required for a calorimeter made 

ot graphite. tP 

The required minimum number of detectors can be reduced by an or~ 

der ot .. sn1tude without tmpairing the resolving power of the instru

ment by using long and thin detectors, distributed in various rows mu- 1 
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tually perpendicular to one another (Fig. 6). 

In this case the total number of detectors as a function of ion-

ization-calorimeter dimensions will take the form: m·ra- jlt·n. If we as 

sume that for a calorimeter with an iron absorbent fla·n = t, for a calor

imete r with a carbon absorbent fhc·nc =0,7+0,8 and if the absorbent i s of 

lead jiiPb · "•b = 3,3. To evaluate the required number of ionization detec-
2 tors in a calorimeter with an iron absorbent w~ assume that S = 1 m , 

w1.th the width of each detector 10 em. In this case m = 10 and n = 11 

(see the calculEttions for the row number .!1). In other words 1 110 de tee

tors will be required. Given a calorimeter of the same "speed" with an 

absorbent made of graphite, -80 detectors wi:J,.l be requ.ired, while for 

a cal0rimeter with a lead abso~bent 360 detectors will be needed. 

As can be seen from the calcula tiona which have been carried ot1t, 

the utilization of substances with low atomic numbers as absorbents (in 

ionization calorimeters ~~ith the given "speed" and the given spatial 

detector resolution} yields no sig~ificant advan~age with regard to the 

number of required detectors. 

Light substances used as absorbents in ionization calorimeters ex-

hibit a number of negative properties which we will subsequently con-

sider. In order to isolate cases of simultaneous incidence of several 

particles by means of an ionization calorimeter, the distances between 

the particles must not be smaller than same magnitude which defines the 

"resolving power" of the given calorimeter. It is ob,rious that the re

solving power is a function of detector dimensiom and of t~e lateral 

dimensions of the secondary-particle shower produced by one of the nu-

clear-active primary particles. 

The reduction of the lateral detector dimensions leads to an in-

crease in the over-all number of detectors in the calorimeter and these 

dimensions are therefore limited by t he difficulties encountered i n 
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fabrication and In operation with a large number of Independent lonlza- 

tlon detectors. 

However, setting the problems of s technical nature  aside for a 

moment, we can consider the problem of the basically attainable spatial 

resolution of an Ionisation calorimeter with various absorbents. The 

basic energy (and, consequently, Ionisation) is isolated In the calor- 

imeter by electrons of a cascade shower. If all of the secondary, ter- 

tiary, and subsequent generations of nuclear-active particles formed In 

the Ionisation calorimeter were to move strictly In the direction of the 

primary nuelear-ective particle. In this limit case ensuring minimum 

lateral dimensions for the entire shower, these dimensions would be 

finite. However, the electrons of a cascade shower, moving through mat- 

ter, experience roper ted scattering and depart fron the  Initial direc- 

tion, i.e.# the axis of the shower,  spreading out  in some specific man- 

ner about the axis of the shower.  The law governing the distribution of 

density for the electron stream at various distances from the axis  of 

the shower is described by the function f(r, x) whose form, as demon- 

strated by calculation, is a function of the extent to which the shower 

has developed. 

At the maximum development of the cascade shower  (where the Ion- 

isation effect is at its greatest) the mean square radius  of tnc shower 

Yf   defining its lateral dimensions.  Is given by the formula  [?]: 

rw T"1 

where Yfr   is expressed in shower units. 

Approximately 3/4 of all particles are contained In a circle of 

radius 1^7 . It can therefore be maintained that the lateral dimen- 

sions of the shower (at the maximum of its development) are equal to 
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TABLE 2 
1 

MN 
2Kin 

iiorji Af ■ MMi iMUMH- 
3  NMI r 

Vrjiepe« 5 72 
16 
6.4 

0.53 
2.1 
6.0 

19 
3.4 
3.0 

I) Absorbent substance; critical energy. In 
Mev; 3) In shower units; 
4) In cm; 5) carbon; 6) 
Iron; 7) lead. 

It Is obvious that the maximum possible spatial resolution of the 

calorimeter Is defined by the lateral dimensions of the cascade shower. 

I.e., by the quantity 2KIP. The values of the quantity 2^3? In shower 

units and centimeters are presented In Table 2. 

As can be seen from this table, the 

maximum attainable spatial resolution In 

calorimeters with light substances Is smal- 

ler by a factor of k  than In calorimeters 

with heavy substances. 

In the construction of an lonlzatlon 

calorimeter some method must be employed to 

resolve the problem of measuring the lon- 

lzatlon arising In the lonlzatlon detectors of the calorimeter. Thus 

given the same primary-particle, the magnitude of the lonlzatlon pro- 

duced by that particle and Its "descendants" In the absorbent Is a 

function of the atomic number of the absorbent substance, and In the 

selection of the absorbent substance this function must be taken Into 

consideration. The lonlzatlon produced In the detector by the electrons 

of the shower Is proportional to the number of electrons In the shower. 

With a given primary-particle energy E0, the number of electrons In the 

cascade shower Is determined primarily by the critical »nergy Ec for 

the given substance. I.e., I - l/E . This assumes that In substances 

with small and high atomic numbers the process of transferring energy 

to the electron-photon component of the shower proceeds with Identical 

Intensity. If, howevr", we take into consideration that the coeffi- 

cients of Inelasticity for the Interaction of primary nucleons In sub- 

stances with great Z are greater than In substances with low Z, the re- 

lationship between lonlzatlon and the atomic number of the absorbent 

substance will be even more pronounced than follows from the relation- 
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ship I - 1/k •   (Here we have completely set aside consideration of ab- 

sorbents aade of a mixture of substances: light substances for the gen- 

eration of ir -«esons and heavy substances for the subsequent develop- 

ment of electron-photon cascades.) 

As we 0<o.n see, and from the standpoint of the magnitude of the 

produced Ionisation, preference should be given to absorbent substances 

with large atonic numbers. 

In siumsarising, we can state that it is most expedient to use sub- 

stances with medium atomic numbers exhibiting great density (iron, 

brass, copper) as the absorbent in an ionization calorimeter.  Such sub- 

stanceshave nuclear mean free paths of the order of several shower un- 

its (as a result, a small number of Ionisation-detector rows is  ob- 

tained).  The great density ensures, with a given over-all absorbent 

thickness -1000 g*cm    , comparatively small calorimeter dimensions and, 

consequently, for a given  "speed," a small total number of ionization 

detectors.  The comparatively low value of the critical energy E    en- 

sures a considerably greater magnitude of ionization for the given pri- 

mary-particle energy.  Moreover,  the maximum attainable resolution in 

substances such as iron and copper is considerably greater than in 

light substances. 

5- The Role of Nuclear Fission in Energy Losses and the Accuracy of 
Measuring the Energy of a Discrete Particle 

In the passage of a shower of nuclear-active particles through the 

dense substance of an ionization calorimeter,  the absorption of parti- 

cles is governed exclusively by the nuclear interactions and the  ioniza- 

tion losses of energy.   (The decay mean free paths for all the known un- 

stable particles the decay of which produces muons and neutrinos 

are considerably greater than the mean free paths for the nuclear in- 

teraction. ) 
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In the event of a collision between an atonic nucleus and a parti- 

cle of sufficiently high energy there occurs not only the generation of 

new particles, but the splitting of the target nucleus, this being ac- 

companied by the escape from this nucleus of heavy particles, i.e., 

neutrons, protons, deuterons, and other heavier particles. The energy 

of these products of nuclear fission is drawn from the energy of the 

"primary" particle responsible for the fission. 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, the energy of the heavy 

particles is not great, i.e., of the order of several tens of Mev. 

Therefore, the charged products of nuclear fission exhibit great speci- 

fic ionizing capacity and, consequently, short mean free paths in ma- 

terial. 

Neutrons with energies in tens of Mev and higher expend their en- 

ergy on the splitting of atomic nuclei, i.e., on the formatlon of 

strongly Ionizing particles. Neutrons with energies of ~Mev and lower 

will cause nuclear reactions as a result of which 7-quanta, electrons, 

and neutrinos will be emitted. In these processes a fraction of the 

energy will escape measurement, i.e., the energy introduced by the neu- 

trino and the energy liberated as a result of the radioactive decay 

which, in the majority of cases, will take place upon conclusion of the 

measurement of the energy liberated by the primary particle in the icn- 

izatlon calorimeter. 

It has been estimated that the energy provided by all of the neu- 

trons exhibiting energies of *10 Mev amounts to 3-5^ of the energy of 

the primary particle. 

Therefore, having considered the role of nuclear fission in the 

over-all process of energy loss, we will subsequently neglect the ener- 

gy of the low-energy neutrons. 

In nuclear fission a small fraction of energy is expended on rip- 
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ping the particles out of the nucleus (the binding energy). The charged{ 

particles (protons« a-psrtlcles, etc.)« having been decelerated in the 

substance of the Ionisation calorimeter, expend all of their kinetic 

energy on Ionisation. After coming to s stop they no longer produce any 

nuclear reactions and, consequently, they do not return the binding en- 

ergy expended on their removal from the split nucleus to the over-a 11 

energy balance. Neutrons however, which conclude their life*1 in some 

nucleus, return the binding energy to the nucleus by which they are ab- 

sorbed and a greater fraction of this energy is somehow liberated by 

the nucleus. The over-all quantity of binding energy expended in all 

nuclear fissions in the formation of charged heavy particles 1? of the 

same order of magnitude as the energy transferred to the low-energy 

neutrons, i.e., it amounts to several percent of EQ and we will also 

neglect this. 

Consequently, we can write ft» — Zfd» + Xft* >. where ZE^Q is the energy 

transferred to the ir -mesons in all of the interactions, while 2E.._ _ ya.r. 
is the energy expended on nuclear fission in all of the interactions. 

Let us consider how the quantity ZE is determined, what 

fraction of BQ it represents in terms of order of magnitude, and how 

this fraction depends on BQ. 

With each interaction between a nuclear-active particle and an 

atomic nucleus, fission of the atomic nucleus takes place with an aver- 

age loss of energy Syt#r, expended on the fission; it has been demon- 

strated experimentally that the quantity e      r    is virtually indepen- 

dent of the energy of the impinging particle, if it exceeds ~1 Bev. 

During the development of the nuclear cascade in the substance of the 

ionlBstion calorimeter, the energy of the secondary nuclear-active par- 

ticles diminishes to some Bjcrlt at which the basic energy loss in the 

Interaction is a result not of the generation of new particles, but of 
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Q 
nuclear fissions. On the basis of experimental data Ejcrit * 

10 ev. 

In order to evaluate the fraction TJ of the primary-particle energy 

expended on nuclear fission, and in order to clarify the nature of the 

relationship between r\ and E0, let us consider the following simplest 

scheme of energy losses: 

a) in each interaction event involving any nuclear-particle exhib- 

iting an energy E > Eup««-» 2 charged particles of identical energy are 

generated, receiving a total energy (1 - k o) EQ»  where Ic,,0 is the 

fraction of the energy transferred to the n  -mesons in the interaction; 

b) with each interaction with a nucleus an energy of "?„_ _ is ex- ya • r • 
pended on the nuclear fission; 

c) with a secondary-particle energy of E ^ Eirrit  
there l8 no 2en" 

eration of secondary particles. 

In this simplified examination the dissipation of energy in each 

interaction event, so long as secondary particles are being generated, 

takes place primarily as a result of the transfer of energy to the TT - 

mesons. 

This can be seen from the fact that the average energy of the se- 

condary particles of the ith generation E > E^,^ (otherwise there 

would be no generation of secondary particles). 

The energy transferred to the generation particles of the (i + 

+ l)th generation is equal to (J —M't — fe»- The average energy of 

these particles 

i.e., 

Since m » 1, 
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I 
It if Obvious that this inequality is all the more pronounced, the 

smaller the nuaber of generations i, since t„m M - const, while E4 in- 

creases with diminishing i. Therefore, we can maintain that 

Within the framework of the adopted simplifications,  the process 

of cascade  •Multiplication" of nuclear-active particles ./ill proceed 

until some kth generation whose particle energy will become equal to 

Ekplt, i.e.. 

Henoe 

SfüsTir^T' (16) 

All particles of the kth generation, and their number is equal to 
v 
m , expend all of their energy, equal to E_,lt, on nuclear fission. In 

v 
other words, the energy m 'E. it w111 be spent on nuclear fission. 

With each interaction involving nuclear-active particles (and of 
*-i _ 

such interactions there were  2 *»•), an energy of e      „    is expended on 

nuclear fission. Therefore, the total loss of energy due to nuclear 

fission will be equal to: 

Since m » 1, 

Ssi««»M.2lB.^-I^,.ii^-|-^it«^«- 

i 
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However, •• > tf***«?.    and for that reason 

^-Cl.Slap.Ä^I^r-d-*..)4*. (17) 

where 

If in order to evaluate the quantity TJ(EQ) for various primary- 

particle energies E0 ne assume Ekrlt - l(r ev# m « 10, and k^ - (1/3), 

we obtain the result presented below 

*,. ev  lO".   10".   10" 
I**,)   0,50,   0.36.   0.26 

These evaluations show that the fraction T) of the energy expended 

on nuclear fission In the lonlzatlon calorimeter represents a consider- 

able part of the entire primary-particle energy and that J\  la an ex- 

tremely weak function of the primary-particle energy EQ. Thus, with a 

change In E0 by a factor of 100 (from 10
1 to 10 ^ ev) i\ diminishes on- 

ly by a factor of 2. 

This nature of the relationship between r\ and EQ IS not associated 

with the fact that crude simplifications were employed In the calcula- 

tion. 

The calculations were carried out In the assumption that; 

1. In the Interaction of nuclear-active particles with an energy E 

secondary particles with an energy E1 - E/n are generated, with n • 

- aE1^ (If E Is expressed In 109 ev, a - 2.1). 

2. All secondary particles exhibit an average coefficient of In- 

elasticity K - 1, with a 1/3 fraction of the energy transferred to the 

0 it  -mesons. 

3. In each Interaction an energy of e„. M la lost on nuclear fls- ya.r* 

Ion If E > Ejjj,^« With E < \rlt  the entire energy of the particle Is 
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expended on nuclear fission. 

4. The coefficient of inelasticity of the primary particle (the 

nucleon) is 1^. 

TABLE 3# 

s-. km-.n *.-M 

1 V».-M •NP   o V».-M •«P -••' «■».-••• "•mi-».* 

S5 
0.59 
0,35 
0.2S 
0 19 

0.62 
0.3« 
0.27 
0.21 

0.67 
0.43 
0,29 
0,21 

0.69 
0.15 
0.31 
0.24 

0.74 
O.SO 
0.33 
0 23 

0.76 
0.52 
0.35 
0 2u 

Bev. 

1) En, in ev. 

values of E _ M are expressed In ya • r • 

The results obtained from the calculations of T) for various values 

of EQ and k^, carried out under the indicated assumptions, are presen- 

ted In Table 3* 

As we cun see from Table 3 the weak relationship between r\ and E0 

is retained, even if we take into consideration the change in the mul- 

tiplicity with a reduction in energy and secondary particles. 

BlectrosMgnetic cascades exhibit rather great mean free paths. 

Therefor«, in the case of absorbent layers separating adjacent rows of 

Ionisation detectors into several shower units, ZE^o wlll be measured 

with sufficient accuracy, i.e., the measured value of SE Q W111 differ 

little froa the true value. The situation is quite different in the 

case of the measurement of 235    The products of nuclear fission ex- yä. r. 

hibit short mean free paths, on the average *1 g'cm . Consequently, 

their energy is liberated in the form of ionization in an absorbent 

layer -1 g*cm  thick. Therefore, a greater part of the strongly ioniz- 

ing particles are absorbed in the filters of the ionization calorimeter, 

without attaining the ionizaticn detectors, thus leading to consider- 
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able fluctuations In the measured value of the quantity 2E .  m . y* • r» 

Nevertheless, on the average, the energy ZE    will be measured 

correctly by the ionization calorimeter. 

In order to evaluate the nature of the fluctuations in the mea- 

sured quantity ZE... _ and the influence of these fluctuations on the ya.r. 
accuracy with which the energy EQ of the primary particle is measured, 

let us consider a somewhat simplified diagram of energy liberation by 

s j'ongly ionizing particles in the ionization calorimeter. 

We will assume that as a result of a single nuclear-fission event 

occurring in the ionization calorimeter the strongly ionizing particles 

receive a total energy E^.   If the energy  Z£a». —1|(£«) *£• is expended 

throughout the entire ionization calorimeter on nuclear fission,  this 

energy is liberated as a result of II      „    standard events in each of ys • r. 

which E,   of energy was liberated.  Consequently, 

The determination of the primary-particle energy in the ionization 

calorimeter is carried out by measuring the ionization L   in each row 

of ionization detectors and by subsequently summing the quantities I. , 

i.e., 

&_XZ/txk. 

For the sake of simplicity let us assume that all absorbent layers 

xk have the identical thickness x. In this case E0 « XxZI. . 

The ionization I. in some kth row of ionization detectors is pro- 

duced by both the electrons of the electromagnetic cascades ~ I^ ~ and 

by strongly ionizing particles - 1^  *- i.e., 

U wm V + /»•*. 

Consequently 
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However, 

X/r - A£»' / Ax.       X/»e ■ ~W I A*. 

where  AE^e and ÄE^8,1, are^ respectively, energies spent on  lonlzatlon In 

the detectors of the kth row by electrons and strongly ionizing parti- 

cles.   Ax is thickness expressed In g*cm      of the working substance  In 

the lonlzation detector. 

Thus, 

Ä,-(*/A*)( S A£fc^S A£r )  . (18) 

This relationship Is exact for average values  of the energy E0, 

i.e., for the average result  of the  repeated measurement of the energy 

of discrete particles exhibiting identical energies EQ.   In other words. 

Let us take note of the  fact that 

(«/A«) S^' - 2^'   <'/**) 2^»* " S^-P 

Let E denote the energy  liberated,  on the average,  for lonlzation 

in the lonlzation detector by strongly Ionizing particles appearing as 

a result of a single nuclear fission.   In this  case  the average value 

of the energy liberated in all  lonlzation detectors by strongly  Ioniz- 

ing particles nay be written as follows: 

where w is the probability  of recording a single nuclear fission. 

The energy liberated for lonlzation in the  lonlzation detectors by 

the electrons of the cascade showers 

2Afft«»(As/«)2!A* 
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The quantity wRya#r(  « n Is the average number of nuclear fissions 

yielding the basic contribution to the ionization due to the products 

of the nuclear fission.   In our simplified calculation n is the average 

number of recorded nuclear fissions. 

For each Individual case of incidence of a particle having an en- 

ergy E0 onto the ionization calorimeter some number of nuclear fissions 

may be recorded.  If n nuclear fissions are recorded, an ionization en- 
s 1 ergy of E(n) *   ' m ne is liberated in the ionization detectors.   In ac- 

cordance with this energy#  on the basis of Expression  (18),  the primary 

particle energy will be determined 

^-(«/A«)[S Af»«+I»*(ii)] -(«/A*)( S W + i«)-      (19) 

f~£t*S *"* 

Fig.  7*  Probability distribution for the measuiement of energy EQ,  for 
a primary-particle energy EQ«  in the case in which the fluctuations in 
EQ    are a result exclusively of nuclear fission.  W(EQ/E0)    is standar- 

dized so that J •(£')'(*')-1 

Each of the n nuclear fissions is recorded independently of the 

other and for this reason the likelihood of recording n nuclear fis- 
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slons with an average number n of recorded fissions will be subject to 

the Polsaon law, l.e.# 

^(•) - CW/alJr». 

The probability distribution for the measurement of the given val- 

ue of the ratio EI/EQ   for the above-considered values of the primary- 

particle energies la shown In Fig. 7- All curves in this figure have 

been standardised ao that 

We can see from Pig. 7 that with an Increase In the energy of the 

primary particles there Is a reduction in the fluctuations In the meas- 

ured energy, these fluctuations having been brought about by the nuclear 

fission. 

The distributions shown In Pig. 7 fall to take into consideration 

the fluctuations in the fraction of energy transmitted In each interac- 

tion event to the w -mesons, the fluctuations In the multiplicity of 

generated second particles, the energy loss as a result of nuclear fis- 

sion, etc. 

6. Selection of Ionisation Detectcrs 

The primary function of ionization detectors is to measure the 

Ionisation produced in an absorbent by shower particles. Ionization de- 

tectors should therefore not Introduce distortions into the angular and 

energy distribution of shower electrons. This condition can be satis- 

fied best of all if the ionization detectors are made of substances for 

which the Z are close '■o the atomic number of the absorbent substance. 

For example, if the absorbent is made of iron, the detectors may be 

made of Ionisation chambers (proportional counters) made of steel or 

brass (copper) and filled with argon or a mixture of argon and krypton. 

If the detectors are made of dense substances with the Z significantly 
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other than the atomic number of the absorbent. In order to satisfy the 

above-Indicated condition the thicknesses of such detectors must be 

kept small.  In selecting the detector thickness It shou' 1 be borne In 

mind that the majority of the particles In an electron-photon shower 

exhibit an energy E < E..  To prevent the  lonlzatlon detector from In- 

troduclng significant changes Into the energy and, consequently.  Into 

the angular particle distribution, the energy losses due to lonlzatlon 

by Individual shower particles In the detector must be significantly 

lower than the energy of the particles themselves.  If the detector 

thickness, expressed In shower units of the substance of which the de- 

tector Is made.  Is denoted xd. If we denote the critical energy  jf the 

electrons for the absorbent substance by   (E  )  , and If the critical en- 

ergy for the detector substance Is denoted by  (E )d,  the condition of 

low energy losses In the detector Is written as follows: 

««(*.).< (ft).. 

'i 
""It Iht/wmme/i* 

noi/itmum** 2 

Fig. 8. Illustration 
of lonlzatlon-detec- 
tor resolving power 
as a function of de- 
tector height h. 9) 
The average electron- 
scattering angle in 
the shower; i j Shower 
axis; 2) absorbent. 

Hence It follows that If the lonlzatlon 

detectors are devices made of substances ex- 

hibiting low atonic numbers (for example, 

plastic sclntlllators, Cerenkov counters), 

their thicknesses must be of the order of 1 

g.cm  and lower If the absorbent Is of a 

substance having a large atonic number. 

In the selection of the lonlzatlon de- 

tectors It should be borne In mind that the 

practical spatial resolution of the detector 

depends not only on Its width, but on Its 

height. Let us turn to Pig. 8. The multiple 

scattering of the cascade electrons causes the electrons to assume var> 

lous directions of motion. The hlgner the Z of the substance In which 
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the shower la developing, the greater the value of 9,  i.e., the average 

ingle between the axia of the ahower (the direction of notion for the 

primary y-quantuai) and the direction of notion for the entire aggrega- 

tion of eleotrona In the given ahower croaa aectlon. Juat aa the width 

of the spatial distribution of electrons, the angle 7 la a function of 

the extent to which the cascade has developed. I.e., It Is a function 

of lts>ge.n The cascade electrons Inplnglng on the Ionisation detector 

escape fron the abaorbent at an average angle "9  (with respect to the 

lirection of primary-particle notion). If the height of the detector is 

;lven Ah, the entire electron-shower will spread out to a width of 

MmTfah    on passage through the detector. 

At the point of maximum development for a cascade shower, in a 

light substance 7-0.23 and & — 0.3 Ah. In a heavy substance (lead) 

ülectrcns are scattered virtually laotropically at the point of maximum 

shower developnent, and 7ai, i.e., AL- 2Ah. 

We can see fron this examination that in order to attain the maxi- 

mum possible spatial "resolution" In the Ionisation calorimeter using an 

ibsorbent nade of a substance having a large Z (for-example, with an 

ibaorbent nade of lead) the height of the ionizatlon detectors should 

not exceed their width. However, the width, in turn, should not exceed 

20. 
\  Psraneters of the Ionisation Calorlneter for Work In the Upper Part 

of the Atnoaphere and Beyond Its Llnlts 

The operating conditions for an Ionisation calorlneter In the up- 

per part of the atnoaphere, and particularly beyond the limits of the 

itnoaphere, differ significantly fron the operation conidltions at aea 

level and on mountain peaks. 

At a great altitude where the residual air preaaure amounts to 

-10 g*cm , the overwhelming portion of the primary protons and a sig- 
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nlflcant part of the primary a-partlcles will reach the lonlzatlon cal- 

orimeter without having had any Interaction! In the atmosphere and for 

this reason the primary particles will not be accompanied, at high alti- 

tudes, by aerial showers and secondary nuclear-active particles. 

In that small percentage of cases (~10-15£) in which the high-en- 

ergy primary proton nevertheless succeeds in Interacting in the air 

above the instrument, because of the limited density of the atmosphere 

(lower by a factor of 50-100 than on mountain peaks or at sea level) the 

secondary nuclear-active particles will be separated from one another 

on the average by a distance 30-100 times that at mountain altitudes 

or sea level. Therefore, a single nuclear active particle will vir- 

tually always impinge on an lonlzatlon calorimeter, if there is an in- 

sufficient quantly of substance close to the lonlzatlon calorimeter 

within the limits of its angular aperture on the side on which the pri- 

mary particles impinged. 

These operational features are all the more pronounced if the lon- 

lzatlon calorimeter is situated beyond the limits of the atmosphere. 

Under these operation conditions there is no need tc distinguish 

between incidence on the lonlzatlon calorimeter of aerial atmospheric 

showers, groups of nuclear-active particles, and the Incidence of a 

single particle; there is therefore no need for a large number of lon- 

lzatlon detectors in each row. 

Since 

4-x£/(«)it-x2/ft*, 

where Ik Is the lonlzatlon value recorded in the kth row of detectors 

and xk is the thickness of the deceleration medium of the lonlzatlon 

calorimeter between the kth and (k - l)th rows, if we set all of th^ 

layers of the medium [substance] equal to the thickness fa «xi«... »x), 
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we will obtain 

it-U^/ft 

Prom this expression we see that in the ease of ionisation calori 

meter operating at a great altitude or beyond the limits of the atmo- 

sphere we can do without one of the measuring elements # connecting all 

of the detectors in parallel, e.g., the ionisation chambers. We can 

take particular advantage of this circumstance in the selection of the 

ionisation detector. 

The basic equality which describes the operating principle of an 

Ionisation calorimeter may be written somewhat differently, if we note 

that 

i.e., 

««-ÄL*. 

where dB(x)/dx is the loss of energy resulting from the lonizatlon by 
.2 all of the charged particles at the depth x in a layer of 1 g» cm  of 

lonizatlon-calorimeter substance. If all x^ « x, 

«->s2flUs)Afe. 

If a scintillator is chosen as a dB^/dx detector, the quantity 

of light S in the scintillator is proportional to dB^/dx, i.e., Sk ~ 

- dEj/dx and, consequently, 

l»-««2^-~^ (20) 

where SQ is the total quantity of light appearing in all scintillatloi 

detectors of the Ionisation calorimeter. 

The recording of the total light flash may be accomplished in 

principle by a single FEU [photomultlplier]. 
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Flg.  9* Schematic represen- 
tation of the simplest ver- 
sion of an lonlzatlon calor- 
imeter with sclntlllators 
for operation In the upper 
part of the atmosphere.   C, 
and Co are counters of 
charged particles, control- 
Ing the operation of the 
lonlzatlon calorimeter.   1) 
Sclntlllator;  2) absorbent 
layers of the lonlzatlon 
calorimeter; A) PEÜ [Photo- 
multlpller]. 

The simplest version of an lonlza- 

tlon calorimeter for high-altitude meas- 

urements will have the form shown in Fig. 

9. 

At great altitudes the Intensity of 

the cosmic-radiation particles is con- 

siderably higher than at sea level or In 

mountainous areas and in accordance with 

this fact the total flow of cosmic-radl- 
p 

atlon energy Incident on 1 cm    of sur- 

face per 1 second is greater by approx- 

imately 2 orders of magnitude than or. 
Q 

mountain peaks and is equal to ~3*107 ev 
-2        -1 cm    .sec    . 

On the one hand, a large flow of cosmic-radiation particle energy 

requires a smaller time interval T within which the energy EQ of the 

primary particle  is measured in order for the error in EQ due to random 

coincidences to fall within the given limits.  On the other hand, great 

intensity on the part of high-energy particles makes possible a reduc- 

tion in the dimensions of the ionizetion calorimeter (at least, the 

lateral dimensions) and thus makes it possible to reduce the likelihood 

of recording two or more particles simultaneously. 
4      2 If for the evaluation of T we again assume S « 10    cm    and that 

the permissible error  Aft/£«<0,1, we obtain 

A£««510»IO»T~5-10" ev. 
.11 -3 If E0 - 10     ev,  then   Aft/ft<0.1 when T < 2« 10 -' sec. 

8.  Recording of lonlzatlon Pulses from a Large Number of Detectors 

In working with an lonlzatlon calorimeter the individual conduct- 

ing the experiment  is confronted with the problem of measuring the In- 
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stantaneous dlatrlbution of lonlzation in a large nuabcx   of detectors 

(of the order of 100-1000). It la obvious that in order to solve this 

problea each detector must be connected to a separate amplitude analy- 

zer. The collection of separate anilyzera, together with the device for 

the  "recordingw of tteneasured pulses« fonas a measurement and record- 

ing system for pulse amplitudes.  Sich systems can satisfy certain re- 

quirements. 

1. Amplitude-measurement systems must be sufficiently fast-acting 

in order to conduct the measurement of Ionisation within eo brief a 

period of time as to make the appearance of random pulses unlikely. 

However, the system for the recording of the measured pulses may func- 

tion rather slowly, since in work with cosmic-radiation particles the 

frequency of observation for high-energy particles is low. Therefore 

the time required for the recording of the measured pulses may be of 

the order of tens of seconds. 

2. The distribution of ionization between the various detectors is 

extremely nonuniform and subject to intense fluctuations due to the 

following factors.  First of all, the recorded phenomena may be brought 

about by particles of various energies. As a result 10-fold fluctua- 

tions in the detector ionization can be anticipated.   (If the ionization 

calorisMter Is constructed so that it records particles with an energy 

of EL-    with aufficient frequency, particles with energies of 10 E ^ 

will be recorded at a frequency lower by a factor of 30-100.) Secondly, 

the distribution of ionization along the calorimeter may be quite var- 

ied. As a result, given this primary-particle energy the magnitude of 

ionization in the various detectors may vary by factors from 20 to 30. 

Thus the measurement and recording system must exhibit a great dynamic 

range and make possible measurements and recordings of pulse amplitudes 

varying over a 300-1000-fold range. 
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3«  The pulse measurement and  recording system must be  Interference 

free.  Thlj requirement Is associated with the fact that, as a rule, an 

lonlzation calorimeter Is called upon to function In conjunction with 

some device  for the observation of Interaction processes, most froquent 

ly with a Wilson chamber, a  spark chamber,  counters, etc.  The  operation 

of the Wilson jhamber  (the flashing of lights,  the operation of valves, 

exhaust) may produce significant Interference of both an electromagne- 

tic and acoustical nature  (the microphone effect). 

4.  The amplitude-analyzer Installation and  the recording system 

raurt be quite simple and function reliably.   Otherwise the Installation, 

containing 100-1000 amplitude analyzers, will virtually be  Incapable of 

operation. 

II.   POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF THE I0NIZATI0N CALORIMETER 

At the  Initial stage of lonlzatlon-calorlmeter development the 

authors thought that this Instrument,  operating In conjunction with a 

Wilson chamber, would function only in the role  of a detector of primary- 

particle energy, while the Wilson chamber Is to be used to study the 

elementary processes of Interaction. 

Some experience has already been accumulated In working with  lon- 

lzation calorimeters on mountain peaks.  The projects carried out at the 

Cosmic-Ray Laboratory of the Scientific-Research Institute of Nuclear 

Physics at Moscow State University,  which provided the  ^petus for the 

application  of this new method,  demonstrated the possibility of employ- 

ing the  lonlzation calorimeter as an Independent physical  Instrument to 

study the characteristics of nuclear interactions between high-energy 

particles  [3].  The work carried out by this laboratory in conjunction 

with the FIAN [The P.N.  Lebedev Institute of Physics  of the USSR Acad- 

emy of Sciences]  showed the exceptional effectiveness of combining an 

lonlzation calorimeter with a Wilson chamber  [6]. 
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At the present time all of the major physics institutes of the na- 

tion (the Physics Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, the Insti- 

tute of Nuclear Physics of the Kazakhstan SSR Academy of Sciences, the 

Physics Institute of the Georgian SSR Academy of Sciences, the Scienti- 

fic Research Institute of Nuclear Physics of Moscow State University), 

engaged in a study of cosmic radiation, have developed or are complet- 

ing development of large installations constructed on the basis of com- 

bining an Ionisation calorimeter with a Wilson chamber. In a number of 

cases, for purposes of analyzing secondary particles, the Wilson cham- 

ber is placed inside a magnetic field. Ionisation calorimeters are 

finding some application in foreign laboratories [8]; 

However, the ionization calorimeter has considerably greater po- 

tentials than those being realized at the present time. 

Let us consider those of these potentials which may be used for 

the solution of the problems formulated at the beginning of this arti- 

cle. 

1. The Study of the Chemical Coapoeition of Primary Cosmic Radiation 
in the Region of High and Very High Particle Energies 

As follows from the operational principle of the ionization calor- 

imeter, the latter is an instrument designed to measure the energy of a 

nuclear-active particle, and it is equally well suited for the measure- 

ment of the energy of a proton and the multiply charged particles of 

primary cosmic radiation. Moreover, in the motion through matter of 

particles exhibiting very high energies the latter rapidly dissipate 

their energy (the transfer of energy to the tr -mesons), so that the 

Ionisation calorimeter is equally well suited for the measurement of 
11 15 

particle energies of 10  ev and of 10 •*  ev (for very-high particle en- 

ergies the energy will be measured even better, since there will be 

smaller fluctuations in the energy expended on nuclear fission). 
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The  lonlzatlon calorimeter may therefore be used for the direct 

measurement of the energy spectrum of primary cosmic-radiation parti- 

cles. 

If we give   rein   to our Imagination for a moment and assume  (and 

apparently the near future will show these assumptions to have been 

quite modest)  that we have an lonlzatlon calorimeter with a geometric 
4       2 factor f — 10    cm «sterad aboard an artificial satellite of the earth, 

the operation of such an lonlzatlon calorimeter for a period  of a year 

will make  It possible to measure the absolute  Intensity and to study 

the energy  spectrum of the primary particles all the way to energies  of 

1015 ev. 

If we place an Instrument  over the  lonlzatlon calorimeter to per- 

mit measurement of the charge  of the primary particle  (a Cerenkov coun- 

ter or large proportional counters).  It will become possible to study 

the chemical composition of the primary cosmic particles to very high 
15 energies of ~10      ev. 

It is  curious to note that the study of the chemical composition 

of primary cosmic radiation In the high-energy regions by means  of an 

lonlzatlon calorimeter and a detector of charge Z Is less subject to 

the effect  of the various methodological errors  than the study of the 

chemical composition with the methods presently In use  In the region of 

low energies <10      ev/nucleon. 

The situation here  Involves the  fact that  In measuring a  flow of 

primary particles of unlike charge at a given geomagnetic latitude, 

particles exhibiting Identical magnetic rigidity are  recorded, rather 

than particles exhibiting Identical energies.  However,  the lonlzatlon 

calorimeter can be used to determine the chemical  composition of the 

primary particles exhibiting equal energies. 

Let us assume that the energy spectra  of the primary particles 
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with the given charge Z end the ma as number A follow the power law 

*•(*)«-a,(*«/f»). 

where S la the energy for a a Ingle nucleon. 

If the •peetrua of the priaary protons la written In the form 

*»*(*)«-(etf/f). 

the ooeffloient a- yields the fraction of the nuclei having the charge 

Z froa the atrea» of protona with Identical energies per nucleon. For 

exanple, on the basis of geonagnetlc aeasureswnts we have 

a2 ■ 0.07-0.06 for Z m 2, a3-5 - 1.5«10"
3 for Z - 3-5, 

a6-3 • S'lO"
3 for Z - 6-8,      a.10 - 2.5'10'

3 for Z ^ 10. 

If we neaaure the flow of particles with the given energy E0 m AE, 

I.e., 

With Y - 2.7 we will obtain 

'-> A» (0.07+ 0^)8)  10 —0.7 4-03 
X-8 + 5 Jb-H—UKH 
Mmmij-i «i^i-M*51(H«>0.45 
1>10 ^M»-1MU1<H —<Ut 

I.e.« In relation to the flow of protons the a-partlcles make up 70-80^# 

the group of aadiuB nuclei, k5%,  and the group of heavy nuclei ^0%, 

whereas with neaaurements at the given geomagnetic latitude (In a low- 

energy region) the streams of these nuclei with respect to the protons 

yield 

Ja/***-»** 

(In the low-energy region 7 - 2.4). 

I 2    3 + 5  6-1-8   >I0 
NilN—*   % 1S + 21   0.4   43    0.0 
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In measuring the charge of the primary particles by means of elec- 

tron methods (in particular,  in the region of low values of Z - 3-6)# 

the nuclear Interactions between protons and a-particles in the charge 

defector may be the principal factors responsible for errors.   In such 

Interactions showers of charged particles,  simulating particles with 

Z > 1, are generated. 

The situation  is  considerably improved in the measurement of the 

chemical composition of high-energy primary cosmic particles recorded 

by means  of an lonization calorimeter,  since there Is a  significant In- 

crease in nuclei with charge Z > 2 relative to the protons. 

2.  A Study of the Characteristics of Nuclear Interactions Involving 
Primary High-Energy Cosmic  Particles      "^^       ""    "        """^ 

The study of the relatlonshlr between the interaction cross sec- 

tions  of elementary particles and the  energies  of the latter is of 

great significance  for the contemporary theory of elementary particles. 

In particular,  at the present stage It is extremely Important to 

trace the course of the cross section with energies all  the way to 
12      13 10    -10 "* ev for inelastic protor-proton Interactions o • 

PP 
At first glance  it might seem that this problem could be solved 

p with a large lonization calorimeter having an area of 10-20 m    set up 

at the top of a mountain, together with a system of filters containing 

hydrogen  (for example,  on the basis of the pa raffln-carbon difference 

effect),  including a detector of Inelastic  interactions. 

As a matter of fact, we know that at an altitude of 3200 m above 
1? sea  level a  flow of nuclear-active particles with energies of ^10      ev 

ft        ? i i is equal to 1.0« 10"*   cm" -sec" «ster      [9].   Consequently, approximately 

100 such particles will fall each day on an lonization calorimeter of 
2 

large area,  let us say 10 m .  This great  Intensity would be enough in 

order to measure the  cross section of an inelastic Interaction between 
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12 nuclear-active particles exhibiting an energy ^10      ev and protone 

with a statistical accuracy of several percent.  However,  the actual 

situation is quite different. 

First of all,  in the lower part of the atmosphere the overwhelming 

part of the nuclear-active high-energy particles is accompanied by aer- 

ial atmospheric showers. Such particles are not suitable for the meas- 

urement of the interaction cross section.  As a result the intensity of 
12 the flow of particles with E ^ 10     ev, suitable for the measurement of 

the interaction cross section, diminishes approximately by a factor of 

10. 

Secondly, among the nuclear-active high-energy particles (E ^ 1012 

ev) in the lower part of the atmosphere the n-i-mesons apparently make 

up the greatest fraction (up to 40^)  [10]. 

Therefore, in order to study the nucleon-nucleon interactions, we 

must take only the neutral nuclear-active particles  (the neutrons), 

whose flow is smaller by a factor of 2 than the entire flow of the nu- 

de on component. 

Because of thest two fpctors, the actual flow of nucleons with 
12 B £ 10     ev, suitable for the measurement of the cross section, at the 

tope of mountains amounts approximately to 5% of the flow of all of the 

nuclear-active particles of the Indicated energy.  This flow is too 
p 

•■all even with an installation having an area of 10 m to measure the 

cross section of inelaatic nucleon interactions with nucleons. 

The problem of studying the relationahip between o  and the ener- 

gy of the priaary protons can, in principle, be successfully resolved 

by using an ionlsation calorimeter in measurements conducted beyond the 

limits of the atmoaphere. 

The advantages here are the following: 

1) the proton intensity is greater by a factor of -10^ than on 
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mountain peaks; 

2) the admixture  of Tri-m^sons and other secondary singly charged 

particles  is absent. 

If polyethylene and carbon filters are alternated above the  lon- 

ization calorimeter, a charge detector can be employed to distinguish 

cases  of the  Incidence  onto the  filter of a  singly charged primiry  par- 

ticle   (of a proton of the given energy) and this detector can also be 

used to record cae^-  of the passage of a proton through the  filter 

without  interaction, and it thus becomes possible  to use the difference 

method in ord.r to obtain the sought relationship between o      and E^. pp     0 

In order to illustrate the potentials opening up in this direction, 

let us use the example of an ionization calorimeter which, together 

k      2 with a charge detector, has a geometric factor r « 10 cm »sterad. In 

this case, during the course of the year-long measurements o  may be 

measured with a statistical accuracy of 2%  for protons exhibiting an 
12 1^ 

energy of EQ ^ 10 " ev* while for protons with an energy of £10  J ev, 

the accuracy is 15^ (if we assume that in the indicated energy interval 

the exponent of the primary-particle integral spectrum y -  1 — 1.7)» 

If we take a substance with the given atomic weight A as the fil- 

ter, the relationship between the cross section of the inelastic inter- 

action o . of the primary protons and the atomic weight of the target 

nucleus and the energy EQ of the primary proton can be investigated. 

k     2 In this case, for the above example with r = 10 cm «sterad, 

the statistical-expectation errors in the determination of o . amount 

to -0.4^ for E0 2 10
12 ev and 3%  for EQ ^ 1013 ev. 

The measurements of the cross sections of a nucleus-nucleus inter- 

action with atomic weights A. and Ap in the high-energy region are of 

great interest. 

From the data presented in the previous section it follows that 
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with a fixed energy for the recorded particle In the primary cosmic 

radiation«  ? flows of heavy nuclei are connensurate with proton flows 

(If the eher. ;iil composition of the cosmic rays in the region of high 

and very high energies is the same as in the low-energy region). As a 

result# there arises a true possibility of studying a number of charac- 

teristics of the interactions of nuclei with nuclei in the energy re- 
12  14 gion 10 -10  ev with high statistical accuracy. 

The development of a hydrodynamic theory of high- and very high- 

energy particle interaction by Landau [11],  Nilekhin [12], and a number 

of other authors made possible the establishment of a relationship be- 

tween the equation of state for a superheated vacuum p - C e (jg is 

pressure# C Is the speed of sound« and e is the energy density) and the 

experimentally observed characteristic of interaction. 

On the basis of the hydrodynamic theory« there exists a relation- 

ship of the following form between the average multiplicity of the n 

secondary particles generated through collision and the energy E0 of 

the primary particle: 

I l-C" 

Therefore«  If the coefficient v is to be determined by experiment« 
2 It is easy alao to determine C « i.e.« to derive the equation of state 

of that nuclear material which is produced at the instant of collision 

between high-energy particles. 

Despite the urgency of this problem« the question of the type of 

relationship between n and E0 has not yet been clarified« although it 

was formulated more tian 10 yeara ago. 

It follows from what was aald earlier that the ionization calori- 

meter can be employed to solve this problem as well. 

If in the experiments under consideration we make use of a de tec- 
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tor which permits the recording of the number of secondary charged par- 

ticles generated through Interaction,  the nature of the  relationship 
- 1^ between n and E0 In the energy region at least to 10 Jev can be clarified 

In the experiments to measure th«  cross section of an  Inelastic pp-ln- 

teractlon on the basis  of the difference effect and here  It will also 

be possible to measure  v with an accuracy of +0.04. 

3.  The Photoemulsion Method In the Study of Elementary Nuclear Proces- 
ses 

The range of problems considered In Sections 1 and  2 can be re- 

solved.   In principle, by using electronic sensors In conjunction with 

radio-engineering facilities, the  Information subsequently being trans- 

mitted to the earth by radio. 

However, this range  of problems by no means covers the entire 

range  of Interest In high and very-high energy particles. 

Of particularly significant Importance  is the clarification of the 
1^      IS mechanism of particle Interaction In the energy region 10    -10      ev, 

depending on the energy and the nature of the Impinging particle, and 

on the atomic weight of the target nucleus. 

Of particular Interest In this case Is the clarification of the 

degree  of difference between the elementary interaction event In the 

case of very high energies and the event with which we are familiar for 
11      12 particles exhibiting energies of 10    -10      ev. 

At the present time, nuclear photoemulslon Is the only method 

available  for a detailed study of the characteristics of the elementary 
12 event at energies ^10      ev. 

At high primary-particle energies the secondary particles In the 

elementary processes escape at such small angles that over a path In- 

volving tens of centimeters they diverge from one another by a fraction 

of a millimeter.  Under these conditions neither the Wilson chamber nor 
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a spark chamber can "resolve" particles moving so close to one another 

and these devices record then as a single particle. 

The resolving power of photoeniulsIons Is hundreds of tines greater 

easily pemlttlng the separate detection of two parallel tracks pro- 

duced by two particles separated by a distance of 1 p,. 

Moreover, In recent tines there have cone Into extensive use elec- 

tron-sensitive nuclear photoenulaIons interlaid with thin layers of 

lead In which develops the electron cascade which Is fixed by the emul- 

sions In order to measure the energy of the generated TT -mesons. 

However, the emulsions exhibit the property of fixing all parti- 

cles passing through then during the exposure. Therefore, In order to 

employ an Ionisation calorimeter to neasure the energy of that primary 

particle which brought about the Interaction observed In the nuclear 

emulsion, we must learn to define uniquely the Interactions In the 

emulsion with the particles recorded by he Ionisation calorimeter. 

In the Cosmic-Radiation Laboratory of the Institute of Nuclear 

Physics st Nosoow State university various versions for a combination 

of nuclear photoenulslons with an Ionisation calorimeter have been 

worked out* This method, known as the method of controlled photoemul- 

sIons, was proposed In 1956 by N.L. Orlgorov and worked out In coopera- 

tion with V.Ya. Shestoperov, V.A. Soblnyakov, A.V. Podgurska [13], co- 

workers at the Cosmic Radiation Laboratory. This method Is Intended for 

the study of the energy spectrum of the generated ir -mesons In interac- 

tions involving part Idea of known energy and atonic nuclei. 

The essence of this method can be gathered fron Fig. 10. Plates 

coated with the nuclear photoenulslon are positioned beneath thin lead 

filters over two rows of cylindrical Ionisation chambers whose axea are 

mutually perpendicular to one another. An Ionisation calorimeter la 

placed beneath these chambers. 
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If the primary particle  Interacts  In the generator made of a cub- 

stance with the given atomic weight, the generated TT -mesons,  on decay- 

ing, yield high-energy -y-quanta.  The -y-quanta.  Impinging on the lead, 

produce powerful electron-photon showers   In the   lead and these pene- 

trate the nuclear photoemulslons and enter the two upper rows  of lon- 

Izatlon chambers.   Extensive  ionlzatlon Is  recorded In the chambers 

through which the shower passed.  Therefore, the  Intersection of the 

two rows of chambers  In which the  greatest  Ionlzatlon was recorded can 

serve as a rough determination of the position of the nuclear plate 

through which passed the given shower recorded by the chambers  of the 

two upper rows. 

The nuclear-active particles (Ti^-mesons, nucleons), left over from 

the first Interaction, Impinge on the Ionlzatlon calorimeter and liber- 

ate their energy ZE.   Q    there. ya. ci • 

The upper rows  of chambers beneath the lead filters measure the 

total energy transferred to all of the TT -mesons In the  first  Interac- 

tion,  I.e., SB o«  Consequently, the primary-particle energy £o = 2£«*-± 

+  IE*.*..   On the basis  of the readings provided by the  Ionlzatlon cham- 

bers  of the upper rows,  the photosensitive plate through which the 

shower passed Is removed from the  Installation,  chemically processed, 

and the shower is then found with the aid of a microscope.  The proces- 

sing of this shower yields the energy of the Y-quanta responsible for 

the shower. 

Because the point of shower pacsa^e  Is checked by the  Ionlzatlon 

chambers, the authors referred to this method as the method of con- 

trolled nuclear photoemulslons. 

In the form described above,  this method Is used for Investigations 

on mountain peaks  [14] and has already yielded Interesting results.  Il- 

luminating a number of phenomena relating to cosmic-ray parti  le ener- 
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12  1"^ 
glee of 10 -10 J  ev observed in the atmosphere [15l* 

Howtvsr« the described technique Is not suitable for Investiga- 

tions at high li^tudes with photoeaulslon stacks, since because of the 

significantly greater intensity of primary cosmic high-energy particles 

than Is encountered on mountain peaks on the area of a single plate 

covered by the surface of two Intersecting chambers, so many showers 

occurring at various times will be recorded during the course of a sin- 

gle exposure that it will be impossible to identify each shower with 

the readings of the Ionisation calorimeter. 

/ 

./ 
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' > • • < 

'//////////,    y//sss///////. 
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Pig.  10. Schematic representation of installation to study processes of 
Tp-mmmoa generation by cosmic-ray particles with energies of 1012-1013 
ev by the method of controlled nuclear photoemulsions.  1) Nuclear pho- 
toemulsions; 2) layers of lead; 3) Ionisation chambers; 4) ionizatlcn 
calorimeter; 5) wO-^seson generator. 

In order to make the "resolving" power of the Ionisation chambers 

suitable for the conditions of the high intensity with which the events 

are recorded, it must be considerably improved. Accordingly, chambers 

with a scaewhst undersism diameter should be employed, but this makes 
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it difficult to use the method. 

The development of the method of controlled photoemulsIons for 

conditions of high-altitude investigations proceeded along two lines. 

I.D.  Rapoport [16] proposes the utilization of ZnW-type phosphor 

scintlllators in contact with high-sensitlvlty photographic films for 

the determination or the point of electron-photon shower pasjage 

through the photographic plate,  one of the scintlllators being fixed 

In position, and the other moving with the recording of the subsequent 

shower. 

Another version of an lonlzation calorimeter for operations with 

emulsion stacks of large volume was proposed by N.L.   Origorov and I.D. 

Rapoport [17]•   This version contains an lonlzation calorimeter made  of 

an assembly of thin scintillation plates poditioned between lead plates 

each 1-2 cm thick.  The scintillations are photographed stereoscop- 

ically by means  of an image converter.  In orde-   to achieve better re- 

finement of the coordinates of the electron-nuclear shower, shower In- 

dicators made of ZnW phosphor scintlllators and photographic films or 

thick-layered x-ray film of the RT-6 type are positioned between the 

lead plates  of the calorimeter. 

What are the prospects offered by the method of controlled photo- 

emulsions in the study of nuclear Interactions when applied to the 

study of high and very -high energy primary cosmic radiation? 

Let us assume that there is an installation with a geometric fac- 
4      2 tor r « 10    cm 'sterad and nuclear phot oemuls ions controlled by an lon- 

lzation calorimeter aboard a heavy artificial satellite.  Such an instal- 

lation will record approximately four interactions between particles 
14 exhibiting energies of -10     ev per day.  If we employ special measures 

to reduce the background in the nuclear emulsions  (setting a small an- 

gle of Inclination  for the satellite's orbital plane relative to the 
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plane of the equator and selecting a circular orbit ranging between 

300-400 km in altitude)« the eaulaion under such conditions can be kept 

for a period of 20-30 days beyond the limits of the atmosphere.  In oth- 

er words, approxiastely 100 interactions involving particles with ener- 

gies of -10     ev oan be record**d by the photoemulsions during the ex- 

posure. For these interactions it will be possible to undertake a de- 

tailed study of the basic characteristics of the elementary event in the 

case of very high energies, i.e., the energy spectrum of the -n -mesons, 

the coefficient of inelasticity and the distribution of the interac- 

tions on the basis of the inelasticity coefficients,  the multiplicity 

of generated particles, the relationship between these characteristics 

and the atomic weight of the target nucleus and the mass of the inci- 

dent particle. 

These Investigations of the characteristics of very-high energy 

particle interactions, in addition to providing the solution to 

fundamental problems of a theoretical nature, also have the signifi- 

cance that they make possible a clarification of the nature of the pro- 

cesses on which the f onset ion of extensive atmospheric showers is based, 

and thus they provide the scientific basis for the study of particles 

of even greater energies (-10^-10 ' ev). 

4.  The Study of High-Bnergy Blectrons and Photons in Primary Cosmic Rays 

We are thoroughly aware of the great significance ascribed at the 

present time to the study of the electron component of primary cosmic 

radiation and the study of high-energy ^-quanta. There are three basic 

problems which must be resolved in the investigations of the electron 

coaponent. 

1. The reliable detection of high-energy electrons (positrons) in 

the primsry radiation and the proof of their galactic origin. 

2. The atudy of the energy spectrum of the electrons  (positrons). 
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3.  The determination of the relationship between the electrons and 

the positrons. 

Measurements carried out at an altitude of 30-35 tan [18]  showed 

that the  intensity of the electron component  In primary cosmic radia- 

tion amounts approximately to 1-2$. 

The difficulty  In studying the electron component of primary cos- 

mic radiation is based on the  fact that  Its  Intensity Is quite low, and 

also on the  fact that there are few characteristic  indications  on the 

basis of which It would be possible to distinguish the electron from 

the primary proton.  And since  the flow of protons In the primary cosmic 

radiation Is greater than the measured flow of electrons by a factor of 

-100, even the small probability  (~1#) of simulating an electron with a 

photon leads to tremendous errors In the determination of the electron 

flow. 

The basic difference between the electron and the proton — the 

great difference In their resting masses - leads to a situation In 

which the passage of the electron through a substance exhibiting a 

a large atomic number    Z    (for example lead)  Is accompanied by an In- 

tense loss of energy due to bremFStrahlung and the subsequent  formation 

of an electron-photon cascade shower of charged particles.  The entire 

charged-particle shower, having expended Its energy on the  lonlzatlan 

of the substance. Is absorbed with comparative rapidity.  As a result 

the mean free path of the high-energy electron  (together with all  of 

the secondary particles)  In the  lead proves to be relatively small. 

The high-energy protons, having passed through the substance, ex- 

perience virtually no loss  of energy due to bremsStrahlung and produce 

no cascade showers. However, as a result of nuclear Interactions they 

generate it -mesons whose decay yields ^-quanta which produce cascade 

showers. 
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Therefore« if the electrons are detected only on the basli of an 

indication that a particle with a single charge produces cascade show- 

era in a substance with a l-.rge atonic nunber Z, in a large percentage 

of cases the proton of the priasry cosmic rays will simulate electrons. 

It seems to ua that in order to achieve a more reliable isolation 

of electrons, the particles should be distinguished on the basis of 

mass snd mean free path. 

As a matter of fact, with the given total proton and electron en- 

ergy« because of the great differences in their masses, their veloci- 

ties will vary. For example, with E « Ee - 10  ev the quantity 

3. m v./c (v. ia the velocity of the electron, c Is the speed of light a   ©    • ^ 

in a vacuum) will be other than 1 by leas than 4.3*10 . The same quan- 

tity ß - v^c for the proton will differ from 1 by 8'1G"3. This dif- 

ference in electron and proton velocities can be employed to distin- 

guish between them« if a Cerenkov gas-discharge counter is employed. 

This counter repreaenta a vessel filled with a nonluminescent gas which 

ia kept at the appropriate pressure. An electron, on passing through 

this gas, because of its greater velocity, will produce Cerenkov radia- 

tion which can be recorded by a photomultiplier (FEU), while the proton, 

because of its lower velocity, will not produce this type of radiation. 

For example« in freon at normal temperature under a pressure of 10 atm 

protons with an energy ^lO  ev and electrons with an energy 23*10 ev 

will produce Cerenkov radiation. 

Conaequently, if an Ionisation calorimeter situated beneath the 

Cerenkov gaa-diaoharge counter ia to be used to isolate particles with 

energies leas than 10  ev, the particles with a single charge, produc- 

ing the Cerankov radiation, cannot be protons. 

In order to determine the passage of the electrons recorded in 

this manner« their energies must be compared (this energy having been 
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measured by the lonlzatlon calorimeter) with the value of the critical 

energy £H(t,e.f), which corresponds to a geomagnetic latitude f at which 

the electron was recorded (6 and 9 are, respectively, the polar angle 

and azimuth determining the direction of electron Influx). If Ee ^ \» 

the electron Is not of terrestrial origin but came to the earth from 

without. If E < Ej. the electron Is of terrestrial origin and origin- 

ated either In the atmosphere or In the recording Instrument under the 

action of the primary cosmic rays. 

To study the energy spectrum of electrons we naturally require an 

lonlzatlon calorimeter (If we are to work within the energy region 

109.1010 ev). 

Finally, the relationship between the electrons and the positrons 

In the primary cosmic rays will be measured on the basis of the azimuth- 

al effect of cosmic rays. 

The Investigation of the electron component of cosmic rays by 

means of heavy artificial satellites of the earth also offers another 

two advantages which make possible a significant reduction In the like- 

lihood of protons simulating electrons. 

The utilization of a rather thick layer of lonizatlon-calorlmeter 

substance together with an auxiliary filter and the appropriate appara- 

tus to record the charged particles makes possible the absorption of 

the entire shower of particles generated by the primary electron. At 

the same time, a proton of the same energy (with E > IQr  ev) will not, 

as a rule, be absorbed by such a filter. This circumstance provides ad- 

ditional possibilities of distinguishing between electrons and protons. 

Finally, If we are to study the electron spectrum In the energy 

region Ee <£ 10-15 Bev, I.e., electrons subjected to the Influence of 

the terrestrial magnetic field, with the motion of a satellite from the 

equator to the pole electrons of ever-decreasing energy will be toler- 
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ated in the recording Inetrument, as a result  of which their intensity 

will increase with increasing geomagnetic latitude. At the sane time, 

the flow of protons producing the Cerenkov radiation will remain con- 

stant, since the energy threshold of proton recording is set by the 

features of the instrument and must be rather high (EM^MA„ > 10     ev). 0 A porog *-      ' 
As a result, the simulation of electrons by high-energy protons E £ 

2 10 ev will not be a function of the position of the instrument and 

will remain a constant quantity, producing some background which may be 

measured (or at least the upper limit of the background can be evalua- 

ted on the basis of measurement results obtained in the vicinity of the 

equator). 

One of the possible versions of an instrument to record elect, one 

in the primary cosmic radiation in which the above-enumerated princi- 

ples are employed is shown in Fig. 11. 

The study of the high-energy y-quanta in the primary cosmic radia- 

tion at ^his stage can, by agreement, be subdivided into two basic 

problems: 

1) The over-all Y-radiation of the Galaxy and, possibly, the Meta- 

galaxy. 

2) The local sources of 7-quanta in our Galaxy ind beyond Its lim- 

its. 

The solution of the first problem requires the measurement of the 

stream of Y-quanta from various regions of the celestial sphere, the 

measurement of the energy speevrum of the y-quanta, and the relation- 

ship between that spectrum and the direction of y-quanta arrival. 

The second problem calls for the solution of the question as to 

whether or not there exist local sources and, if auch are detected, a 

study of the spectral characteriatica of the aource-emitted y-quanta. 

The evaluation of the over-all y-radiation of the Galaxy leads to 
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Flg.   11.  Schematic rep- 
presentatlon of the In- 
strument to record hlgh- 
energy electrons In pri- 
mary cosmic rays.  1) 
Charge detector and  "tel- 
escope" counter;  2)   "tel- 
escope" counter;  3) Ceren- 
kov gas-discharge counter; 
k) spherical mirror;  5) 
thick lead absorbent of 
charged particles; 6) 
charged-partlcle counter; 
7)  lonlzatlon calorimeter; 
A) FEU [Photomultlpller]. 

a situation In which It Is possible to an- 

ticipate streams of y-quanta amounting to 

10    -10 v of the stream of charged parti- 

cles  (given equal energies for the y-quan- 

ta and the charged particles).   With res- 

pect to the  local sources.   It  Is  quite 

difficult to arrive at any, even partly 

valid, estimates  of the anticipated inten- 

sity.   It Is quite likely that these 

streams  [flows]  are considerably smaller 

than the flows produced by nuclear inter- 

actions of cosmic rays and the  Interstel- 

lar medium In our Qalaxy. 

The Instruments  Intended for the  so- 

lution of the above-Indicated range  of 

problems must exhibit specific  features 

making possible  the detection of y-quanta 

against the background of a tremendous 

stream of charged particles and they 

should also provide for the possibility of 

determining the direction of -y-quanta  influx.   It Is  obvious that  in or- 

der to seek out local sources of 7-quanta  the accuracy with which the 

direction  of y-quanta  Influx is localized must be a  fraction  of a de- 

gree for a  large total  recording-Instrument aperture.  Moreover,   in all 

cases the  Instrument must yield an energy spectrum of the recorded y- 

quanta. 

It seems to us that the solution of the entire complex of problems 

can be  obtained by means  of an instrument whose  operational principle 

is easily understood from Fig.   12.  This Instrument Is based on a track- 
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Ing two-«ectlon apark chaaber and an lonlzatlon calorimeter. 

B 

Fig. 12. bs ^«atlc representation of an Instrument to study the energy 
spectrum of primary y-rays and to seek out local sources of y-quanta. 
1; Ball-ahapad cover of scintillation plastic; 2) electron-positron 
pair ganarator; C,, Cp) Charged-particle counters; 3) two-section spark 
chamber; 4) barrier made of a substance with a high atomic number; 3) 
lonlzatlon-calorimeter absorbent; 6) scintilla tor; A) FEU [Photomulti- 
plier]; B) Y-^uantum. 

The apark chamber la shielded from the top and at the sides by 

meana of acintillator 1 which prevents the recording of those charged 

partlclea which have entered the spark chamber from without. 

An emitter [radiator] 2 (a plate of lead or tungsten) Is positioned 

above spark chamber 3 and beneath the emitter we have the charged-par- 

ticle counter C* which la connected so as to coincide with the second 

counter C« ^nd the Ionisation calorimeter 3 and 6. The ^-quantum strik- 

ing the radiator ia converted in the latter to an electron and a posi- 

tron. Ihaaa two particles, given sufficiently great y-quantum energy, 

paas through the counters, through the spark chamber blocked off by 

meana of plat« 4 made of a substance having a large Z(Pb or W), and are 

than recorded by the Ionisation calorimeter. An electrical pulse con- 

trolling the operation of the apark chamber ia produced as a result. 

The pattern in the apark chamber ia photographed. The celestial sphere 

or the dial of an extremely precise clock is photographed at the pre- 
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else Instant of time,  on the same piece of film. 
Q 

In the region of low energies -10 ev such a system yields relia- 

ble Identification of the -y-quanta on the basis of the spark-chamber 

photograph, since In this case two particles converging at a single 

point - the radiator - can be seen In the upper section. 
Q 

At energies of ~10^ ev and higher, when the angle between the 

electron and the positron Is so small that both streamers merge Into 

one, and only a single track Is visible In the photograph of the upper 

spark-chamber section, the developing shower will be observed In the 

lower section. I.e. , a number of tracks converging In a small volume In 

plate 4. The direction of this shower will Indicate the direction of 

the particle producing the observed pattern. 

What are the potentials of such a ^-telescope? 

These potentials are governed by two parameters: the accuracy with 

which the direction of the ^-quantum arrival Is measured and the "speed" 

of the "control-counter - spark-chamber - lonlzatIon-calorimeter" sys- 

tem. 

The direction of motion for the y-quantum Is defined by the posi- 

tion of the bisectrix of the angle formed by the components of the pair. 

Consequently, the smaller the angle between the electron and the posi- 

tron, the more exact the definition of the direction of y-quantum In- 

flux to the telescope. Thjsangle Is basically governed by the multiple 

scattering of the pair particles In the radiator and In the wall of the 

spark chamber. 

As a matter of fact, the scattering angle for e+ and e" at the In- 

2 2 stant the pair appears Is equal to Ö « nuc /E , where nuc  Is the en- 

ergy of the electron resting mass, equal to 0.51 Mev, and E Is the en- 

ergy of the •y-quantum. 

The divergence angle for the pair components due to multiple scat- 
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taring it equal to 

where I • 21 Mtv, t la the thickness of the layer of substance through 

which the pair particles have passed, this quantity expressed In shower 

units , and B'*' and B" are, respectively, the energy of the positron and 

the electron. 

If «a write that 

^-ef,.  f--(i-e)*. 

Aa an aatiaate we can aaauae a « 1/4, 1 - a - 3/4 (or, conversely, 

a m 3/4, 1 - a m 1/2). In this case. 

The ooapariaon of the two expressions for 0   and 7   shows that 

when t > 1/300 of a ahower unit 3  > 0 . ä
 ' ras   p 

Since for effective recording of the Y-quanta t must be of the or- 

der of 1, $vmB » 9p. 
Q 

Let us aaauae t « 0.3, E^ - 10^ ev. In which case 
T 

Consequently, by aaana of the spark chanber It Is possible to de- 

temlna the direction of the primry y-quantu» at an energy E > 10^ ev y *" 
o 10 with an accuracy no lower than 0.7 • At an energy E • 10  ev this ac- 

curacy of -0.1° approachea the accuracy of the determination of direc- 

tion for a aingle particle. 
h o 

If wa aaauae that the area of the apark chanber is S > 10 cm and 

that the geonetric factor r for the entire device - for the chamber and 
4  2 the icniaation calorimeter - la of the order of 10 cm .sterad, it will 
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be possible by means of such a telescope to: 

1) record the flow of y-quanta with energies of ^IQr  ev at an ac- 

curacy of 1% during the measurement day, if the intensity I of the 

•y-quanta amounts to 10  of the proton intensity I ; the accuracy will 

be 3-^ If I/Ip - 10"5; 

2) detect local sources of »y-quanta with an energy of E   ^ 10   ev 

if the flow of y-quanta from these  in the vicinity of the earth is of 

the order of 2-10"10 cm"2-sec"1  (with ly/lp - 10"^) and -6-10"11 cm"2- 
-1 / -5 -sec    , If ly/Ip ■ 10    , i.e., such a 7-telescopo,  in principle, makes 

possible the recording of the direction of a stream of energy contained 

in the 7-quanta that is smaller by a factor of 10      than the flow of 

energy produced by all of the charged cosmic-ray particles 

5.  Conclusion 

This brief review of the new methods of working with high-energy 

cosmic-ray particles and some of the potentials for their application 

to investigations  in the physios of outer space shows what fundamental 

strides in contemporary knowledge regarding primary cosmic  radiation 

and nuclear processes  involving high and very high energies can be ex- 

pected in the near future, when the vigorously expanding conquest  of 

outer space will  provide physicists with the possibility of applying an 

established method to the investigation of cosmic radiation. 

Despite the initial apparent paradox, we believe that the near fu- 
lp       1 'S ture of the physics of high and very-high energy particles  (10    -10 ^ 

ev)  is inseparably associated with the successful conquest  of outer 

space.  There are prospects along this line that were completely inac- 

cessible to acceleration techniques  of the past decade,  to the method 

of studying cosmic radiation in the  lower part of the atmosphere, and 

to the indirect methods carried out  on the basis of extensive atmospher- 
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1c showers. 
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•oript 
Page [Transliterated Syabols] 
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100 »a « ev • elektron-vol 't - electron-volt 

103 n ■■ p • pogloahcheniye • absorption 

113 a« a»« ya.a. • yademo-aktivnyye [chastltoy] - nuclear-active 

[particles] 

113 Han« muclcn - nucleon 

117 K.a. « k.l. • kosalcheskly luch - cosmic ray 

122 AST m det « detektor - detector 

122 norji mm pogl - poglotitel • « absorbent 

132 *• pt * ya.r. ■ yademyye rasshchepleniya « nuclear fissions 

133 KP>T • krlt - kriticheskly - critical 

136 fias m Bev - billion electron-vol't * billion electron-volt 

137 O.B. a a.l. • sil'no ionizuyushchiy * strongly ionizing 

141 ' a - d - detektor - detector 

141 n mm p m poglotitel * • absorbent 

l62 •^ * fBU — fotoelektronnyy umnozhitel' - phot omul tiplier 

164 nopor • porog - porog - threshold 

167 n - p - para - pair 

166 pac • ras « raskhoshdenlye ■ divergence 

166 Mts • Mev - aegselektron-vol't • atga-electron-volt 
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UDK 523.16:523.16.031.6 

RECORDING THE EFFECTS OF THE HIGH-ALTITUDE THERMONUCLEAR EXPLOSION 

OP 9 JULY 1962 WITH THE "KOSMOS-S" SATELLITE 

Yu.I. Gal'perln and A.D. Bolyunova 

The radiation effects of the American hlgh-altltude thennonuclear 

explosion of 9 July 1962 over Johnston Island were recorded aboard the 

"Kosmos^" satellite. A f 1'sh of hard radiation was detected at the 

instant of the explosion, far beyond the limits of its zone of direct 

visibility. This flash, known as a 7-dawn, apparently represents the 

recording of 1«-radiation associated with the explosion. The explosion 

occurred at 12h00m09S.8 + Is Moscow time. In the first minutes after 

the explosion positively charged particles — protons, o-particles, fis- 

sion fragments, and positrons drifting toward the west — were detected 

approaching the oncoming "Kosmos-^" satellite. After 10 minutes elec- 

trons with energies of several Mev became dominant. In the region mag- 

netically conjugate to Johnston Island, at altitudes of about 500 km 

and close to the Brazilian magnetic anomaly at altitudes of 200-300 Km, 

comparatively soft electrons were detected and their absorption in the 

atmosphere evidently caused an aurora polarls over the Pacific Ocean. 

The maximum recorded intensity for 9 July, one hour after the explosion, 
Q _?   -1 

amounted to -2« 10^ electrons • cm .sec  over the South Atlantic. The 

maximum of the resulting radiation belt was situated over the magnet 1- 

equator, with an altitude of -1350 km over Johnston Island, changing 

f  with longitude. The drop in Intensity was most significant during the 

first twenty-four hours of the existence of the belt, and then grad- 

ually diminished. The Intensity in the center of the belt diminished by 

approximately an order of magnitude over a period of four months. An in- 

crease in the radiation background wats observed significantly below the 

region in which the stable radiation belts existed. The rate of disap- 

pearance fox- this excess over the background produced by cosmic rays is 

close to the rate at ^hich the Intensity diminished at the maximum of 
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artificial belt. The nature of the recorded phenomena is discussed here. 

On 28 May 1962, the satellite "Kosmos-^" was launched into an or- 

bit inclined to the equator at an angle of 49°, with the apogee at 

1600 kn and the perigee at an altitude of 204 km. ^ 9 July the alti- 

tude of the apogee had diminished to 1312 km, while the apogee point 

had shifted to the northern hemisphere to a latitude of 49° N. 

The apparatus aboard the "Kosmos-5" satellite had been intended 

for geophysical investigations in connection with geoactive corpuscular 

radiation of low energies and was described in detail in [1, 2]. The 

analysis of the consequences resulting from the high-altitude thermo- 

nuclear explosion of 9 July 1962 was carried out primarily on the basis 

of measurements provided by the El electron indicator and the Qeiger 

counter. Let us briefly recall their basic characteristics. The El in- 

dicator consisted of a fluorescent Sr^(P0^)2[Eu] screen 1.4 mg.cm 

thick, covered by a piece of aluminum foil 0.4 rng-cm  thick inside a 

solid angle about 1/12 steradian (about 10 steradians were covered with 

from 1 to 3 g.cm  and the rest with >10 g*cm ). The glow of the screen 
mm 

was recorded by means of a photomultiplier whose signal was amplified 

and transmitted to a radio-telemetry system with a memory unit. The sen- 

sitivity of the XI indicator was periodically controlled during the 

flight by means of a beam of electrons with a tritium target. The indi- 

cator is virtually insensitive to x-ray emission. Electrons with an en- 

ergy £1 Nsv were picked up only through the indicator window. The rota- 

tion of the satellite made it possible to distinguish this radiation on 

the basis of the characteristic modulation resulting from the anisotro- 

py of Chargen-particle distribution in the trap foimed by the magnetic 

field of the earth. Electrons with energies >2 Mev penetrated the in- 

dicator from virtually all sidea and for this reason their anisotropy 

led virtually to no modulation with rotation. 
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The Geiger counter mounted on the Inside of the satellite I'rajne 

was a standard STS-5 halogen counter shielded with 3.4g-cin      of lead. 

The elements of the construction provided additional shielding of about 

0.8 g« cm~    of aluminum In a solid angle of about Z-n steradlans and up 
— 2 2 to ^25 g* cm      In the remaining direction.  The counter area was 4.3 cm . 

With the high Intensity of the particles  In the artificial belt,   the 

counter frequently changed over to the descending branch of Its count- 

ing characteristic.  This  characteristic for particularly high levels of 

Intensity was determined directly from telemetry-measurement data ob- 

tained In a number of orbits Inside the artificial belt by comparing 

the counting rates with the electron-Indicator readings which did not 

exceed the scale. 

The sensitivity of the apparatus to electrons was detennlned on tht 

basis of results obtained from laboratory  calibration prior to the 

launch and on the basis  of the  calibration of a completely analogous 

complex of apparatus In a far wider range of energies.  On the basis of 

these data we  can evaluate the sensitivity of the El indicator and the 

Oelger counter for the recording of ß-radlation from fission products 

captured by the terrestrial magnetic field.  The energy spectrum of th* 

electrons  in the artificial  radiation belt may be assumed to conform 

with laboratory measurements   [3J    on the basis  of the pattern of elrc- 

tron-drift rates obtained  for 9 July 1962   [h].   In this case  1 ua  of 

photomultlplier current   in the El  indicator,  with a pitch angle  of 90°, 
7 -?        -1 -1 corresponded to 2« 10'   particles  •   cm    «sec     ,  while  1 pulse   •   sec 

a -2-1 wit*, the Oelger counter corresponded to 2* 10-^ particles •   cm    -sec    . 

Prior to the explosion of 9 July 1962, the counter had primarily record- 

ed protons with an energy of >50 Mev and the background produced by cos- 

mic rays  [5). 

The  first effect of the explosion on 9 July 1962 was recorded at 
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the Instant 12hO<^n098.8 + l1  In the form of a sharp jump In the count- 

ing rate of the Oelger counter, approximately by three orders.   (The 

measurement ambiguity at the Initial instant of time is explained by 

the fact that w» cannot exclude the possibility ho.r€ of the counter 

having transferred to the uescending branch of ehe counting character- 

istic). The electron sensor signal in this case changed by no more than 

0.01 Ma* which Indicates the great hardness of the radiation. At that 

Instant of time the "Kosmos-3" satellite was situated at a point whose 

coordinates were f - 44°. 9 N, X - 115°. 7E and h - 1442 ion at a distance 

of about 7300 km fron the region of the explosion (along an arc of the 

great circle of the terrestrial sphere). At this distance from the sat- 

ellite the zone oi direct visibility was higher than 1200 km and,  con- 

sequently, the point of the explosion (h - 400 km [6]) was deep beneath 

the horison, even at the altitude of the satellite. This burst, lasting 

about 2 minutes, is shown In Pig. 1. 

Let us consider the possible factors responsible for the described 

burst In the counting rate beyond the limits of the direct-visibility 

zone of the point of explosion. 

The electrons Injected by the explosion and captured in the trap 

formed by the magnetic field of the earth move toward east as a result 

of drift and» having gone around the earth, overtake the satellite ap- 

proaching the point of the explosion from the west. However, even for 

an energy of 10 Nev at the geomagnetic latitude of the satellite the 

drift time for the electrons frcm the point of the explosion to the 

satellite is more than 3 minutes and,  consequently, the possibility of 

their being recorded at the instant 12h00^09fl.8 must be excluded. 

The positively charged particles  (protons, o-particles, fission 

fregents, or positrons) which appear in the trap formed by the magnet- 

ic field drift In a westerly direction toward the satellite. However, 
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Hfym* 

Flg. 1. Radiation surge on 9 July 1962 at 12h00m09 .8. The counting 
rate of 
ates In 
second, 
utes. 

the particle energies required for longitudinal drift at the high speeds 

required to accomplish the shift from the point of the explosion to the 

longitude cf the satellite within several seconds are, apparently, some- 

what too great (>500 Mev). 

Taking Into consideration the exceptionally low efficiency of the 

halogen counter with respect to neutrons, we might assume that the re- 

cording of these directly Is also quite unlikely. On the other hand, the 

neutrons formed In the explosion, leaving the vicinity of the explosion 

without hindrance, decay throughout the entire region of the terrestrial 

geomagnetic field which Is within the zone of the direct visibility of 

the point of explosion. Their ^-disintegration could result In the ap~ 
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pearance of electrons with small pitch angles within a fraction of a 

second after the explosion on the sane magnetic line of force as the 

one on which the satellite was situated at the moment [7). However, 

ever without a more detailed quantitative calculation It Is obvious that 

If the described surge In the counting rate of the shielded counter were 

a result of electrons with energies of several hundred kev, appearing 

with the ^-disintegration of the neutrons. It would have been recorded 

by the electron Indicators aboard the satellite. 

There Is, however, another means of recording the neutron waves 

being propagated from the region of the explosion, I.e., through the 

Y-radlatlon appearing as a result of the (n, y)  reactions within the 

frame of the satellite and In the atmosphere In the case of neutron Ir- 

radiation. This hypothesis must be subjected to a detailed examination 

with consideration of the multiple scattering and deceleration of the 

atmospheric neutrons. It would be nice If we could explain the shape 

of the peak by the passage of the satellite through the neutron wave, 

with the more decelerated neutrons arriving later, so that at the Ist, 

10th, and 100th seconds we have the Influx of neutrons with energies, 

respectively, of 330 kev, 3*3 kev, and 30 ev, causing the 7-radiation 

as a result of the (n, y)  reactions. 

The appearance of y-radlatlon outside of the zone of direct point- 

of-exploslon visibility within the first two minutes after the explosion 

Is possible also as a result of the multiple scattering of the delayed 

Y-radiation from the region of the explosion (the Instantaneous 7-radia- 

tion la aosMwhat too brief In duration In order to produce this effect), 

and also In the event of the ejection of >-radioactive f las Ion products 

to altitudes In excess of 1200 km. Holding the avera«. e kinetic energy 

of the fra^sentc to amount to about 1 Nev^iucleon [8], we find that 

these, under favorable conditions, are capable of attaining the zone of 
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direct visibility In approximately 0.1 second« At the end of this In- 

terval of time the >-radiation of the fission products Is still quite 

significant (about 1 Mev»sec  per 1 fission, according to [9]) and, 

apparently, can be recorded. However, the rapid diminution of the count- 

ing rate In the In^^val 12h00ra12s-12h00m24s does not agree with the 

data on the rate of descent for Y-radioactivity of fission products 

cited In [9]. On the other hand, the tremendous extent of the subce- 

quently formed artificial radiation belt (see below) Indicates that the 

products of the explosion were actually carried to significant alti- 

tudes. 

We may therefore draw the conclusion that the described surge of 

hard radiation, detected by the Qelger counter aboard the "Kosmos-3" 

satellite at the Instant of the high-altItude thermonuclear explosion 

beyond the limits of direct visibility, most likely represents the re- 

cording of v-radiation produced by the explosion. We will refer to this 

phenomenon In the future as the "7-dawn." 

It follows from all of the above that the explosion of 9 July 1962 

occurred at 12 orfn098.8 + I8 Moscow time. 

We are not familiar with any other data obtained by means of satel- 

lites at the time of the explosion on 9 July 1962 over the Pacific 

Ocean, with the exception of the counter measurements taken with the 

British-American "Ariel" satellite [10]. At the Instant of the explosion 

this satellite was distant from the point of the explosion by approx- 

imately the same distance (7^00 Ion) as the "Kosmos-5," and on the geo- 

magnetic meridian passing close to Johnston Island, with L * 5> but its 

altitude was 819 km and, consequently, the region of direct visibility 

of the point of the explosion lay above 2000 km. A surge In the count- 

ing rate was also recorded aboard the "Ariel" satellite, this surge last- 

ing 2 minutes; however, the low Interrogation rate of the memory system 
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(1 Interrogation In 92 seconds) and the lack of precision In tine coor- 

dination (+ 10 sec) enabled the authors [10] to establish only that 

the surge occurred "after no more than 20 + 10 seconds after the ex- 

plosion.N* Moreover, the data of the single counter aboard the satel- 

lite made it Impossible to evaluate the hardness of radiation. The 

authors [10], attempting to interpret this surge, examined mechanisms 

for which the time interval between the explosion and the surge invol- 

ved tens of seconds, and they came to the conclusion that the most val- 

id explanation for the surge "is the scattering from the trap of outer- 

belt electrons whose pitch angles were altered under the action of the 

magnetohydrodynamic perturbation associated with the explosion." In any 

event, such an explanation is not applicable to the surge in hard radi- 

ation recorded by the "Kosmos-S" satellite, without considering the pos- 

sibility of a simultaneous acceleration of electrons (or even protons) 

in the natural radiation belt. However, the virtual simultaneity of the 

instant of explosion and the surge in radiation aboard the satellite 

"Kosmos-S" (with an accuracy of +18), apparently, precludes the 

possibility of such an interpretation. 

On the other hand, we can assume that the radiation surge aboard 

the "Ariel1* satellite was indeed recorded inmediately after the explo- 

sion, aa was the case aboard the "Kosmos-3." This is borne out by the 

results frost the measurements of radio-wave absorption in Alaska [11] 

along virtually the same geomagnetic meridian as Johnston Island and 

"Ariel" satellite at the instant of time under consideration, but in 

the higher geomagnetic latitudes (L • 5.5). On the basis of the data 

in [11], the Ionisation of the ionosphere over Alaska increased sharply 

within no more than after 2 seconds after the explosion at L > 3* For 

D-layer region over Alaska under consideration, where the ionizatlon 

took plaoe (at a distance of 5600 km from Johnston Island), and for the 
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"Ariel" satellite, the boundary of the zone of direct visibility of 

Johnston Island was situated at approximately the same altitude, and 

the geometric conditions for the scattering of radiation from th< re- 

gion of explosion are also analogous. Since the geomagnetic latitudes 

(or the values of L) were also virtually Identical, any of the mechan- 

Isms responsible for the surge along the geomagnetic longitude of the 

explosion region. I.e., the propagation of charged particles In the 

direction of Increasing L, the multiple scattering from the explosion 

region of 7-radiation or neutrons (with subsequent (n, ^-reactions), 

or the ejection of 7-radioactive products to altitudes >2000 km. I.e., 

In the zone of direct visibility, apparently should have led to tht 

simultaneous appearance of Ionizing radiation over Alaska and aboard 

the "Ariel" satellite. It may therefore be assumed that the described 

surge of the ^-dawn at the Instant of the explosion In actual fact was 

recorded by the counter aboard the "Ariel" satellite and, possibly, 

also served as the direct cause of the jump In absorption In the Iono- 

sphere over Alaska. However, Is not out of the question that the ejec- 

tion of the products of explosion to great altitudes plays a signifi- 

cant role In the 7-dawn phenomenon. I.e., ejection Into the zone of 

direct visibility from the satellite. In this case the surge oV tin   y- 

d wn aboard the "Ariel" satellite may have started significantly lattr 

than aboard the "Kosmos-5»" depending on the rate of propagation f. r 

the products of the explosion from an altitude of -1200 km (requln i: 

for the "Kosmos-L") to an altitude of -2000 km (required for the "Ar- 

iel"), while the Ionospheric absorption over Alaska was brought at ut 

by i-ertaln other factors. Unfortunately, neither the time of tht surgt 

nor Its InUnslty In these satellites could be compared, since the 

counter aboard the "Ariel" was off scale throughout virtually the en- 

tire 2 minutes of the y-dawn surge. 
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Aft«r the first surge the Intensity of the hard radiation sharply 

Inereassd throughout the entire region of the space Intersected by the 

orbit of the "KOSBOS-S" satellite. Starting as of 12h02m the Oelger 

counter recorded hard radiation with Increasing Intensity. It Is poasl- 

ble that eradiation was also present in the expanding cloud of pro- 

ducts of the explosion, but on the basis of subsequent observations It 

is possible to draw the conclusion that these night have been positrons 

or radioactive fission fra^sents with energies of no less than several 

Mev, drifting toward the west. In the direction toward the satellite. 

Vithin 6 ainutes after the explosion, when the "Kosmos-S*1 was located 

to the east of Japan (the natural coordinates were L * 1.4 and B - 0,25), 

there also began a sharp increase in the electron-Indicator signals re- 

cording cos^aratlvely soft radiation. At l^icf (L - 1.3; and B - 0.24) 

the signal increased by sore than an order of Magnitude. It Is signifi- 

cant that the energy of electrons capable of attaining the longitude 

of the satellite, on having conpleted a turn around the terrestrial 

globe, even at 12*06F and ISPld* would be no less than 7*7 Mev and (5.3 

Nsv, respectively, while there are virtually no such electrons In the 

ß-spectrun of the fission products [4]. Moreover, the trajectories of 

the Mirror points cf the particles recorded fron 12h08^ to 1^10° de- 

scend to the surface of the earth In the region of the Brazilian magne- 

tic anoMaly, which Must be paased by the electrons prior to reaching 

the "Kosaoa 5." Thus it is highly unlikely that the Indicator signals 

recorded at that ttee were caused by electrons, and the indicator Is 

not sensitiv« to y-radiation. Apparently, the "KOsmos-S" satellite was 

capable of recording positively charged particles appearing in conjunc- 

tion with the themonuclear explosioni protons, o-pertlcles, fission 

fra^Mnta, or positrons. 

The intensity MSXIMUM recorded at 12^3* «t at altitude of 11C0 km 
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and virtually at the latitude of Johnston Island, but to the west (L ~ 

*1.2 and B = 0.23) Is obviously associated with the flight of the sat- 

ellite through the resulting radiation belt, since In the days follow- 

ing extensions of this new artificial belt were situated In thlG re- 

gion. One day later, the Intensity In this region diminished by a fac- 

tor of -30. During the pass over the gecmagnetlc equator at 12^20ri at 

an altitude of about 800 km the electron Indicators recorded a soft- 

radlatlon Intensity with deep modulatlcr. due to anlsotropy.  At the 

same time the Geiger counter was recording extremely hard radiation 
■a _i 

i>10J pulses»sec"  ), possibly also associated with the ^-radioactivity 

of the products  of the explosion being propagated through the atmos- 

phere. 

Approximately at 12h24ni-12h28,n the "Kosmos-^ satellite, at an al- 

titude of bOO-600 ion, passed through the region magnetically cenjugatt 

to the region of the explosion.  A new hard-radiation maximum was  record- 

ed at this time,  as well as a soft component.  Then with approach to tht 

perigee,  the  Intensity of soft  radiation diminished sharply; however, 

the counting rate of the counter continued to remain high.  After At = 

»3 minutes after the explosion.   In the southern hemisphere  (qp ■ V/   i,; 

X = 230    E) at an altitude of about 210 Jan,  the  counting rate oi" Ui. 

}• Iger counter amounted to approximately 1000 pulses« sec'   ,  whl h  lo 

,-reator by a  factor of approximately 1^0 than prior to the explorlor, 

it this same point.  An extremely Interesting phenomenon was detect. 3 

by thf  electron  Indicators at  12hA0Tn-12h5rfn during the approach t»   tht 

Jirajlllan magnetic anomaly.   Apparently,  electrons with energies  ui"  ^o- 

100 kev wer«   recorded, and their Intensity Increased sharply at alti- 

tudes of 200-300 km (E > 0.23)  with diminishing magnetic field strength 

b along the traj^ctoi^r.  Apparently,   the "Kosmos-!?" satellite at thlü 

time "overtook"  the electrons with energies of «>O-100 kev ^omplttlng 
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their first drift revolution about the earth that had been Injected as 

a result of the explosion. The higher-energy electrons Injected into 

the sane shells and exhibiting greater drifting rates, had by that time 

already been absorbed in the atmosphere above the Brazilian magnetic 

anomaly and it therefore became possible to re-   only the soft compon- 

ent. The soft particles, drifting slowly towa-  ../ie Brazilian anomaly, 

gradually descended into the dense atmosphere and their absorption, ap- 

parently, produced an aurora polaris over the Pacific Ocean. 

Particularly great intensity in the high-energy particles was ob- 

served in the vicinity of the Brazilian magnetic anomaly where the mag- 

netic field strength had diminished signiiicantly in comparison with 

the other longitudes. Within an hour after the explosion, over an ex- 

tensive region around the geomagnetic equator (X * 323-3400E) at alti- 

tudes of 600-830 km the omnidirectional intensity of electrons with en- 
Q -2   -1 ergles of < 1 Nev reached 2*10-7 particles • cm -sec  according to the 

«• 

data of the electron indicator. The readings of the Qeiger counter 

aboard the NKo8Bos-3" satellite for the line L > 1.23, B » 0.20 gauss 

over the South Atlantic within at ■ 60 minutes after the explosion can 

be compared with the published measurement data for the "Injun-1" satel- 

lite which carried a virtually identically shielded SpB counter which 

passed through this same line over South Africa at the instant of time 

At - 43 Bin [12]. Because of the various counter areas and the inaccur- 

ate calibration, it is more convenient to compare the measured counting 

rates in pulses* cm" «sec*1, i.e., 7*10 for the tnjun-l" and 1.2« 10^ for 

the NKosaos-3>N Bearing in mind that at these very early stages of the 

existence of the artificial radiation belt, the intensities may ac- 

tually differ somewhat and it may therefore be concluded that the agree- 

ment is satisfactory. The greatest values of L which were attained by 

the "Kosmos-3" satellite during the period in which the artificial radi- 
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a tion belt appear ed reached L ~ 2 .3. The counting rate i ncr eased s i gni

ficantly at these latitudes as well. Thus, for example, within 87 min

utes of the explosion at an altitude of 1450 km (L = 2.0) over the te~· 

ritory of the Soviet Union the counting rate of the Geiger counter 

amounted to approximately 1000 pulses·sec-1 which is greater by a f ac

tor of 30 than for the same region a day prior to the explos ion. Th ~ 

indicates that the distribution of the intensity r'~corded by the s ingl e 

shielded counter changed significantly throughout a tremendous r egion of 

the space surrounding the earth, all the way to distances of several 

earth radii. 
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Fig. 2 . Distribution of intensity i n artificial radiation belt over 
.Johnst on L ' land 10 days aft er the expl o ion. The geomagnetic latitude 
i s plotted a loug the axi s of abs ci s as . The isolines indicate the cur
rent magnit'.ldes of th El sensing el rnen c i n ~ (for conversion t o an_2 omni · irer~ ~ional s tream of e lectrons expre "'ed in uni'ud of electron · em · 
·sec- ~t is necessary t o multiply by 2 ·107). The values of t e rres ria l 
magnetic fi,:!ld strength are indicat ed in the equatorial plane. In the 
r egion abovt> the apogee of the 11 Kosmos- 5" satellite the isolines a r ex
tended (by means of a dashed line ) approximately along the geomagnetic 
lines of f or ce . 

The nature of the change i part i cl e intensity as a function o ~ the 

natural coordina t s B, L approx1mat ly w· thin an hour after the expJ s 
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Fig. 3* Tlae reduction in 
naxlimB intensity of elec- 
trons with energies of < 1 
Nev in the region of the 
center of the artificial 
belt. The current of the El 
electron indicator is plot- 
ted along the axis of oiv 
dinates In logarithmic scale 
and is given In v. 1) Oauss. 

sion Indicates that an artificial ra- 

diation belt had been formed by that 

time. The maximum intensity of the 

belt was found in the vicinity of the 

geomagnetic equator (or in the vicin- 

ity of the cosmic-ray equator), its 

altitude being a function of longi- 

tude, since it is associated with the 

local intensity of the real terres- 

trial magnetic field. The altitude of 

the intensity maximum over Johnston 

Island was approximately 1330 km 

(Fig. 2),  while over the Atlantic 

Ocean it was 700-900 km. With the passage of time the intensity of the 

particles at the maximum of the artificial radiation belt gradually 

diminished. The rate of this diminution was at its maximum during the 

first days of the existence of the artificial belt and then gradually 

diminished (Fig. 3)* The figure shows that over a period of four months 

the intensity at the center of the artificial radiation belt diminished 

by appoxlmately an order of magnitude. At the same altitudes, but in 

higher geomagnetic latitudes, the rate of intensity reduction during 

the first 10 days was significantly greater and continued to increase 

with increaaing latitude. The rate of diminution during the first days 

was also quite high at lower altitudes. 

The "Kosmos-S1* detected a new phenomenon at even loner altitudes, 

i.e., a rise in the radiation background noise recorded by the counter 

in the low latitudes beneath the region of the radiation belt. Figure 

4 shows the reduction in the counting-rate excess for L - 1.10 and B > 

2 0.24 over the background noise produced by the cosmic rays («2.3 
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-1) puJ.ses · scc . In compar oo wi th the l evel for 10 J ly the 10- fo l d r .· 

uction occurred within a_pr oximately 5·106 se conds . A more- oP-1 s an

logous lnc.rease in backgr ound noise ben·..?ath the r adiation belt als o 

o curr ed in the higher l at itudes . Let us consider the poss ible fac or s 

r esponsible for this new phenomenon. We mi ght suppose tha t this wa the 

~-radiation of the fission products that had spread out un iformly 

• throughout t he atmosphere at medium a ltitudes (50- 100 krn) over a peri od 

of several days. However , the measured rate of decreas~ in i ntensity is 

lower than the rate of ~-radioactivity reduction according to [9], a l

though as a result of the downward diffusion of heavy f ragments we 

should expect an even mor•e rapid reduction than on t l-1. bas i s of [9] . 

1his explanation is therefor e not valid. An ~ther possibility is t he re

cording of protons with energies >50 Mev whose distribution by pit ch 

angles a1d (possibl y by energies) was disrupted as a res ult of t h phen

omena in the magnet osphere a,ccompanying the nuclear explos on (an anal

ogous assumption was made in [10] with respect to electrons to explain 

y-dawn surge ).In this case the r ate of i ntensity reduction is a l s o some-

what too low, si ce t he average density of the atmospher e along t he 

drift traject ory for such particles is t r emendous. For purposes of com-

parison let us indicate that the excess intensity of prct ons with eneP

gies -55 ~ev, detected inside the radiation belt, i.e., forB< 0. 22 

gauss (with minimum mirroP-point altitudes of -250-700 krn in the Braz i l

ian anornE.ly) with the aid of nuclear photoemulsions aboard the satel

lites [13], disappear ed at appro_ imately the same rate . However, in the 

latter case the average de~sity of the atmosphere along the drift tr1-

jectory must be lower by s everal orders of magnit ude than for the re-: 
~. 

gion be low the radiation belt des cr ibed above. It may be assumed that 

this radiation a t low altitudes represents the high-energy electrons 

pouring out of the region of the artificial radiation belt as a r esult 
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of the random reduction of the pitch angle on collision u-ith an atmos- 

pheric aton or electron. However, in this case the excess at L - 1.20- 

1.25, where the belt maximum is located, apparently would exceed the ex- 

cess at L - 1.10. The experimental data do not confinn this. Finally, 

for the time being we cannot exclude the possibility that this slowly 

diminishing excess In the counting rate is brought about by the radio- 

activity Induced in the hull of the satellite as a result of the irra- 

diation after the explosion. In this case this possibly might simply be 

an extension of the v-dawn phenomenon. The study of this effect is con- 

tinuing. 

mi«-i IIIIIMI    MSttm 
9* ** *J 

Fig. 4. Time reduction in the counting-rate excess over the background 
of cosmic rays near the fission equator (L - 1.10). The time Interval 
(sec) from the instant of the explosion is plotted along the axis of 
abscissas in logaritbmic scale; the squares show the first observations 
after the explosion which, at least partially, may be associated with 
the recording of the delayed Y-radiation of the fission products. 1) 
N, pulses*sac 1; 2) At, in sec. 

The above-described measurements indicate the extremely great 

life span of the artificially Introduced hard radiation, particularly 

in the equatorial regions. This made considerably more complex the geo- 

phyalcal investigations of natural corpuscular radiation in the upper 

atmoaphere, evtn after a lapae of several months after the explosion. 
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Earlier [14] we had already taken note of the fact that the measurements 

of the hard component in the natural radiation belts, these measurements 

having been carried out after an intense series of nuclear tests in the 

sunmer of 1936 (which included high-altitude nuclear explosions), could 

have been complicated by the recording of strongly penetrating radia- 

tion due to fission products. Apparently, available data of the measure- 

ments carried out at that time could advantageously be reanalyzed from 

this standpoint. 

In conclusion, we consider it our duty to express our deep-felt gra- 

titude to V.l. Krasovskly for his advice and constant attention to this 

project, as well as to the co-workers at the Department of the Physics 

of the Upper Atmosphere of the Institute of the Physics of the Atmos- 

phere, USSR Academy of Sciences, for their great assistance in the exe- 

cution of the project and their useful consideration of the result, as 

well as to the many co-workers In other agencies and institutions who 

helped us in this work. 
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UDK b38.691 

THE POSSIBILITY OP CAPTURINO CHARGED PAHTICI£S  IN THE FIELD OF A 

MAGNETIC DIPOLE IF ENERGY IS LOST AS A RESULT OF EMISSION* 

V.M. Vakhnln and I.N.  Shvachunov 

The Investigation of the possibility of capturing charged parti- 
cles In the field of a magnetic dlpole,  carried out earlier for plane 
(two-dljnenslonal) motion,  is extended In this article to the case of an 
arbitrary three-dimensional particle motion. 

Use Is made of a method of phase trajectories In a four-dlmenslon- 
al phase space. It Is demonstrated that the "critical trajectories" and 
the possibility of capture exist In three-dimensional motion as well. 

The possibility of capturing charged particles In the field of a 

magnetic dlpole as a result of the existence of "critical" trajectories 

for which infinitely small losses of kinetic energy on the part of a 

particle lead to the transition from an "uncaptured" to a "captured" 

trajectory were considered In References  [1,  2], 

The analysis was  carried out by the method of phase trajectories, 

with the specific study of the trajectories limited to the ca^e of the 

motion of a particle in the equatorial plane of the dlpole.  The phase 

space In this case was described by 2 variables.  I.e.,  It had the fom 

of a two-dimensional phase plane.   It was pointed out In Reference   [1] 

that In order to analyze the arbitrary motion of the particle It must be 

represented In the somewhat more complex lour-dimensional phase space. 

The present work deals with an investigation of the existence and nature 

of the "critical" trajectories beyond the equatorial plane which are des- 

cribed by the four-dimensional phase space having the coordinates 
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(r iB the distance between the particle and the center of the dlpole; 

a lb the Stoemer length unit; and 9, 0 are the angular spherical coor- 

dinates). 

DZFFIRBITIAL BQUATIONS FOR THE "PHASE TRAJECTORIES" OP CHAROED-PARTICLE 
NOTIOM 

The equation of notion for a charged particle In a pennanent magne- 

tic field 7 can be presented In vector form: 

it-'-MU (1) 

«here v Is the particle velocity, e Is the electrical charge of the par- 

tide» which may be either positive or negative; c is the electrodynamlc 

constant, m - «Q/(1 - 3 )   is the relativist 1c mass of the particle 

(BQ IS the resting mass, 0 - v/c). 

The differential equation of motion for a charged particle In the 

field of a magnetic dlpole is conveniently considered in a spherical 

system of coordinates r, 9,  9 (the angle 9 Is counted from the equator- 

ial plane of the dlpole, with —ir/2 < 0 < ff/2). If the coordinate origin 

is made to e^ineide with the center of the dlpole, and If its magnetic 

moment 7 were to be directed along the negative polar axis, then It Is 

well known [3] that the intensity ? of the dlpole magnetic field will be 

expressed by 

..«flö!-«. (2) 

The ccmponents of this field can be presented in spherical coordin- 

ates as follows: 

*,—=■?*. (3) 
A-^S?. CO 
«,-«. (5) 
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Having expressed 7 and H In termfa of their components In spheri- 

cal coordinates In the vectorlal equation (l) and considering (5)» we 

obtain the following differential equations: 

m=, (r — rfr — rcofty)- _-Irro«^//., (6) 

.2L f^- (r*6) -H r*Hinfl cosef« I - — -j- r co«OipH,, (7 ) 

-** {r*co**)--■&/*. +riHr) W 
rcoifl ai y c 

Having Introduced the new variable ds - vdt  (s is the length of 

the arc measured along the trajectory of the particle) and having sub- 

stituted the value of H    and H^ from (3) and  (4),   respectively,  we ob- 

tain 

r--f6'«-hroot«e^-~^. (9) 

^.meco.«^^^ , (10) 0*« 2——— — 2 8in6eof6f'>, 

f 
ft ZfTtge- 2-5- - ?ZJ*1 + zL-% (ii) 

r r r* 

where a ^yeM/mve   Is the characteristic Stoenner coefficient,  while the 

prime denotes differentiation with respect to the new variable s. 

In order to derive the equations for the phase trajectories of a 

charged particle in phase space,  let us assume the polar angle 9 as the 

independent variable.  In this case,  using the equality [4] 

from Eqs.   (9) and  (11) we will obtain 

■^•-TSKSH-       (12) 
Analogously, taking into consideration that 

if»" * 
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from Eqs.   (10) and (11) we will have 

5—.,-..-a(-)^.^(;-)[l(j)(5)- 
-2tlneeofe-2(~)l|ffl]. (13) 

Having tubetltuted Into  (12) and  (13) the following expreßBlon fa- 

miliar to us fron differential geometry 

*-,[-,.+ '(jHJ)T 
and making the transition in (12) and (13) to phase coordinates 

we will obtain, respectively, 

E--^■+-«^• + 2--2l•♦lceT-i^co•«e-♦-(tt),- 

■   -,i„*][.*.+{f)'+,.f. (i*) 

The minus sign in front of the square brackets in (14) corresponds 

to trajectory se^Mnts with positive curvature, i.e., convexity averted 

from the coordinate origin. The plus sign corresponds to trajectory 

segments with negative curvature. 

Noreovtr, 

-.-*-:. as) 
The system of differential equations (14)* (16) describes the phase 

trajectories of a charged particle in four-dimensional phase space. 

"m CRITICAL T1MJX0!F0RIS3N  OF CHAROED-PARTICLE MOTION 

As was demonstrated in [1, 2] and in accordance with the familiar 

statements of the theory of oscillations [3]» the "critical [particle] 
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trajectories" separating the captured and uncaptured In the case of two- 

dimensional motion  (In the equatorial plane of the dlpole) are defined 

by a singular point of the phase plane and the limiting curves leading 

to It.  An unstable circular trajectory corresponds to the singular 

point In physical space, while spiral trajectories asymptotically wind- 

ing onto and off the circular trajectory correspond to the limiting 

curves  [separatrlces].   In the case under consideration,  where the mo- 

tion takes place outside the equatorial plane and Is described by phase 

trajectories In four-dlmenslonal space  (w,  u,   Ö, if), the pattern of the 

critical trajectories retains the same qualitative Indicators,   I.e., 

there exist unstable trajectories surrounding the magnetic dlpole,  and 

there are the asymptotically converging spiral trajectories.  The differ- 

ence from the two-dimensional case consists only In that the trajector- 

ies oscillate in the direction of the meridional angle 9,  rising above 

the equatorial plane,   intersecting it,  descending beneath the plane, 

etc.   In phase space this form of mction corresponds to: 

a) the trajectories surrounding the dlpole  (circular type).  I.e., 

the limit cycles forming the two-dimensional set (surface); 

b) spiral-shaped trajectories,  screwlike phase curves asymptoti- 

cally approaching the limit cycles. 

The phase curves corresponding to the asymptotic spiral trajector- 

ies form a dense three-dimensional set which,  in four-dlmenslonal phase 

space,  separates the regions corresponding to the various trajectory 

types. This three-dimensional set can therefore carry the designation 

of "three-dimensional separatrix hypei-surface." Le4" us now prove the 

above-discussed statements. 

Let us consider the projections of the trajectories in the four- 

dlmenslonal phase space onto the plane  (w,  u) for rather low values of 

the variables 9 and f.  From Eq.   (14),  neglecting the infinitesimals of 
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higher order In $ and f,  we obtain 

*_?+a«Tü±<!/'?>5,     (i7) 
aw     u        10 uw 

However, this same equation defines the phase trajectories correspond- 

ing to the two-dimensional motion of particles   (In the equatorial plane 

of the dipole), which was considered in [1, 2].   Consequently, the pro- 

jections of the three-dimensional separat^ix hypersurfaccs onto the 

plane (w, u) in a region of rather low 6 and f coincide with the corres- 

ponding Separatrices in two-dimensional motion.  This provides a basis 

for the contention that in the three-dimensional case there also exist 

trajectories of the "enveloping,"  "loop uncaptured," and "loop captur- 

ed" types, analogous to the two-dimensional cases.  But because the spa- 

tial phase trajectories, in addition to the coordinates w and u,  are 

also functions of the coordinates $ and f, the charged-partlcle trajec- 

tories in three-dimensional space will differ frcm the corresponding 

types of two-dimensional trajectories In that the motion along the coor- 

dinate if is also superposed on the enveloping or loop motion. 

The equation for the projections of the trajectories In fouivdlmen- 

sional space onto the plane  (6, f)  can be derived from  (13) and  (16): 

where w - const,  a ■ const. 

At the singular point w ■ 1,  u « 0 given sufficiently small  values 

of $ and f, having neglected the infinitesImalu of higher orders In 0 

and t, we can present Bq.   (18) in the form 

^---. (19) 

Having integrated (19)» we obtain 

a^-ne-c». (20) 
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where C Is an arbitrary constant of Integration. Equation (20) describes 

phase trajectories of the limit-cycle type. Continuously changing the 

value of C In (20), we oan easily see that the llalt cycles form a con- 

tinuous two-dimensional surface which In the region of rather low val- 

ues 9  and f coincides with the plane (ö, if).  With finite 6 and f  the 

surface of the limit cycles becomes, general speaking, curvilinear, but 

has no discontinuities. The continuity follows from the fact that the 

system of differential equations (14)-(16), describing the particle 

phase trajectories In four-dimensional phase space, has no singular 

points when ö ^ 0 and ^ ^ 0. 

As a matter of fact, the singular points of System (14)-(16) are 

defined, as usual, by the fact [6] that at these points the derivatives 

du/dw, d^/dw, and dö/dw will simultaneously change Into a Indetennlnacy 

of the 0/0 type. 

Prom (14)-(16) we see that a necessary (but Insufficient) condition 

for this will be the condition u = 0 and ^ = 0. 

If u -* 0 and u/w -»0, f -♦ 0 and tan 6  is finite. I.e., Ö ^ 7r/2, 

from (14) and (15) we obtain, respectively. 

^n
c0^BlV'TCW-] , (21) 

dw u    \ w   / 

(,+    ^—j- (22) 

Aw 

tty «.m ecus«   / 2cos0 
dw u 

A sufficient condition for the existence of the singular points of 

the system of equations (14)-(16), other than the requirement that u = 

0 and t = 0, Is the condition of the simultaneous equality to zero on 

the part of the numerators In the right-hand parts of Eqs. (21) and (22). 

For this let us Initially consider the system of equations 
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*,*,,(,+«2-i).o (23) 

for the case K < 0. 

This System of equations has no real positive solutions and, 

consequently, with K < 0 the system of equations (14)-(16) has no sin- 

gular point. The solution 9  « 7r/2 when f « 0 corresponds to the motion 

of a particle along a dlpole axis. This case of motion Is of no Interest 

for the present problem and Is not considered In this work. 

Let us now examine the system of equations (21) and (22) for the 

case K > 0. In this case we have 

co*6 

(24) 
2co»0 

The only real solutions for System (24) will be 9 - 0 and w - 1. 

Consequently, the only singular point of the system of differential 

equations (14)-(16) Is the point (w - 1, u - 0, 0 - 0, * » 0). 

It follows from the theorem of phase-trajectory set density that 

the surface of limit cycles must correspond to a dense three-dimension- 

al set of phase trajectories asymptotically approaching that surface 

[the surface of limit cycles]. This dense three-dimensional set also 

forms three-dimensional separatrlx hypersurfaces. 

Consequently, the mapping point characterizing the motion of a 

charged particle along a trajectory close to the critical, due to the 

loss of energy on the part of the particle as a result of emission, may 

Intersect the three-dimensional separatrlx hypersurfaces and transfer 

from an "uncaptured" trajectory to a "captured" trajectory. The separ- 

atrlx Intersection process Is similar to the two-dimensional case des- 

cribed In [1, 2], I.e., a charged particle losing Its kinetic energy as 

a result of radiation Initially transfers from the enveloping trajec- 
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t ory to an "uncaptured" loop trajectory, and then to a loop " captured" 

trajectory. 
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SPECTRUM OV VERY HIOH-ENERGY ELECTRONS ARISING IN THE 3-DECAY OF 

THE ALBEDO NEUTRONS 

A.I. Yershkovlch 

Th« equlllbrluiD Integral spectrum of ß-electrons in the case of 

energies of the order of several Nev is calculated. It is demonstrated 

that this spectrum agrees with the experimental results obtained in the 

area of the outer radiation zone. 

Electrons exhibiting an energy E of the order of several Mev were 

detected in the outer zone of radiation during the flights of the first 

and second soviet spacecraft [1, 2],  It might be assumed that these 

electrons originate in the 0-decay of albedo neutrons exhibiting ener- 

gies of hundreds and thousands of Nev [3» 4]. Nakada [31 constructed a 

differential spectrum of ß-electrons in the assumption that the spec- 

trum of fast neutrons at a geocentric distance r measured in earth ra- 

dii is equal to a^'vr2 and En'
2/r2 cm'2-sec"1-Mev"1, where En Is 

the kinetic energy of the neutrons in Nev. As a matter of fact, the al- 

bedo neutron spectrum far from the earth diminishes with increasing E 

considerably faster, since with increasing E there Is a reduction in 

the solid angle from which the neutrons emanate to the point under con- 

sideration. Since this effect was not taken into consideration,* the 

flow of ß-electrons with energies E ^ 5 Mev, obtained in [3], proved to 

be unjustifiably large (see [2]). 

The Lenchek and Singer [5] calculations show that the directed 

differential intensity of albedo neutrons with energies of the order of 

several hundreds of Mev, leaving the atmosphere of the earth, with res- 
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pect to time, on the average, are equal to# 

fn{Em)-\*Bn-**    ^cnr^Bec'^steradlarT^Mev"1].  (1) 

kith extremely high neutron energies Jn(En) must diminish more ra- 

pldly than "E    . Indeed, the energy spectrum of the secondary parti- 

cles above -500 Mev must repeat the spectrum of the primary cosmic rays 

[?]• We know that In the hardness Interval R -> Pc/Ze from 1 to 10 Bev 

(the corresponding Interval of proton kinetic energy ranges from 0.4 to 

9 Bev) the differential hardness spectrum Is proportional to R" '^ [8], 

Hence It Is not difficult to find that 

M£,)-6.25-10»  ^^^ p-Jcm^^sec^-steradlan^-Mev"1], 

(2) 
2 

where Mc Is the energy of the resting neutron, equal to 940 Mev. In 

the regions of energies E of the order of several hundreds of Mev, the 

1 8 
neutron Intensity defined by Relationship (2), Jn(En) ~ 

En   ' wlth 

2        2 ^ 
E,, » Mc ,1 -  E " *:?. The proportionality factor In (2) is defined n       n   n * y   ' 
from the condition that Expressions (l) and (2) sew together with E « 

= 400 Mev. 

Let us define the intensity of the albedo neutrons at the point S 

situated at a distance r from the center of the earth. Let 6  be the an- 

gle between the directions of the primary and secondary particles. In 

this case sin 0 ■* P./P, where P. and P are, respectively, the lateral 

and total Impulses, We know that the lateral Impulse P, of the secondary 

particles changes but slightly over a wide Interval of primary-partIcle 

energies [9]. The average value of P « 3»10 Mev/c [10, 11]. The least 

value of the zenith angle 4 at which fast neutrons with Impulse P es- 

cape from the atmosphere Is obviously equal to i ^ — 7r/2 - Ö. Thus, 

co6U*-(310«)/^. (3) 

where Pc Is measured In Mev. Let us assume that neutrons with Impulse P 
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escape froa the atnosphere laotropioally with ^^ £ i £ ff/2* Since 

j • oonat along the neutron trajectory, the differential intensity at 

the point 8 la equal to 

/.(I., r) -MJOaC«. »"Xcn^-aec^liev"1],      (4) 

where Üi*n$  r) la the solid angle fron which the neutrons with energies 

of B^ eoaa to point S. In a polar systen of coordinates with its center 

at point 8 and an axis passing through the center of the earth, dft - 

• 2ir sin ado, «hare a la the polar angle. Since sin | • p sin a, 

Q u r **-** „-tr,rfi-,<',>rf fi M%I {5) 

With r2 » 1, having used (3), we find 

Qm,(*lf*)<**U*-H2*'mi'*]iP*)*. (6) 

According to (2), (4), and (6), with r2 » 1 and En » Me2 

The Integral intensity of ß-decay electrons with a kinetic energy 

S ^ L at the equator can be evaluated on the basis of the formula 

I{S>Kur) -wf [csT^sec"1],      (7) 

where n la the nunber of electrons exhibiting the energy E ^ E,, pro- 

duced par unit voluae per unit tine, and v is the velocity of these 

electrons, T repreaenting the lifeapan of the electrons whose mirror 

polnta are situated oloae to the plane of the equator. Obviously, 

where t « 1100 sec is the average lifeapan of the neutron, v is Its 

velocity, and t« —0-»••/«■)-*. !?(*•. ft) la the probability that on the de- 

cay of a neutron having an energy B^ there will be produced an electron 

having a kinetic energy E ^ ^ in a laboratory system (the function 

W(Kn, Ij) waa defined earlier [4]), ^ uin  (E^ la the minimum neutron 
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energy beginning fron which W ^ 0. According to [4] 

Ä.i-,(£,)-A/c>(a>5aÄ>-(2^-l)*W-l)
,hJ-^.   (9) 

where 

£• —£,/mc»+l. 

n 1 

1) I, in cm'2,sec"1; 2) 

E, in Mev. 

It was assumed that the primary 

process determining the llfespan T of 

the electrons is the loss of energy re- 

sulting from Coulomb interactions with 

particles of the exosphere. If N is the 

concentration of cold plasma in the ex- 

osphere, the ionization losses of the 
p 

ultrarelativlstic electrons  (E » mc  ) 

are equal to [6] 

-(rf£/<ft),-7.62-10-»Af. 
{\nKlnu*~ InA + . 

-♦- 73.4) [evsec'  ]. (10) 

It  follows from Relationships  (4),   (6)-(8),   (10) that the equator- 
p lal value of the flow of captured 0-decay electrons when r    » 1  is 

proportional to l/rT*(r). 

The figure shows the integral spectrum of 0-electrons in the  re- 

gion of the  outer radiation-zone maximum (r * 4),  calculated in accord- 

ance with  (7).  The value of N is set equal to 1.5*10    cm'^ [12].  With 

E ^ 1.3 Mev this spectrum is approximately proportional to E'^'', which 

corresponds to the results of the measurements that were carried out 

aboard the "Explorer XII" satellite (the differential spectrum ~E~5) 

[13].* The flow ratio I(E ^ 1.6 Mev)/I(E 2 5 Mev)  in the outer zone 
p 

amounts approximately to 10   with a change in the geocentric distance 

r from 15000 to 33000 km ([13l« Table 3). This value is close to the 
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1 

one calculated (see Figure). On the basis of the estimate derived from 

the aecond spacecraft [2],  at the maximum of the outer zone I(E 2 3 

Mev) < 1 cm «aec . If we take Into consideration the known Indeter- 

minacy of the spectrum of fast albedo neutrons and the concentration 

N(r)j we must acknowledge that this estimate satisfactorily agrees with 

the calculation results. The experimental data [2, 13]$  apparently, 

favor the hypothesis that electrons of extremely high energy appear in 

the terrestrial radiation zones on the 0-decay of the albedo neutrons. 

The effect of the betatron mechanism may lead to significant variations 

In the Intensity of these electrons, without altering the form of their 

energy spectrum. 
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200 B.A.  Tverskoy drew our attention to the possible significance 
of this effect. 

1 ft        p 1 201 Reference  [5]  shows the derivation J« - 0.5 E cm    -sec    , 
-1-1 n n 

steradian    »Mev    ,    The factor 2 was dropped in the deriva- 
tion of this expression.  Moreover, the authors  [5] assumed 
a cosmic-ray intensity at the earth of Jft ■ 0.1 cr.-^sec"1' 

-1 •steradian    ,  which corresponds to the maximum of solar ac- 
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tivity. Since J 0 clos~ t o the activity minimum increases by a 
tactor or two (se~ , tor example [6]), it is expedient to as
suae an average value tor J 0 equal to 0.15 cm-2·s.ec-1·stera
dian-1. As a result, we obtain Expression (1 ) . 

203 It must be borne 1n mind that a certa ..... action of the cap
tured electrons exhibiting energies of several Mev could be 
a result ot the high-altitude nuclear explosions carried out 
since the awmner or 1958 [ 14] • 
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PROBLEY~ OF ENGINEERI~G PSYCHOLOGY IN COSMONAUTICS 

AND CERTAIN INVESTIGATIONAL RESULTS 

V.G. Denisov, Ye.S. Zav 1yalov, A.P. Kuz'minov, M.M. Sil'vestrov, 

V.D. Yazdovskiy 

The artj ~le presents a definition of the subject of enginee r ing 
psychology and its problems in the development of spacecraft control 

systems and the training of cosmonauts [astronauts] in their prof es 

sional act ivities. A complex method is proposed f or the evaluation of 

the closed "operator-vehicle" system in which, in conjunction with the 

application of the methods of cybernetics and ~nformation t heory, pr o 

viding engineering estimates for the tec:_.lica l elements of the system, 

extensive use is also made of physiological re~vr~lng of the biopot en 

tials of var ious human functional systems characterizing the level of 

tension and ability of the operator to funct ion. There is a discussion 

of some of the results obtained i n the e ff ort to devel op eff i cient sys

tems of' indication, signaling, and manual control. Certain of the prob 
le~s involved in the development of training fa cilities ~re t ouched 

upon . The use of a s y tem of training facilities consisting of compl ex , 

specialized, and f unctional training facilities is recommended f or the 
solution of problems relating to the training and maintenance of skilJs 

on the parts of the cosmonauts. The development of on-board trainin& 
facilities is recommen~ed for the maintenance of skills l n prolonged 
s pace flights. 

Engineering psychology is a new t r end in s c ience, arising out of 

the need for a scientific approach t o te chnical control installations 

and the coordination of the ir characteristics with the psycho-physio

logical potentials of the operator in a single closed cyberne tic "man 

machine" system. 
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Bng1neer1ng psychology and research in connection with the latter 

assume particular significance in cosmonautics because a piloted space 

vehicle together with its equipment represents a complex multicircuited 

control system, while the conditions of flight aboard the vehicle are 

quite specific and frequently unusual. Thus the cosmonaut will encoun

ter difficulties in controlling the systems of the vehicle , particular

ly in the event that the technical facilities of these systems are de

v~loped without consideration of the cosmonaut's potentials for control. 

At least three basic problems of engineering psychology can be 

formulated in connection with cosmonautics, i.e., the investigation of 

the psycho-physiological potentials of the operator to control a space 

vehicle and its systems, and the change in these potentials under the 

influence of space-flight conditions; the substantiation of require-

menta imposed on vehicle control systems in order t o coordinate their 

characteristics with the psycho-physiological potentials of the opera-

tor; and the development of methods and faciliti es to train cosmonauts 

for their professional activity, these methods and facilities to pro

vide for the acquisition of skills and habits on the part of the opera-

tors to correspond to the characteristics of the control systems. 

The action of the operator, who represents the controlling link in 

the closed "cosmona~t-vehicle " systems may be characterized by the f ol

lowing three stages: the acquisit ion and sensing of information from 

varitJUS instruments, signaling device3, and the external medium; the 

evaluation of the acquired information and the working out of control 

responses for vehicle control, i.e., evaluation of the sensed parame

ters of the cantrol process, the ambient medium (surrounding conditions), . . 
disturbing influences, generalization, interpretation, and comparison 

of t hese [parameters] with the parameters of the given control process 

and the taking f de ls ions with regard to the nature, magnitude, and 
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purpose of the control response;  the application of control  responses 

to vehicle control units or the  Issuance of some  other control commands 

Fig.   1.  Typical  control  systems aboard a  space vehicle,  requiring the 
participation  of an operator,  a) Manual  control system; b)  semi-auto- 
matic   (directorial) control  svstem;  c)  training control  system with 
participation  of operator: al) External   conditions;  a2) external  condi- 
tions,  ambient medium;  a3) disturbances and  Interference;  ak)   Indica- 
tors;  a5)  operator: a6)  control  unit; a7)  servomechanlsms;  ao)  con- 
trolled member; bl) adder; b2) disturbances and Interference;  b3) com- 
puter,  correction device;   b4)  Indicators;  b5)oDerator;  b6)  control unit; 
b7)  servomechanlsms;  b8)  controlled member;   cl;  Information model of 
control  process and disturbances;  c2)  Information  on disturbances and 
unanticipated situations;   c3) disturbances and Interference;  ch) opera- 
tor;   c5)  controlled process;  c6)  servomechanlsm;  c7)  Information on 
controlled process. 

Typical diagrams  of control  systems   Involving the participation 

of an operator aboard a space vehicle are  shown  In Fig.   1. 

The  systems  of vehicle orientation and descent,  the system for 
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transfer from orbit to orbit, and other control systems can be reduced 

to these diagrams. To ensure the appropriate accuracy and efficiency of 

the manual-control proc@5S the information systems must be adapted for 

rapid stimulation or the sense organs and the information-evaluation 

systems of the operator when evaluating the status of the controlled 

member and in carrying out control assignments. This can be ensured on

ly thr~ the iaauance to the operator not only of quantitative but of 

qualitative information, which in totality determines the value of the 

information for the operator [1]. The value of the information can be 

defined as an increment to the probability of accomp ishing the tasks 

for which the information is being collect ed. 

If less stress is laid on information quality, the memory capacity 

of the operator must be increased and, consequently, longer operator 

training is required in order to achieve at least a certain minimtlDl 

level of qua litative info~tion required to elevate the stimulation of 

the sense organs and the information-evaluating systems of the operator 

as he controls the member. 

It follows from the above tha t specifically human ~ctivity in work 

with any machine involves comprehension of signals from the machine 

and in aaaignment to these signala of a certain significance in order 

to interpret the conceptual content of the incoming informati on and on 

this basis to select the required action. 

The emergency warning device which functions on the binary princ

iple and, tor example, indicates a tire in the element, the probability 

ot the occurrence of such a fire being given by P1 = 1/1000, provides 

the operator with continuous reports as to the condition of the elen~ent, 

the average value of information quanti t y being determined by the ex

pression 
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where p« ■ 1 - P,   Is the probability of their being no fire In the ele- 

ment. Having substituted the values of P   and ?2, we obtain I     ■ 0.01 

binary units. The average value of the Information quantity character- 

izing entropy of the system and the measure of the   Indeterminacy of Its 

condition Is small,  since the usual natural state of the element Is 

characterized by an absence of fire.  TTie low Indeterminacy of the state 

of the system (the absence of fire)  Is a virtually Indisputable fact. 

However, the continuous Information being provided by this warning de- 

vice Is extremely  Important for the human being.  This flow of Informa- 

tion Is not evaluated In the human mind In the same manner as  Is infor- 

mation used In engineering. 

It has been established that man during a process  of activity un- 

iquely accounts for the stress of a  situation and In order to avoid 

functional excesses"cleanses" the  Incoming Information of secondary 

elements. 

Proceeding from the above.  In our opinion the quantity of Informa- 

tion used by an operator during the control process cannot be deter- 

mined exclusively by the conventional probability method used In engi- 

neering. 

There Is a need to Introduce certain coefficients characterizing 

the value cf the  Incoming Information as well as the ability of the 

operator to perceive this  Information Into the expression for the  Je- 

termlnatlon of the quantity of Information flowing Into the  operator. 

The average quantity of Information In the transmission to and re- 

ceipt by the operator of Information may be expressed by the formula 

where x Is the Input quantity which Is belnr reported, ^ Is the re- 

ceived quantity,  ?Ax)  Is the probability of the quantity x assuming 
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the value of 2 prior to the arrival of the Information,  P^y)  is the 

probability that the received quantity g will acquire the value y. if 

the inconing information is not certain,  PYjL(
x)  is the probability of 

the input quantity after the receipt of the information, A. is the co- 

efficient expressing the value of the information on the quantity x., 

and B1 it the coefficient expressing the  level of perception of the 

information on x^. 

Fig.   2.  Diagram showing the modeling of control processes with inte- 
grated recording of control parameters and electrophysiological  indi- 
cators for the operator.  1) Encephalogram component integrators;  2) 
cps;  3) spectral analyzer;  4) shielded cabin; 3) encephalogram; 6) in- 
strument oanel; 7) computer-Simulator; 8) control-process dynamics re- 
corder;  9; electrophysiological function recorder; 10) amplifier block: 
11) dermogalvanic reaction; 12) control action;  13) electromyogram;  lh) 
correlator, computer to determine quality of assignment execution;  13) 
indicator showing quality of assignment execution;  lb) cardiogram;  17) 
response-reaction recorder; 18) response reactions;  19) experimenter 
units  (assignment unit);  20) disturbing actions; 21) assigned processes. 

The average quantity of information in transmission to the opera- 

tor and his receipt of said information is equal to the difference be- 

tween the entropy of input-quantity distribution (with consideration of 

the value of this information) and the averaged entropy of probability 

distribution for this quantity after receipt of the signal  (with con- 

sideration of the level of perception for the incoming information). 

The magnitude of the value coefficient A. and the perception coef- 
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flclent B.   is determined by a study of the informational processes, 

with consideration of the selected sequence of information input,  its 

value, the efficiency of the  indicators and signaling devices, and the 

distribution of information among the units and analyzer systems. 

A study of the Interaction between the operator and the machine  in 

a closed system of space vehicle control is carried out primarily by 

experiment.   Depending on the problems that have been posed, uniquely 

cybernetic methods are employed  (the simulation of a closed control 

system, the application of information theory), as well as physiologi- 

cal, hygienic, and experimental-psychological methods,  i.e., a wide 

range of methods is used under experimental conditions to permit study 

of the functional potentials and limitations of a human being in his 

interactions with the machine   [vehicle]  during the control process. 

A method  of simulating the control system of a space vehicle was 

employed in the present article which deals with the engineering-psy- 

chological  investigations associated with space  flight.  Modeling made 

possible a  study of the time characteristics  involved in the work  of a 

cosmonaut with instrument equipment and control  levers;  these charac- 

teristics are extremely Important for the efficient design of the  con- 

trol systems  of future space vehicles and to resolve problems associa- 

ted with the proper assembly of instrumentation and the problems deal- 

ing with efficient   indication and warn- ig systems.   Modeling [simulation] 

also made possible  the studying and testing of individual elements  in- 

cluded in the systems of indication, warning [signaling], and manual 

control under dynamic operating conditions, within the  structure  of 

that activity which the cosmonaut carries out under actual cadditions 

[2]. 

Figure 2 shows the general view of a control-process simulation 

diagram with integrated recording of control-process and operator elec- 
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Pig.  3.  Diagram of modeling installation.   1) Operator's work position; 
2) experimentor console;  3) instrument panel and signal board;  4) back- 
up Instrument panel and signaling board; 3) control panel; 6) optical 
orientator; 7) manual-control lever;  8)  instruments and warning devices 
to monitor operator actions; 9) angular-acceleration indicator; 10) 
manual control of instrument readings;  11) view; 12) coranunlcatIons 
system; 13) communications syst3m;14) control unit for modeling instal- 
lation; 15) nonoperation input unit;  16) automatic voice units and fin- 
al control scheme for lever operation;  17) electronic timer;  18) RFK 
camera; 19) oscillograph;  20) optical-electrical mechanical device;  21) 
recording device. 

trophysiological-indicator parameters.  We can see from the diagram that 

the control process  is modeled by means  of a computer simulator from 

which the signals characterizing the condition of the controlled pro- 

cess are transmitted to the signaling and indication system.  The opera- 

tor receives the iiiformation regarding the state of the controlled pro- 

cess« works out control signals, and at the same time alters the con- 

trolled process and its coordinates. 

A recording device is connected to the modeling unit  for purposes 

of recording the dynamics of control.  The motor and speech response re- 

actions are recorded by means of the response-reaction recorder. The 

circuit [diagram] includes s device for the recording of biological 

currents from various sections of the functional systems  of the human 

operator. For purposes of analyzing the encephalogram« a spectrum analy 
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zer is used to isolate from the general encephalogram curves cxhibl tim~ 

various frequencies (rhythms). Integrators provide for the de t e rmina 

tion of the average level of each frequency component of the cnccphalc, 

gram for the selected interval of time. The diagram also shows a quali 

ty-control computer which is used to determine the transient responsez 

on the basis Qf integral limits. 

In investigating the psychophysiological potentials of the ope ra 

tor to control the vehicle"Vostok" we found that the most important 

elements of the modeling installation used in our work were: the ope r a 

tor's cabin, the console of the experimentor, the earth-and-sky appa

rent-image simulator, computers, and programming devices (Fig. 3). Use 

was made of a mock-up of the cabin of the "Vostok" vehicle whose equip

ment differed neither with respect to external appearance nor with r es 

pect to design from the corresponding equipment in the actual cabin. 

The dynamics of the angular shift occurring in vehicle control were 

simulated by i .• eans of electronic models (MNB-1 and IPT-5) and specia l 

units. The motion-picture film projection system provided f or the simu 

lation at one of the portholes of the relative shifting of the image of 

the earth and the stellar sky, as would be observed by a cosmonaut in 

an actual flight. The device simulating the manual control of orienta 

tion makes possible the introduction of change s in the angular posit ions 

of the vehicle by means of a control stick. 

The operational elements of the automatic orientation system, the 

on-board programming installation, the control system, t he vehicle com 

munications system, and the operation of the instrumentation are s imu

lated in the modeling [simulation] installation. 

With the aid of the recording installation (Fig. 4), on the basis 

of the photographic records showing the readings of the electronic tim

er prior to the action of the stimulation and after the response of t he 
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Flg. 4. DLagnui of recording Installation. 1) Panel for recording of 
sequential presentation number; 2) start; 3) N presentation table; 3a) 
clock; 4) stoo; 3) delay circuit; 6) RFK-3 impulse camera; 7)  automatic 
voice unit; 8j of instructor: 9) of operator; 10) delay circuit; 11) in- 
put; 12) switching field; 13J from warning devices; 14) from control- 
lever system; 15) output; 16) circuit for the formation of discrete 
pulses; 17) from warning-device switching field; 18) from control-lever 
system switching field; 19) magnetic-tape recorder; 20) stimulation; 
21) response reaction; 22) order from instructor; 23) or light sigr^.l: 
24) speech response from operator; 23) or motor reaction on the pax-t of 
the operator. 

operator, the readings of the instruments, the active signals and the 

positions of the control levers, as well as on the basis of the speech 

interrogation of the test subject as recorded on magnetic tape, pro- 

vides s possibility for rendering Judgement regarding the time and ac- 

curacy with which the motor and sensory actions of the operator have 

been carried out. The movement of the control handle is recorded on the 

oscillograph [3]. 

The Investigation of the closed "human being-ma chine" system must 

be carried out not only on the basis of quantitative and qualitative 

characteristics of the control process, but also on the basis of the 

electrophysiological indicators of the operator [4]. The electrophysio- 

logical indicators of the operator recorded during the control process 
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make it possible to establish the difference between the systems which, 

on the basis of initial external indications, seem to be identical. 

Thus with identical output results for quality control from two Systeme 

of the same designation, the magnitude of the bioelectrical activity of 

high-frequency rhythms in an encephalogram recorded during the control 

process as the operator was working with a system that is more "diffi- 

cult" for a human being increases in comparison with the corresponding 

bioelectrical activity of the encephalogram for ar operator working 

with an "easier" system. Thus, In order to evaluate the manual and sem- 

i-automatic control systems, we must use the indicators of the control- 

process dynamics (the transient functions, their nature, the time of 

the transient response, the integral limits of the transient responses), 

errors in steady Induced regimes, the expenditure of energy on control, 

the quantity of Incorrect actions on the part of the operator, the time 

characteristics of his operational activity (the latent period of res- 

ponse reactions, the time required for the completion of given opera- 

tions), emotional stress, determined on the basis of operator reactions 

and the data of the Integrated recording of electrophysiological indica- 

tors (the electroencephalogram, dermogalvanic reactions, from the elec- 

myogram, the electrocardiogram, the respiration rate), as well as th. 

formation of a habit. 

There arises the problem of working out a generalized criterion 

for the evaluation of the various control systems, said criterion to 

account both for the indicators of control dynamics and the psychophysl- 

ological stress of the cosmonaut as he executes his control actions. 

The total entropy of the physiological indicators of the operator and 

the deviations of the controlled quantities from the given values can 

be used as such a generalized criterion, since some degree of indeter- 

minacy is inherent in the closed "human being-machine" system, constant- 
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ly under the influence of disturbing factors. 

For a quantitative evaluation of the Systeme In accordance with 

this generalized criterion# based on total entropy, a large quantity 

of Inforaation must be processed. Therefore, the application of this 

criterion calls for extensive utilization of digital computer techniques. 

The development of space-vehicle control systems Including an oper- 

ator must be carried out with consideration of the psychophyslological 

potentials and functional limitations of the human being. The charac- 

teristics of the indication Installations must be coordinates with the 

featurea in the operation of the perception apparatus, while the char- 

acteristics of the control units must be coordinates with the features 

Involved in the motor apparatus of the human being. 

The execution of the applied problems In space flight depends in 

great measure on the proper consideration of the functional potentials 

and capacities of the human being and the efficient [rational] distrib- 

ution of functions among the members of the crew and the space-vehicle 

control systems, since a decisive factor limiting the potentials of the 

human being is the pronounced divergence between the rate of human re- 

action and the dynamic characteristics of an automatic system. 

In the development of space-vehicle control systems including a 

hunan link, it is absolutely necessary to recall, on the one hand, the 

great plasticity of the nervous system, permitting adaptation to chang- 

ing conditions of the medium, and on the other hand, to recall that 

there are limitations to Individual psychophyslological human functions. 

For the sensory functions these limitations are defined by the thresh- 

olds of absolute and relative sensitivity, ss well as by the maximum de- 

gree of attentiveness (the simultaneous perception of 3-7 Isolated ob- 

jects). It should be borne in mind in this case that subliminal uncon- 

scious signals affect the percept ioi of inf onset ion by the operator 
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[4-6]. 

Our work demonstrates that in various cases the time of Informa- 

tion perception from a given instrument and its evaluation amounts to 

0.28-0.8 second.     The maximum reaction time, however,  to signals ap- 

pearing in rapid succession comes to about 0.23 second    in the case  of 

intervals of 0.57 to 2.91 second    bet\ oen signals, wltn the limit In- 

terval between signals within which an adequate reaction is possible 

coming    to no more than 0.5 second.  A number of experimental projects 

have been carried out in connection with the potentials of a cosmonaut 

to execute various types of activity during flight.  Thus during the 

process of determining the potentials of visual control  in the meeting 

of space vehicles.   It was  determined that the acuity  of visual deter- 

mination of angular magnitudes by the operator in calculating the speed 

and range of the approaching object came to 3*5*$ and the resolving 

power with respect to angular velocity in the case of an observation 

period of 10 seconds amounted to 0.35 angular minutes per second  [7]. 

The efficiency with which a human being utilizes levers and tools un- 

der conditions  in which there is no xoss  of energy and in which there 

is no friction changes  radically in the  case  of weightlessness.  This Is 

borne  out by experiments  carried out with minimum friction   (the  frl«. 

tlon coefficient  0.0015)  for the support carrying the test subject. 

With insignificant  friction It was virtually  impossible  to move a lever 

"toward"  or "away"  from oneself.   Maximum pressure was required  in order 

to shift the lever,  simultaneously maintaining the test  subject  In a 

stable position.   The effectiveness  of the pressure applied by the opera- 

tor in comparison with the effectiveness  of the pressures applied by L 

human being working under conventional  conditions changed sharply.  Thus 

the effectiveness  of the pressure was lower by a factor of 27 in the 

case of movement toward, and lower by a factor of 18 in the case of 
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movement away fron oneself, and lower by a factor of 3 in the case of 

rotary movements.  The nugnltude of the pressure on compression and ex- 

tension with both hands showed no significant change  [8]. Under condi- 

tions of reduced gravity, the muscular strength of the hand is reduced 

in the execution of motor reactions. Thus at an initial level of 43-60 

kg the strength of the hand in 87£ of all cases is reduced by 4-16 kg, 

and there i& an impairment in Ue indi  »tors produced in a study of 

glv.r. muscular stresses, which could lead to an impairment in the pre- 

cision with which movement is accomplished.   In working with control 

levers designed for a force  of 730g,  the accuracy with which the  opera- 

tor's reisculai   exertions are determined can be significantly impaired. 

To protect the cosmonaut against unfavorable effects of weightlessness, 

we can employ artificlel gravity.  However, in setting up artificial 

gravity it is necessary to take into consideratioh the negative effects 

exerted on a human being by the Coriolls acceleration and the change in 

the magnitude of the artificial gravity. 

To determine the possibility of controlling a spacecraft, we 

studied the retention and precision of movement in various Joints at 

accelerations fron k to 13 units  [9]*  It has been established that with 

accelerations greater than 6 units, mobility in the large joints of the 

arms and legs is Impossible.  The hand and fingers retain sufficient mo- 

bility at accelerations of 8 units.  At accelerations below 13 units, 

the test subject may execute certain movements in the wrist and finger 

Joints, but mobility in the  Joints  is significantly reduced.  The poten- 

tials of the operator with regard to control in the case of accelera- 

tion may be improved by means of regulated training procedures, the ap- 

plication of various facilities to elevate the ability of the organism 

to withstand the effect of acceleration, and these improvements can al- 

so be achieved through efficient design of the manual-control circuit. 
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Results obtained during the flights of our cosmonauts have shown 

that under space-flight conditions lasting up to 5 days the motor pat- 

terns and ability to function experience no significant change. Experi- 

mental investigations directed at a study of individual aspects of thin 

problem made possible the obtaining of the data discusseJ below. 

In developing the problems of engineering psychology in cosmonau- 

tics during the first flights of vehicles of the "Vcstok" type it was 

necessary to take into consideration the foDlowing features of cosmo- 

naut work. 

1) Total automation of vehicle control processes. The cosmonaut 

was responsible only for functions of control in connection with the 

radiocommunications system and the monitoring of the other systems; In 

individual cases, he can execute manual control of vehicle orientation. 

2) The specificity of orientation-control dynamics, consisting In 

the fact that the reaction of the space vehicle to control actions Is 

comparatively slow. 

The experimental study of operations carried out by a cosmonaut 

during work shows that during the normal flight of a vehicle of the 

"Vostok" type all actions of the cosmonaut Involving the instrumenta- 

tion are accomplished within the time available. As a matter of fact, 

there is even some "surplus" of time. In neither ca^e does the time 

required to read off the Instrument readings limit the execution of 

these operations. For purposes of determining geographic coordinates 

on the basis of materials provided by investigation no more than 7.7 

seconds are required. To determine the numerical value of one of the 

parameters characterizing the state of the medium in the cabin (temper- 

ature, oxygen content, carbon-dioxide content, etc.) from 2.2 to 3.1 

seconds are needed (depending on the type of Instrument face and its 

position on the instrument panel). The time required for the perception 
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of light algnals ranges fron 0.8 to 1.2 seconds, depending on the color 

and light characteriatica of the aignal and ita poaitlcn on the signal 

panel. We know that the proper assenbly of a gauge group improves 

conditions of inatrunent-reading perception. The inatrunenta used aboard 

space vehicles «ist be aasembled into groups having a ccomon functional 

purpose. The problem of external diatinctlr.i between instruments is 

closely aaaociated with grouping, alnoe external distinction is a aig- 

nal indicator oonaiderably facilitating the "search" for an instrument 

on the inatruaant panel and for the perception of its readings. This 

difference can be schleved by varying the shapes of the instruments, 

their dinenaions, and primarily by altering the inatrument faces (the 

shape and color of the dials, the position of the scales, the shape and 

color of the needles, etc.). Prom thia standpoint it is quite advanta- 

geous for the Instruments to differ with respect to one another in 

terms of read-off device. Indication conditions can be considerably im- 

proved by combining Into a single group the Indicators of tape and pro- 

file mremonlc ayatema, aa well aa thoae executed in the form of a coun- 

ter. 

Our inveatigationa have ahown that the conditions of perception 

are not Identical with combined three-needle indicators. The situation 

is decidedly better In the perception of readings from scales positioned 

in the upper part of the inatrument than if the acalea are situated at 

the aide. Therefore, In combined instruments it is best to position the 

indicators of the most Important parameters at the top. 

It has been ahown experimentally that upon application of 3-6 Sig- 

nale to a single aignal group, the attention effect of the other Sig- 

nale dlmlnlahea. The lighting of an emergency or particularly important 

aignal against a background of many similar signals may produce a de- 

layed reaction on the part of the coamonaut. Therefore, in constructing 
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the  signaling [warning]  systems for space vehicles# where a great quan- 

tity of such signaling devices  Is required,  it is best to position 

these signals in individual panels separated by function. 

To improve the efficiency and reliability of the warning system, 

the attraction properties of these signals must be raised.   In particu- 

lar,  to improve the attraction of emergency and warning signals, they 

must be executed so as to flash at the onset of their operation, with 

transition to continuous burning after the response reaction of the 

cosmonaut.  All signals requiring immediate response should be backed up 

by means of sound signals.  All critical parameters must be signaled 

[indicated] with light  or sound signals. 

We know that achromatic paint,  offering the greatest contrast, 

provides the best conditions of legibility.  Achromatic paint is widely 

used in aviation where  it has proved itself,  since flight proceeds un- 

der conditions  of a considerable  lack of time.  The  situation is differ- 

ent  in space flight, where the  operational duties are  completed within 

the available time, but the duration of a space flight differs from 

that  of a flight in an aircraft.   A space  flight may last from several 

days to several months and even years.   In a prolonged flight the inter- 

ior of the cabin assumes particular significance for a human being.  The 

cabin under such conditions serves the cosmonaut not  only as his work 

station and laboratory, but as his sleeping quarters as well.  The cos- 

monaut is therefore not indifferent to the  interior appointment of the 

cabin and all of the equipment within.  A cabin that provides no con- 

trast and instruments and control  levers  that are roughly made and not 

pleasing to the eye will not enhance the maintenance  of high nervous- 

system tonus and even,  quite the  opposite,  can produce a state of irri- 

tation in the cosmonaut and impair his ability to work.   Space-vehicle 

cabins and their equipment must therefore be painted in a manner which 
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takes into consideration the conditions of the flight and the nature of 

the artificial and natural lighting. The instruments and levers must be 

fabricated so that they satisfy high artistic and aesthetic require- 

ments. The instrument panels and the control consoles, as well as the 

instruments themselves# must be painted in light pleasing shades which 

harmonise with the color of the cabin. As an exception we can cite the 

instruments intended for indication of parameters of vital significance. 

The faces of these instruments, intended to provide exact and rap- 

id readings« are best painted in shades providing the greatest contrast 

(black-white). 

In our examination of the problems associated with the assembly of 

a spaoe-vehicle cabin we should take note of the fact that the aesthe- 

tic and artistic approach should be extended in equal measure to the 

control units, i.e., the buttons, switches, etc. From this standpoint, 

the most appropriate shape for the control levers Is the keyboard which 

in recent times has gained widespread acceptance in the assembly of 

control positions. These are not only pleasing in shape, but exhibit a 

number of advantages associated with convenience of use. The keyboard 

provides for the more compact distribution of the control units, and it 

is convenient to identify them; the "on-off" positions are easily visi- 

ble on the console and are convenient when working with gloves. 

In the development of space-vehicle instrumentation the instrument 

making experience accumulated by engineering psychology was used to 

some extent in various branches of industry and particularly in the 

aviation industry. However, the specific conditions of flight in space 

vehicles impose unique requirements on the monitoring-measuring instru- 

ments. The means of adapting the information systems to effective stim- 

ulation by meana of an analyser, to the rapid and exact evaluation of 

information and, consequently, to the execution of assignments with re- 
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gard to control aboard an aircraft and a apace vehicle are both similar 

and different.  A apace flight in terms of its characteristics is sharp- 

ly delineated into phases  (stages).  In this connection, unlike the 

flight in an aircraft, the individual phases   (stages) such as, for ex- 

ample, an orbital flight, may proceed over an extremely prolonged per- 

iod of time, while entry into and descent from an orbit to the earth 

takes but a comparatively short period of time.  The nature of space 

flight is such that there is no need for the cosmonaut to receive in- 

formation from all or from most of his Instruments simultaneously;  to 

the contrary.  In each stage he uses but a limited number of instruments. 

During the orbital-flight stage he has no need to refer to those  In- 

struments designed for either launch or landing.   Ohly on rare occasions 

will he have to refer to those Instrument complexes required for the 

linking of space vehicles with space stations.  As a result, in order to 

facilitate the work of the cosmonaut,  information must be supplied  In 

stages.  This principle    obviously is most easily realized If the space- 

vehicle indication systems make extensive use  of indicators operating 

with electron-beam tubes. 

Let us dwell briefly on the results of comparative Invest1- 

gaticns of a number of manual vehicle-orientation control systems.  Tlv 

principles employed in the evaluation of systems have been described 

above and were used in an investigation of the systems of manual angu- 

lar vehicle-motion control with a relay control  law, where the angular 

velocity of object motion attained a certain  (constant) velocity upon 

appearance of a control signal.  The specificity of the transient res- 

ponse to control of the object's angular motion Included Its duration 

and the absence of any natural damping. A three-channel contact control 

key and a special keyboard console were experimentally compared. 

The experiments showed that prolonged depression of a key at a 
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cer·:;ain angle calla for concentrated attention on the part of the oper

ator to maintain the key in the required position. Prolonged concentra

tion of attention on the maintenance of the key hinders the accomplish

ment of the required monitoring of instrument information and warning 

signals. s a result of fatigue in the hand and a reduction in the at

tention devoted to the maintenance of the key in the required position 

leads to involuntary shutting off and erroneous switching on of control 

channels. The angular~otion control process has been changed radically 

through resort to the keyboard console. The average values of the par

amet,~rs characterizing the work of an operator handling these control 

units are presented 1n the table. 

1 

4 C,...aa .,... ~ • oraoanuwaa 
..-._u {110 .... a:a c: ._.. ...... ,.,.. 
-·) 1,35 1,17 

5 ,.,..,, ....... ~ OID6a JR~ 
aero ... -••· • ~ 5.117 3.37 

6 C,. ..... ~ .......... a 7c:.ll01t111D OJIDIT ... X 15 ,4 II ,9 
7 ~ ...... ,. o lk'IJIIIIZ ,..acaad ao 

,.,.._ • .,....cc:e o..-oro JIIIIILI• o,. ... 
ftiiJJII 3 '00 0 '05 

8 C,..... .,.... c:'llinDbll• o.-oro ITIT.IIIIIIIIlTO· 
pa a .,.,...ec:e JiiPUoHD.. a tell. 3 , 14 3 , 05 

1) Parameter designation; 2) key control; 3) keyboard-console crJntrol ; 
4) average time for orientation in relative units (in comparisr.n with 
ideal control); 5) average value of generalized error in angular posi
tion, in degrees; 6) average expenditure of energy, in conventional 
units; 7) average number of erroneous actions with respect to control 
during the process of a single orientation cycle; 8) average time re
quired to read off a single indicator during the control process, 1u 
sec. 

Prom the table we can see the advantages of controlling orienta-

tion by means of a keyboard console ov~r control accomplished by means 

ot a three-channel contact key. In the first control case the average 

time for orientation under identical initial conditions is shorter, the 

expenditure of energy on the execution of a given control problem is 

reduced, there is a significant reduction in the average number of e r 

roneous orientation actions, and it is easier to train the skill of 
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ccntrolllng the System. Moreover, the use of a keyboard console makes 

It possible to raise the operator's range of scanning, to distribute 

his attention more effectively, and at the same time to reduce the 

average time required to perceive Instrument readings during the pro- 

cess of executing a control action, and It also makes It possible for 

the operator to be distracted for a short time (In the case of need) 

for some other activity (for example, to operate the radio key, etc. )• 

Data from the Integrated recording of electrophyslologlcal indlca 

tors also show that operators executing control by means of a keyboard 

console worked under more favorable conditions. 

S.Q. Mel'nlk and Yu.A. Pozanov worked together with us on an ex- 

perimental project on the possibility of determining the direction of 

"movement" of objects on the ground through a porthole relative to the 

heading line when these objects were moving at low velocities. 

et 
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Pig. 5. The time required 
to perceive a deviation 
with respect to the angle 
of yaw as a function of 
the angular velocity of 
object "movement." 1) sec; 
2) deg/sec. 

Fig. 6. The time required to 
perceive deviations with res- 
pect to the angle of yaw as a 
function of Its magnitude. 1) 
a) - 0.32 deg/sec; 2) a> - 0.95 
deg/sec; A) sec. 

The time required to perceive deviations with respect to yaw as a 

function of the angular velocity of object motion Is presented In Fig. 

5. 

The curve shows that with an Increase In the velocity of motion 
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on the part of points of reference on the ground, the tine required to 

perceive the direction of motion is reduced. 

Figure 6 shows the tine required to perceive a deviation with res- 

pect to the angle of yaw as a function of the magnitude of this devia- 

tion at various angular velocities of object movement within the instru- 

ment's field of view. 

The curve shows that with an increase in the angle of yaw the per- 

ception time is reduced, since with an Increase in the angle between 

the direction of object movement and the longitudinal line of the 

grid, given the same velocity of motion, the velocity component perpen- 

dicular to the heading line increases and movement distinguishable by 

eye Is accumulated within a shorter period of time. Experiments also 

showed that without limitation of the observation time the accuracy of 

perceiving the direction of object motion parallel to the heading line 

is virtually Independent of the velocity of object motion. The mean er- 

ror in the determination of the direction of object movement relative 

to the heading line does not exceed 1°. The error in the determination 

of the angle of yaw with a reduction in the velocity of motion at the 

surface of the earth will increase if not enough time is available. 

After the initial manned space flights we can assume that a 

trained cosmonaut is capable of functioning adequately during a flight 

in unanticipated and emergency situations, to control the space vehicle, 

to repair the apaoe-vehicle systems (in the case of an emergency), to 

carry out various measurements and computations, including those not 

covered in the program. It la true, and this should be stressed, that 

all of this la still in need of thorough study and refinement during 

the course of the forthcoming manned flights into outer space. 

For the auoceasful completion of the assignments confronting a 

cosmonaut In flight, thorough training of the vehicle's crew on the 
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ground Is required. 

The development of the required skills calls for the utilization 

of training systems.   These training facilities vary greatly  ia term^  of 

designation and their significance In the  system of cosmonaut training 

and structural execution.   In this connection,  it would be a good idea 

to present an approximate description  of the training-facility 

system required for the  training of space-vehicle crews. 

Depending on the type and nature  of cosmonaut training,  all train- 

ing facilities can be divided into two basic groups:  trainers and 

training facilities designed to condition  ehe organism of the  cosmonaut 

to the conditions of space  flight;  training facilities to develop the 

skills  of the cosmonauts with respect to vehicle and vehicle-system 

control. 

In addition, we can have combined training facilities  in which the 

cosmonauts are trained to perform their activities aboard the space 

vehicle with skill, while at the same time conditioning the  cosmonauts' 

organisms to the extreme conditions of cosmic flight.  The  first group 

might  Include trainers and facilities  for physical and special  training, 

as well as training devices designed to simulate the ambient medium and 

conditions of space  flight.  Below we will dwell in greater detail only 

on the  second group which includes the training facilities designed to 

develop the professional skills required for vehicle and vehicle-system 

control.  Depending on the effect on the human organism exerted by the 

factors of motion,  these training facilities may be of the dynamic or 

of the static variety.   Dynamic training facilities Involve devices  in 

which the cabin or work position of the operator being trained moves in 

conjunction with the modeled dynamics  of the vehicle.  Thus In dynamic 

training devices the human organism Is acted upon by angular velocities 

and angular and linear acceleration.  In static training Installations 
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the cabin is in a fixed position. 

Depending on the volume of the systems being modeled, and also 

depending on the stages of the flight and the problems being simulated, 

the training facilities designed to develop professional skills on the 

part of the cosmonauts may be designated as universal. Integrated, spe- 

cialized, or functional. 

The universal trainer is a unified multipurpose facility designed 

to train crews for various types of space vehicles. It is an extremely 

complex installation whose characteristics can be altered and adjusted 

in accordance with the characteristics of various projected or existing 

space vehicles. 

The integrated trainer is designed to provide for the training of 

all members of a crew in activities aboard a specific type of space 

vehicle during all stages of flight. 

Proceeding from contemporary concepts of possible types of space 

vehicles and the need for the training of cosmonauts as thoroughly as 

possible, provision should be made for the following types of integra- 

ted trainers: for the crew of an interplanetary vehicle, for the crew of 

a space station, for the crews of satellite vehicles, and for the crews 

of astroplanes. 

The specialized trainer is one intended for the development of 

skills in a wide range of specific operations required to carry out 

special aasignments in a forthcoming space flight. In the specialized 

trainers the numbers of tho crew must develop the skills to use certain 

of the systems designed to solve one or more flight problems. 

The functional trainer is intended for the development of skills 

in connection with operations of a single type of activity or to train 

in such individual human functions as concentration, alertness, etc. 

This trainer requires no precise modeling of any specific system with 
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which the operator in called upon to work.  The trainer must simulate 

only that which Is required to elevate the functional capacity of the 

human being for the given type  of activity. 

In connection with the fact that without corresponding reinforce- 

ment,  certain of the operator acquired skills may be lost.   In addition 

to the above-Indicated training facflltles,  specialized on-board train- 

ers are required and these should be designed to maintain the required 

skills of the  cosmonauts to carry  out vital operations In the case of 

a prolonged space flight.  These trainers may Include,  for example, a 

unit  designed to train  In landing on the earth or on planets, a unit  to 

train In rendezvous with space stations,  etc.  The development and pro- 

duction of universal trainers at the present time Is hardly expedient. 

The problem here lies  In the fact that the assignments which must be 

carried out aboard space  veMcles  of various types, and the character- 

istics of the control element, are extremely varied.  The reproduction 

of the characteristics  of the various control elements, changing over a 

wide  range, and the simulation of the  operation of all space-vehicle 

systems would make the  universal  trainer cumbersome,  expensive, and 

highly Inefficient.  Moreover, with the subsequent conquest  of space, 

the number of various vehicles will  Increase and the training capacity 

of the universal trainer will not  satisfy the requirements of training 

the c^ews for the various types of space vehicles. 

Our analysis leads to the conclusion that trainers for the devel- 

opment of professional skills In the work performed by members of crews 

must be constructed In accordance with the designation of each space 

vehicle and In accordance with the  features of cosmonaut activity 

aboard the corresponding type of vehicle. 

For thorough cosmonaut training, as well as for purposes of scien- 

tific and research projects directed at the  study of efficient methods 
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of indication and signaling, at the study of manual and semi-automatic 

control syatema« and the aasembly of apace-vehicle equipment, we aiust 

have three types of trainers: integrated, specialised, and functional. 

This would provide for efficient training of an individual for profes- 

sional activity under conditions of space flight. 

In this work we have dwelt only on certain general problems of en- 

gineering psychology which, as the schedules for the conquest of outer 

space are expanded and as the control systems and the vehicle equipment 

with which a cosmonaut will have to work in flight become more complex, 

will be called upon to resolve an ever-increasing range of problems as- 

sociated with the development of space-vehicle systems. 

The first results in the area of engineering psychology in cosmo- 

naut ica offer the hope that the methods of engineering psychology and 

the meaningful work of psychologists, doctors, engineers, designers, 

and the cosmonauts themselves will aid in attaining more effective so- 

lutions to the problems of interaction between operator and machine in 

such a complex biomechanlcal system of control as a piloted space veh- 

icle. 
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UDK 629.i98.6l 

RBAOTIVITY STATE OF ANIMAL ORGANISM AFTER SUBJECTION 

TO CERTAIN SPACB-FLKHT FACTORS 

V.V. Antlpov, V.l. Davydov, E.F. Panchenkova, 

P.P. Saksonov and O.A. Chernov 

Data are given on the changes In the reactivity of animals to phys- 
ical exertion following subjection to g-forces, the combined action of 
acceleration and x-Irradiation, and Irradlav on by 120-Mev protons. The 
shifts detected Indicate a persistent change In the stability to physi- 

cal load following subjection to acceleration. Ionizing radiation and 

combinations of these factors. The change In the tolerance of centrlfug- 
ed animals to physical load correlates with ceruloplasmln shifts In the 

blood 

The problem of the reactivity of an organism under flight condi- 

tions has acquired great practical Importance in connection with man's 

successful mastery of outer space. 

In evaluating the reaction of an organism during flight to one or 

another faotoi, It Is necessary to take Its functional state Into ac- 

count, and this depends on many characteristics of the flight and pri- 

marily on its duration and the type of orbit. Thus, for example, as the 

flight time Increases, the Importance of the vibrations and accelera- 

tions that arise during launching of the vehicle decreases, and the Im- 

portance of such factors as weightlessness, cosmic radiation, etc., In- 

creases. 

It Is quite obvious that under actual space-conditions, the widest 

Imaginable variety of combinations In the action of the factors Is pos- 
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slble - as regards force, duration and sequence - and that this makes 

It difficult to analyze the mechanisms and predict the over-all effect. 

On the other hand,  knowledge of possible deviations  In the organism's 

reactions under these conditions  Is necessary for elaboration and use 

of various methods for protecting It from the Injurious effects of 

space flight. 

Despite the fact that certain advances have already been scored In 

this field, many problems of reactivity In cosmic bloloby and medicine 

still require solution.  This applies  In particular to study of the or- 

ganism's functional state.  Its tolerance for various factors In the 

external environment after being subject to transverse acceleration, 

corpuscular radiation,  weightlessness and the like.   Investigation of 

the organism's reactions when dynamic factors of space flight and Ioni- 

zing radiation act  In concert Is of great practical interest. 

A number of papers have been devoted to study of the organism's re- 

activity after subjection to acceleration [1,  2], 

Another Important factor In space flight Is cosmic radiation - one 

of the principal obstacles to the  conquest of outer space  [3,  4],   To a 

considerable degree,  the cosmic radiation consists of high-energy pro- 

tons generated by solar chrcmospherlc layers; these particles are also 

found In the composition of the outer and Inner radiation belts.  This 

enhances substantially the possibility of radiation Injury In space 

flights of long duration. 

Numerous studies Indicate that the reactivity of animals after 7- 

and x-Irradiation,  during the phase of acu t e radiation sickness,  var- 

ies quite substantially.  Definite Interest attaches to study of the or- 

ganism's reactivity after the manifest  clinical symptoms of acute radia- 

tion sickness have disappeared,  with the object of obtaining a basis 

for evaluating the degree to which the disturbed functions have been re- 
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stored. It is known that proton Irradiation produces more persistent 

irreversible changes in certain organs and tissues and results in a 

greater maiber of cases (as coapared with >• and »-irradiation) of mal- 

ignant neoplassM as a remote aftereffect [5]« 

The present study has resolved some of the problems outlined above: 

the resistance of the organism was studied after subjection to acceler- 

ations, bembarässnt with high-energy protons and the ccmbined action of 

acceleration and ionising radiation. An attempt was also made to unveil 

some of the mechanisms behind the organism's tolerance changes as an 

effect of transverse accelerations. The functional state of the organ- 

ism after acceleration and exposure to ionizing radiation was evaluated 

by applying a physical load: the animals were made to swim until they 

perished. Application jf such an extraordinary load makes it possible 

to bring out more fully the state of the organism's compensatory mechan- 

isms after subjection to the space-flight factors under study. 

NBIHOD 

Experiments were performed on 700 nonlineal mice and 80 rats. 

A study of the animals' tolerance to physical exertion following 

acceleration was made in the first series of experiments, m one case 

the mice were investigated 13 minutes after subjection to acceleration, 

and then 1, 2 and 4 hours and 1, 3 and 7 days rfter a single dose of 

acceleration (8 g, 20 min in the yentrodorsal direction). In another 

case the animals were subjected to three acceleration treatments at 

weekly intervals and given the physical-exert ion test 4 hours after the 

last centrifuging. 

The experiments of the second series were perfoxmed on male rats 

following irradiation with 120 Nev protons in a dose of 700-830 or 1400- 

1770 red at a dose rate of 60 + 10 rad/ain. The animals were proton-bom- 

barded in the pulsed beam of the OIYal synchrocyclotron (located at 
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Dubno) with a flux density of 10-109 protons per cm2'sec"1.  There were 

100 pulses per second,  each lasting 200-400 M-sec.  The proton energies 

were reduced to 120 Mev by use of polyethylene blocks 1.5 m thick,   sup- 

plemented by ^ cm of lead.  The  flux Intensity and the proton dose were 

deter. Ined from the activity Induced In carbon Indicators. 

Animals of this series were tested for tolerance to physical load 

40 days after Irradiation, and then the weights of the spleen and left 

suprarenal glands were detennlned. 

In a third series of experiments, we studied the tolerance of the 

mice for physical exertion after combined subjection to acceleration and 

x-Irradiation.  The animals were subjected to a g-force  (8 g for 15 mln) 

4 hours before  Irradiation In doses of 400 and 700 r.  The Irradiation 

conditions were as follows:  180 kv,   10 ma,  Al-1.0 nm,  Cu 0.3 nm,  dose 

rate 13 rAiln.   Also detennlned for the mice that had been subjected to 

acceleration were the ceruloplasmln activity In the blood serum,  uclng 

R.  Henry's method  [6], and the biological activity of whole blood after 

preliminary hemolysls of the erythrocytes with distilled water and pre- 

cipitation of  the blood proteins with hydrated zinc oxide  (NaOH - ZnSO.). 

The supernatant  liquid was tested for serotonin creatinlne sulfate  on 

a section of rat  large intestine. 

The physical-exertion te t  imposed on the animals was that of al- 

lowing them to swim until they perished.  The water temperature In the 

swlnming tub was  19-20°.   In view of the seasonal differences in the  tol- 

erance of the animals to various environmental factors,  each experimen- 

tal group had its own control. 

The experimental data obtained were prDcessed by the Lltchfleld 

probit analysis method  [7l,  with det »nnlnation of the average effective 

swimming time  (ET^  of the experimental animals.  The statistical pro- 

cessing given other Indicators amounted to detennlnation of the arithme- 
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tie mean and the root-mean-square error. 

HBUI/PS AMD DISCUSSION 

The results of the flrst-aerlea experiments are assembled In Ta- 

bles 1 and 2. As trill be seen from Table 1, the tolerance of the mice 

(males and females) to physical exertion varies as follows between var- 

ious points In time after subjection to g-forces. At first (13 minutes 

after acceleration), the tolerance of the experimental animals shows 

no differences from that of the control; 1-2 hours after the accelera- 

tion, the n~0 increases (P < 0.05), but it has dropped sharply 4 hours 

after the acceleration (P < 0.03). On the 7th day after centrlfuging, 

there was a definite increase in the tolerance of the mice to physical 

load. The data obtained represent testimony to the effect that the func- 

tional chances occurring during acceleration last for a very long time. 

TABLE 1 
Average Time before Death of 30^ of 
Nice TKTCQ) During Physical Exertion 

Following Acceleration 

T 

tJMi 

15 i 
7 

13 
rs*i<i 

12 i «t 
7«i 

23 170 
M ISO 
n 21 
M ISO 
M 114 
24 l<0 
M 154 
M mi 
M -21 
M mi 
M mi 
M i» 
M •M 

81494-194 
1424-172 
19* 23 

S 20*187 
96*137 
147*174 
145*164 

17*14 
l9S*2Ii 
194*217 
«4-172 

7l 

137« 

I) Date of experiment; 2) time between acceleration and test; 3) number 
of animals; 4] Ben, ■ln' 3) confidence limits (min) with P - 0.03; 6) 
24 January 1962; ^7) control; 8) 149 to 194; 9J 15 min; 10) 4 hours; 
II) 24 hours; 12) 1 hour; 13) 2 hours; 14) on 3rd day; 13) 7th day. 

The changes observed following acceleration can be related to shifts 

in the activity of certain biological active compounds in the blood. 
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Vhem 

Flg.   1.   Comparative data 
on variation of cerulo- 
plasmln activity (1),  bi- 
ological activity of 
blood  (2), and mean ef- 
fective swimming time  (3) 
after acceleration.  A) ^ 
with reference to control; 
B) hours;  C) days; D) af- 
ter disturbance. 

of this reaction has made It 

Juxtaposition of the curves In Pig.   1  In- 

dicates that the general direction taken 

by the changes  Is quite unlfoiro.   The  cor- 

relation between these three Indices  Is 

most distinctly manifest on the  5th to 

7th days after acceleration: with In- 

creasing ceruloplasmln and biological ac- 

tivity of the blood,  the tolerance of 

the centrlfuged mice to physical exer- 

tion Increases.  The literature contains 

references to the effect that  ceruloplas- 

mln Increases  In the plasma under vari- 

ous stress-type disturbances and  In many 

pathological states.  The universal nature 

possible to conclude that ceruloplasmln Is 

TABLE 2 

Seasonal Changes In Tolerances of Mice 
to Physical Exertion K  Hours after 

Acceleration 

1 
Aan 

2 
rprnm enomm- KTm. 

AoMpvrMk- 
mmrpm*m*M 

6 7 ■   --8-- 
24.01 62 KoNTpOJIMMa 23 170 149^194 

OnuTM«   9 23 21 19-1.23 
80.01 62 V    KoMTpMMUa 24 880 240^-325 

OnuTMN   9 24 20 17-1-24 
2.08.62 KoarpMMMii 24 130 98-e|72 
6.02.62 /   KoarpoJikM«« 24 806 193-^21« 
7.02.62 KmrrpMuiaa 24 IS4 166^204 

OniTMa   9 24 190 179-^220 
12.08.64 7 KoHrpojuua 16 03 73-HI9 

•          _ 10 36 24+59 
_    OBUTM«   9 10 71 411-109 

••01.62 7 KoarpiMMua IS 21 iS*2i 
Y     OauTMa   9 15 41 26-^9 

80 34 23+61 

aÄT^srr 80 64 46+96 
».03.64 30 II •♦1« 

1) Date of experiment; 2) group; 3) number of animals; 4) ETCQ, mln; 3) 
confidence limits (mln) with P - 0.05; 6) 24 January 1962; 7) control; 8) 
149 to 194; 9) experimental; 10) experimental (three accelerations). 
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an adaptation enzyme [8, 9]* It Is also interesting to note that in hu- 

mane in a state of heightened activity, awareness, excitement and sleep- 

lessness, the copper content in the blood rises (the basic portion - 

96%-  of the copper in the blood is bound in ceruloplasmin) and, con- 

versely, the blood copper content drops in states of drowsiness and re- 

laxation [9]« It would appear that there is something in ccmnon in the 

mechanisms (moat probably neuroendocrine) behind the rise in ceruloplas- 

min, the biological activity of the blood and the physical tolerance of 

the centrlfuged mice. The nonunifom reactivity that we observed in the 

animals after acceleration in various months of the year (January, Feb- 

ruary, March) indicates that the neuroendocrine system is involved to 

some degree (Table 2). 

Thus, we established that the tolerance of the control animals for 

physical exertion is quite substantially different for different times 

of the year: in March, the KTCQ waB reliably lower than the figures ob- 

tained in January and at the beginning of February (Table 2, Fig. 2). 

Figure 2 presents results that indicate changes in the physical toler- 

ance of mice 4 hours after acceleration. Our attention is drawn to the 

opposite directions taken by the changes in the physical stability of 

the control and experimental mice in January and March. It is also known 

from literature sources that readjustment of the hypothalamo-hypophyseal- 

endocrine system takes place on seasonal changes in the environment [10]. 

Thus, we observe a perverted response of the hypothalamo-hypophy seal sys- 

tem in response to adequate environmental stimuli in animals that have 

been subjected to ionizing radiation [11, 12]. 

The results of the second series of experiments are presented in 

Table 3. In all groups in which the animals were subjected to proton ir- 

radiation, the swianing BTCQ of the animals was shorter than that of the 

control group. For irradiation in a dose of 1400-1770 rad, the ETCQ was 
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Flg. 2. Seasonal changes In tolerance for physical load 4 hours after 
acceleration. 1) Control of 24 January 1962 taken as 100%;  2) own con- 
trol group taken as 100& shaded zone Indicates reliable control Inter- 
val {%)  with P - 0.05. A) Date of experiment; B) 30 March. 

TABLE 3 

Average Swlmmln« Tine and Weight of Spleen and Su- 
prarenal Qland  (Left) In Rats 40 Days after Irradi- 

ation with 120-Mev Protons 

• * " I   ' 

ttm. 

.§. 
r^r 

B«M 

HOO-ITOOM* 

»^Ä^^"^^Är   WWW 

12(0 + AV^ 

10 

4 

19 

15 

ZA5±7.2 

30M±M 

22 (!»+») 

I0(S+I3) 

It (16-^21) 

19 (l**H) 

45 

82 

8I74±5741 

4S3I0±94« 

5IM±14i2 

55 

75 

75 

1U±1.24 

22^±2.6 

15.1 *(M7 

19.7*11 

123 

105 

108 

Note: »P + A: phenatlne (2 mg/kg) + ascorbic acid (20C mgAg). 

1) Group; 2) number of animals; 3) average weight of animals, g; 4) min- 
utes; 5) In % of control; 6) weight of spleen; 7) mg; 8) weight of su- 
prarenal gland; 9) control; 10) 19 to 26; 11) rad; 12) (P •♦• A).# 

45^, and wltii 700-850 rad It was 82^ with reference to the control. In 

animals that had been irradiated with a dose of 1400-1770 rad, the 

weight of the spleen was 45£ lower than In the control, while the «eight 

of the suprarenals was 230 higher. The weight of all organs In rats 
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that had been Irradiated with a dose of 700-850 rad differed little 

froo the correapondlng figures for the control rate. Thus, despite the 

absence of clinical syvptoas of radiation Injury In proton-Irradiated 

rats, the tolerance for physical load was lower than In the control. 

The group of animals that had been Irradiated with a dose of 700- 

850 rad was given an Intraabdosilnal Injection of phenatlne (2 mg/kg) 

and ascorbic acid (200 mg/kg)  30 Bin before subjection to the physical 

load with the purpose of raising the tolerance of the Irradiated rats 

to this exertion. It Is known that whole-body Irradiation Is accompan- 

ied by a considerable decrease In the ascorbic acid content In the supra- 

renals [13« 13]* Injection of this vitamin Into the organism should 

obviously increase the tolerance of the Irradiated rats for physical 

exertion, the more so because the synthesis of cortlcolds uses ascor- 

bic acid. On the other hand. It has been established that phenatlne 

(p-phenyllsopropyl nlcotlnamlde), which has a sympathlccmlmetlc effect. 

Increases ability to perform work. 

The physical-exertion test Indicated that the ETCQ of swimming was 

somewhat higher for animals that had been gl''3n phenatlne and ascorbic 

acid than in rats that had not been given the preparation. The swimming 

Kr84 for  lpPÄdlmted ^ control animals approximated the value of the 

corresponding Index for the control group: 29 and 30 mln, respectively. 

However, the Increase in swlmlng time In Irradiated animals to which 

the preparations had been aOnlnlstered waa statistically unreliable as 

compared with the irradiated control. The absence of a substantial In- 

creaae in physical endurance in the irradiated animals after administra- 

tion of phenatlne to them la obviously related to functional insuffi- 

ciency of the suprarenal glands, since it is known that the basic effect 

of preparations of this type is simply to raise the sensitivity of ad- 

renoreactlve systems to adrenaline and sympathetic Impulses. 
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In the third serxc > of experiments,  an attempt was made to evalu- 

ate the tolerance to physical exertion after combined subjection to ac- 

celeration and Irradiation,  the most realistic simulation of space- 

flight conditions.   The experiments were perfonned  In March.   We expected 

that since the tolerance of the centrl/uged mice for physical exertion 

was higher during this period,  the resistance to the effects of Ioni- 

zing radiation would also be higher.  The experimental data secured are 

shown In Pig.   3.   As will he seen from the figure,  the mortality of the 

animals after combined subjection to acceleration and  Irradiation was 

lower than for x-Irradiation taken alone.  This relationship was obser- 

ved for both of the doses used.   Acceleration before  Irradiation Increas- 

ed the DLCQ/^O by aPProxljnately  100 r a8  compared with the figure for 

the Irradiation control.  The animals that had survived Irradiation were 

given the physical-endurance test.The swimming EIVQ was  11 mln for the 

control,  11.2 mln for acceleration + Irradiation with 400 r,  9 mln for 

Irradiation with 400 r,   9 mln for acceleration *■ Irradiation with 700 r 

and 5 mln for Irradiation with 700 r.   As will be seen from these data, 

the swimming ET^Q for the animals that had survived the  combined treat- 

ment was higher than In th»= corresponding Irradiation control.   The ETJ-Q 

correlated with the survival rate  on the 30th day after Irradiation. 

An Increase In the radloreslstance of centrlfuged animals was also 

noted by Zellmer  [16].   At the present  time.   It Is difficult to give an 

exhaustive explanation for this phenomenon.   It can only be stated that 

tissue hypoxla   (particularly In the hypothalamlc region of the brain) 

due to the g-forces may result In an Increase In the activity of the 

plfaltary-adrenal cortex link In the neuroendocrlne  regulatory system. 

It  Is known that an Increase In the functional activity of the adrenal 

cortex produced by administration of sallcylates,  AlCTO  [ACTH]  or desoxy- 

cortlcosterone acetate Increases to a certain degree the resistance of 
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Pig. 3. Problt lines. 1) Mortality on 30th day after x-irradiation; 2) 
mortality on 30th day after acceleration + x-irradiation; 3) physical 
endurance of cdKfrol animals; k)  after irradiation with 400 r; 3) after 
acceleration + irradiation with 400 r; 6) after irradiation with 700 r; 
7) after acceleration + irradiation with 700 r. The graduation on the 
lower abscissa is for curves 1 and 2, and that on the upper abscissa re- 
fers to curves 5-7. A) Swimning time, min; B) mortality, £; C) probits; 
D) dose, r. 

animals to whole-body irradiation [17]• This mechanism in the "protec- 

tive ** effect of radiation would obviously not be the only one. Tissue 

hypoxla may give rise to foxvation of other tissue metabolism products. 

It is interesting in this connection to examine literature data on the 

existence of a specialized hemopoletic factor resisting the effects of 

ionising radiation and generated during hypoxla. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. A statistically reliable decrease had taken place in the physi- 

cal tolerance of the animals 4 hours after acceleration, and was follow- 

ed by s rise in this index one week after subjection to the g-forces. 

Seasonal variations in physical endurance were noted in animals that had 
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been subjected to acceleration. 

2. The changes In the reactivity of centrlfuged animals to physi- 

cal exertion correlate with ceruloplasmln shifts In the blood. 

3. The tolerance of the animals for physical load was  reduced 40 

days  after Irradiation with 700-1770 rad  of 120-Mev protons. 

4. Preliminary centrlfuglng elevated the resistance of the animals 

to x-Irradiation to some degree. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIQATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE OF LANDING IMPACT g-FORCES 

ON THE ANIMAL ORGANISM 

S.A. Gozulov, O.P. Mlrolyubov, N.N. Popov and N.I. Frolov 

The results of experimental studies of the effect of landing-Im- 

pact g-forces on animals are reported. The manner In which morphclogl- 

cal changes In the Internal organs and the degree of disturbance to the 

functions of the cardiovascular system depend on the magnitude of the 

disturbance Is determined. 

The Impact of an airplane with the ground In a forced landing or 

the touchdown of separable parts of aerospace vehicles (cabins, escape 

capsules, etc.) on the surface of the ground or water Is attended by 

Impact overloads of great magnitude. 

In recent years. Interest In study of the effect on the organism 

of landing overloads has heightened in connection with the development 

of systems for landing space vehicles on the earth or other planets 

[1, 2]. 

Distinctive characteristics of the landing overloads include their 

short duration, high rise rates of the order of thousands of units per 

second, and their high peak magnitude. 

The above overload parameters are determined by the character of 

the soil on which deceleration takes place and the speed at which the 

cabin is descending at the moment of Impact. Increasing the descent vel- 

ocity or reducing the deceleration path of the vehicle to be landed re- 

sults in a sharp increase in the overload. For a given descent rate, an 

increase in the peak overload results from a shortening of its duration 
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- of the d«o«l«rttion path. 

According to foreign authors, the optlaum touchdown speed of a 

space-vehicle cabin fro« the standpoint of engineering calculations Is 

of the order of 7-9 a^sec [3]. Depending on the design characteristics 

and landing engines of the vehicle, the most favorable descent speed 

nay be increased to 20-30 m/sec. On the basis of personnel-safety con- 

siderations, It Is reccmended that the touchdown speed be below 12 2 

m/sec, since failure of the retro-firing landing engines can be allowed 

for In this case [4] 

In the present Investigation, we studied the consequ ices for an- 

imals (rats and dogs) of Impact overloads produced on touchdown at a 

speed of 4 to 13.6 m/sec. The highest values of the average overload 

reached 800-900 min, and the duration varied from 10 to 1 msec. 

The experiments were run on an Impact machine that made It possi- 

ble to vary the falling height (speed) of the platform and the path 

(time) of Its deceleration within the necessary limits. The animals 

were secured to the dropping platfozm In a special bed, placed In the 

horizontal position In such a way that the overload would act In the 

dorsoventral direction. 

A total of 169 experiments were per- 

formed with a single fall (1J0 on rats and 

69 on dogs), plus 40 with repeated (up to 

3) applications of the impact overload (on 

3 rats and 5 dogs). The electrocardiogram 

and respiratory frequency were registered 

for the rats, while for the dogs, in addl^ 

tlon to the above, we traced the arterial 

pressure by the tachoosclllator method, 

using an electromagnetic or piezoelectric 
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TABLE 1 
Frequency of Injuries to 
Certain Organs in Rats 

(la « 
7 

1) Organ; 2) injuries. %; 
3) lungs; 4) liver; 5)in- 
testlne; 6) heart and ma- 
jor vessels; 7) spleen; 8) 
brain. 



sensor. The arterial pressure was recorded from the carotid artery, 

which was diverted Into a skin flap, or, In some of the experiments, 

from the animal's caudal artery by a supplementary technique. 

The results of studies of the physlologlc&l functions indicated 

for the rats that the nature of the pulse-frequency variation after 

the disturbance depends on the magnitude of the overload sustained. Kor- 

relat Ively small overloads, the pulse frequency either rises (43^) or 

drops (57%)  by 20-30^ Innedlately after touchdown. After a heavy g-force 

has been sustained, however, the pulse frequency decreases In all casei: 

to 30^ of the Initial value. I.e., an absolute depression of the func- 

tion Is noted [5]. 

This qualitative change In the reaction as a function of the magni- 

tude of the g-force sustained had a characteristic limit for each range 

of landing speed. This, for example, at speeds from 7.3 to 10 m/sec, 

a slackening of pulse frequency was observed after g-forces of 330-400 

units, while for speeds of 11-13.2 m/s«c,the corresponding phenomenon 

arose at overloads as low as 200-230 units. If, on the other hand, the 

touchdown speed did not exceed 6 m/sec, no decrease In pulse frequency 

was observed In the animals under the same experimental conditions even 

with g-forces of 300 units and more. 

The data obtained show that for a given descent speed, the extent 

to which the pulse slackens Increases with Increasing operating over- 

load or, for a given overload, with Increasing touchdown speed. The 

same type of correspondence Is observed In the extent of Injury to the 

Internal organs. In the absolute majority of cases, when the Impact dls- 

turbance caused a slackening of the animal's pulse frequencies It wes 

accompanied by Injury to their Internal organs (ruptures of the rapsult 

or parenchyma of an organ, extravasation of varying degrees, and, In 

occasional cases, fat embolism). In 100 rats subject to the disturbance. . 
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danagt to on« or aoro organ« «at obaervod in 62 eaaaa, while In the 

other 18 only ooeaalonal aubcutaneoua or intraausoular extravaeatlon 

waa noted. 

The frequency of Injuriea to the rate* Internal organa waa not un- 

Ifona (Table 1). Moat frequently Injured were the lungs, liver, loops 

of the Intestine and the aeaentery; the heart, aajor vessels and brain 

were leas frequently daaaged. m occaalonal cases, we also noted ex- 

travaeatlon in the perlnephrlc cellular tiaaue and auboapaular extravasa- 

tion In the spleen. Mo oases of bone Injury were observed with g-forces 

of this aagnltude. 

Pathoaorphologlcal exaalnatlona ahowed that In addition to the num- 

erous liwanrrhajea resulting froai Sapact overloads of large aagnltude, 

extensive rupturing of the lungs and liver occur, in relation, as are 

the in Juries in other reglona, to the direction of the lapact and the 

situation of the organs (lapingaaent on adjacent parta of the skeleton, 

aa well as collisions of organa with other organa). Landing overloads 

of great attitude aay, in ooabination with prlaary injury to the c?gana 

and tissues of the organiaa, alao produce secondary degenerative changes 

aatching the aorphological pattern of brain concussion, which is more 

distinct in the dog [6]. Following application of aaall g-forces, i.e., 

thoee that do not produce absolute bradycardla under the present exper- 

laental conditions, the ohangee registered in the electrocardiogram were 

inalgnirioant and inconalatent. 

Aa the operating g-force la Increased, characteristic changes ap- 

pear in the eleotrooardiognaa; the 5-wave deepens and the T-wave rlaea 

to aaplitudes of 0.05-0.1 av; the S-T aepwnt alao shifts to a position 

above the isoeleotrlo line. Ih about 12-150 of caaea, polytopic ventri- 

cular extraayatolea, auricular fibrillation and incoaplete atrioventri- 

cular block are obaerved after the lapact disturbance. The changes regls- 
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tered may indicate a functional disturbance that arises not only as a 

result of extracardial causes, but also directly from "transitory myo- 

cardial excitability block" due in this case to a mechanical impact dis- 

turbance of the tissues and organs [7]. 

TABLE 2 
Change in Frequencies of Pulse and Respiration 
in Dogs on Application of Landing Overloads 

(up to 200 units) 

1 
k 5 6 S * 

»mm. 14 MH. 14 «M. t K-UI. Mam 

7 
Vacfwrt ay JMS 

8 
u ±M 

134 
±46 

144 
±35 

•93 
±16 

142 
±36 

I4S 
±26 

36 44 43 55 49 29 HmCtan   AUU- 
55 ±10 ±27 ±23 ±31 ±34 ±13 

«Average + root-mean-square deviation. 
1) Number of experiments;  2) before landing;  3) after landing;  4) 30 
minutes;  3)  1 minute;  6) 10 seconds; 7) pulse frequency; 8) respiratory 
frequency. 

In all of the experiments on dogs, the same same 13-13.6-m/se^ 

landing speed was used,  and the average impact-overload value varied 

from 80 to 870 units.  Landing with a g-force below 200 units  (55 exper- 

iments) produced the raaxlmum quickening of the respiratory and  cardia 

frequencies  immediately after impact, and in the first 10-15 sec.  Then 

the pulse and respiration returned to the initial  level within 1-2 mir.. 

The dynamics  of the pi-lae and respiratory frequency  changes are shown 

in Table 2. 

Only in two cases do we observe a slackening of the pulse   (primary 

brachycardia) and a brief suspension of respiration during the first 

10 sec after application of a g-force smaller than 200 units;  this   Is 

then supplanted at 20 seconds by a quickening.  The arterial pressures 

prevailing before and after the disturbance were registered  in 19 expert 
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Ijwnti of this »«rUt (g-force MMtlltr than 200 units). Following the 

variations of pulse frequency iMsedlately after landing, the MUCIMUB 

and »Inl— arterial pressures rose by 10-30 wm Hg. 

In two dogs, polytoplc ventricular eztrasystoles were observed to 

arise on the electrocardlogrsB against a background of sharp change In 

the pulse frequency at the 5th and 10th seconds after the disturbance. 

During this Interval, the pulse varied in one dog frcsi 264 to 136 (ini- 

tial level) over ^-10 sec, and In the other frosi 172 to 126 beats^aln 

(also doun to the Initial level). Usually, the function noxvallsed In 

the dogs at tlw 3£d-5th minute after the g-force disturbance was applied. 

mm   P 

Fig. 1. Changes in pulse and respiratory frequencies in dog on applica- 
tion of landing g-force greater than 200 units. 1) Pulse; 2) respira- 
tion. A) Pulse frequency, beatB/%in; B) respiratory frequency, per min- 
ute; C) before disturbance; D) noment of disturbance; E) after disturb- 
ance; F) nlnutes. 

In experiments with ^-forces greater than 200 units (14 experi- 

ments), a slaeksning of the pulse frequency by 40-60^ and of the respir- 

atory frequency by 20-30)1, or a 10-30-sec stoppage of respiration, was 

observed in the dogs lisdiately after the disturbance. Figure 1 shows 

typical curves of pulse-frequency and respiratory-frequency variation. 

Qualitative reaction changes were also in evidence In the caae of 

arterial pressure in this series of experiments. As a rule, we observed 

at the first minute after the overload a decrease In the naxlmm arter- 
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la?, pressure by 30 mm Hg and a 20-inn-Hg drop In the minimum pressure, 

and It did not reach the Initial level.  I.e., there was only a relative 

depression of the function after the disturbance. 

No pathological disturbances were observed on the electrocardio- 

grams of the dogs after application of large g-forces.  A characteristic 

jervatlon (as for the smaller animals) was a deepening of the S-wave 

and an Increase In the T-wave against a general background of tachycar- 

dia. 

To evaluate the cumulative effects, we ran a series of experiments 

on white rats and dogs In which the Impact g-force was applied repeated- 

ly. 

The rats were subjected to the disturbance three times, at 3OO-350 

units with a 10-mlnute Interval. The changes registered here In the res- 

piratory frequency and pulse Indicate that the changes observed In the 

physiological functions are Intensified when the impact disturbances 

are repeated (Fig.  2).  The disturbances to the cardiac rhythm (extra- 

systole, atrloventrlcular block) become particularly pronounced.  As will 

be seen from Fig.  2,  the first Impact disturbance produced minor primary 

slackening (Inhibition)  of the function.  Subsequent disturbances were 

accompanied by exacerbating disturbances to myocardlal function, makinr 

their appearance Immediately after the disturbance. 

In this series,  the dogs were subjected to 4-3 applications of moc- 

erate Impact overloads  (within the 200-unlt range),  the duration of 

which was 10-13 msec, with an Interval of 2-3 days between dlsturbar es. 

In the case of repeated disturbances of relatively small magnitude, no 

increase was manifest in the functional derangements  (Fig.  3),  as had 

been the case In the white rats subjected to large overloads.  Moreover, 

the provision of a sufficiently long Interval between disturbances re- 

sulted In a lesser degree of functional deviations In the repeated ex- 
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perlmentß. As will be seen from Pig. 4, a decrease In the extent o'f the 

pulse-frequency deviations from the first to the fourth disturbance Is 

observed with repetition of relatively small disturbances separated by 

adequate Intervals of time. It Is as though an adaptation to the extra- 

ordinary force of the stimulus has taken place. The sharpness of the 

reflex reactions diminishes, despite an Increase In the effective over- 

load (from 92 to 138 units), and the heart accomplishes Its work at a 

more favorable physiological level. Thus, repeated application of land- 

ing shocks may produce different physiological effects depending on Its 

magnitude and frequency of repetition. 

i 

imm. o 

Pig. 2. Changes In pulse and respiratory frequencies of white rats on 
repeated application of landing shocks, a) Before disturbance; b,c,d) 
Ist, 2nd and 3rd disturbances, respectively; 1,2,3) Numbers assigned to 
animals. A) Pulse frequency, beats/bin; B) respiratory frequency, per 
minute; C) atrioventrlcular block; D) arrhythmia; E) extrasystolls, 
fibrillation; P) fibrillation; 0) minutes. 

In addition to the functional disturbances, considerable damage 

to the internal organs occurs in dogs when they are subjected to land- 

ing overloads of great magnitude. As in the small animals, the lungs, 

liver, intestine, heart, etc., were most frequently injured in the dogs. 

As a rule, more serious damage was detected on autopsy after repeated 

disturbances, and an intensification of the destructive and dystrophic 
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Pig. 3. Variation of pulse frequency In dogs on repeated application of 
landing-shock overload. 1,3*^0 Ordinal numbers of disturbances. A) Pulse- 
frequency, beats/mln: B) before disturbance; C) time of disturbance; D) 
after disturbance; E) minutes. 

changes In the brain matter was observed on hlstologlcal examination. 

Experiments performed on cats, rabbits and mice 3howed that damage 

to the lungs arises as a result of transmission 

of the Impact pressure that arises In the abdom- 

inal cavity [8, 9]. Severe Injuries to the In- 

ternal organs are noted for g-forces greater 

than 300 units and descent rates of 6-8 m/sec. 

The hypothesis has also been advanced [10j that 

smaller animals perish after Impact overload not 

as a result of hemorrhaglng or Injuries to the 

organs, but from brain concussion - a Judgment 

based on the observation that at the moment of 

impact, the animals entered convulsions not re- 

lated to the gravity of the macroscopic Injure 

les observed on autopsy. Hlstologlcal examina- 

tions also support the possibility of brain con- 

cussions having occurred as a result of the landing overload [6]. 

Of no lesser Importance for the condition of the organism are the 

disturbances to the heart function (extrasystollc arrhythmia, atrloven- 

Plg. 4. Magnitudes 
of relative pulse- 
frequency changes 
during first 10 sec 
after repetition of 
landing-shock over- 
loads. In dogs. The 
difference between 
the pulse frequen- 
cies before and af- 
ter the disturban- 
ces Is plotted 
against the axis of 
ordlnates. 
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trlcular block, ventricular fibrillation) and the drop in arterial pres- 

sure below the physiological level. Since these phenomena arise concur- 

rently with damage to the internal organs, it is not possible fully to 

exclude their secondary origin. Nevertheless, there is reason for as- 

cribing all of these disturbances to the direct effect of the impact 

overload on the tissues of the organs of the body, including the heart 

muscle. Similar observations of changes in heart function after subjec- 

tion to explosion waves and air blasts, in which there was no macroscop- 

ic injury done to the organs, were reported in Reference [11]. It would 

appear that the reflexogenic region of the heart and major vessels is 

of prime Importance in the genesis of the derangements described here. 

To ascertain the Importance of reflexes from the region of the heart 

during subjection to g-forces, we performed experiments on rats in which 

they received measured blows on the chest. Here, together with other 

deviations, the electrocardiogram showed brachycardia, atrioventricular 

block and polytopic ventricular extrasystoles, i.e., a pattern similar 

to that observed when the impact overload acts on the entire organism 

emerged. 

The material cited above represents testimony to the complexity of 

the mechanisms by which the physiological functions are disturbed when 

landing-Impact overloads are applied to the organism and the necessity 

of devoting penetrating study to them. Specific recomndations for ways 

and means to ensure the safety of landing humans in one or another spac 

vehicle can be developed on this basis. 

Received 
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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS 

UDK 551. 521. 6 

DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTR:>NS \UTH ENERGIES AROUND 100 kev 

AT MODERATELY HIGH ALTITUDES ABOVE 'l"HE EARTH 

v. v. Temnyy 

A volume ot data on the distribution of electrons with E > 50 kev . e 
and protons. with Bp >50 Mev trapped by the earth's magnetic field was 
obtained prior to 9 July 1962 1n the region L~ 2 by the "Kosmos-3" and 
"Kosmos-5" satellites [1-3). Here the electron fluxes i this region 
were also observed at points at which the field strength B at fixed L 
exceeds the value of the field strength ~ at an altitude of 100 km 
over the earth' s surface in the South Atlantic anomaly at the same L. 
When the mean levels of captured-elect on intensity were plotted in B, 
Ircoord1nates, the scattering of the experimental points with respect 
to these levels was considerably higher than the cor1esponding sc~tter 
obtained for the hig~energy protons [4]. This indicates that the scat
ter obtained tor the electron fluxes is not a result of inaccuracy of 
the B, Ircoorc11nates employed [5]. If we map l evels of equal intensity 
1n a three-d~enaional coordinate system, taking the geog~aphic longi
tude X into account (B, Land X), it is found that the scatter of the 
exper~ental values decreases substantial y as compared with that ob
tained 1n the two-d~ensional representation {Band L without X). 
Strictly speaking, the third coordinate should have been ~ - the geo
magnetic l ongitUde. For the case under conside~~tion, however, the dis
crepancy between ~ and X does not change the picture substantially. 

Let us examine the positions of the experimental surfaces of equal 
electron intensity that we have obtained 1n the {B, L, X) ~ystem. For 
intensities lower than 2·107 particles • ~-2·sec-1 , we observe the fol
lowing pattern over t he entire region L~ 2 : as we move toward the east 
1n the direction of electron drift fram X - 0° to X - 120° of westerrt 
longi tude, the field strength on S\lrfaces of equal intensity increases 
progressively as we move toward the east 1n the direction of electron 
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drift from a mi:11Jnum at A - 0° (f\nin) t.o a maximum at A - 120° of west
ern longitude. As we move further in the same direction, the fie ld 

strength diminishes progressively fram the maximum at A - 120° of west

ern longitude to a minimum at A - 0°. No substantial dependence of tht 
resulting shift on local time could be detected. Given adiabatic elec-

ron drif t, the field strength B should be constant on surfaces of equal 
intensity. The picture obtained can be accounted for, f or example, by 
the presence of a constant electric fi e ld that ~hifts the captive-elec
tron mirror points into a region with higher field strength in the lon
gitude interval from 0° to 120° of western longitude and int o a r eg ion 
with lower strength in the interval from 120° westeMl longitude to 0° . 
Here, the fluxes registered with B > Ebin may remain ca~tive after tran
sit of the South Atlantic anomaly. 

Another possible cause of the variation of the positions of equal
int ensity surfaces with longitude may be a mechanism that lowers the 
captive-electron mirror points in a region with high field strengths . 
In our motion toward the east from A - 0° to A - 120° of western longi
tude, the shift of the surface toward larger B can be accounted for in 
terms of predominance of the electro~influx process over the absorp-
t ion process in these regions, while the shift toward smaller B for ), 
from -120° of western longitude t o 0° would be due to preferential ab
sorption of electrons in this region. 

The particle flux escaping the capture region in drift around the 
earth can be evaluated from data on the longitude variation of the in
tensity wtth L and B fixed. It follows from the distributions obtained 
f or L = 1.6, the flux intensity at the bottom of the line of force has 
diminished by about 8·106 particles · cm-2·sec-1 after one drift r evol
ution. If it is assumed that most of the electrons registered have en
ergies of 100-150 kev, as has been confirmed experimentally 1n many 
cases [6, 7) and is consistent with the spectrum of he el ectrons in 
the inner belt a ccording t o data up t o 9 July 1962 as given 1n [8], 
then the estimates giv~n indicate that for electrons of these energi es 
the a verage flux escaping f am the apture region to the maxim~los s 

region (on meridians fram 120° of western longitude t o 0°) comes to ap
proximately 'It - 1. 5·103 particles · cm-2. sec-1 . The rate of this "pre
cipitation" varies substantially with longitude. 

Fram a known number of escaping electrons, we can determine the 
quantity T - the " capture r egion replenishment tirae." For the given "'It 
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and a known flux intensity 1n the equator1.al reg1.on, the quantity 't 

amounts to approximately 3·106 sec. Por other Lin the region L ~ 2, 

the values or ~ and -r C'.re ot the same order a& for L • 1. 6. 
Thus, it can be atf'irmed that at low altitudes above the surface 

or the earth 1n the region L < 2 there exists a ubstantial longit de 
variation 1n the positions or surfaces or equal intensity with respe ct 
to he field strength B. 

The distribution described dittere tram that obtained for adiaba
tic elect~ moti~n at high alt1tu~e. 

In conclusion, the author expresses his gratitude to v. I. Krasovs

kiy and YU.I. Gal'per1n tor their discussion of the results obtained. 
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script 
Page 
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[Transliterated Symbol] 

259 T = t = teryayemyy = escaping, being lost 
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